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Abstract
This thesis considers the benefits of randomization in two fundamental signal processing
techniques: sampling and filtering. The first part develops randomized non-uniform sam-
pling as a method to mitigate the effects of aliasing. Randomization of the sampling times
is shown to convert aliasing error due to uniform under-sampling into uncorrelated sha-
peable noise. In certain applications, especially perceptual ones, this form of error may be
preferable.
Two sampling structures with are developed in this thesis. In the first, denoted simple
randomized sampling, non-white sampling processes can be designed to frequency-shape
the error spectrum, so that its power is minimized in the band of interest. In the second
model, denoted filtered randomized sampling, a pre-filter, post-filter, and the sampling
process can be designed to further frequency-shape the error to improve performance. The
thesis develops design techniques using parametric binary process models to optimize the
performance of randomized non-uniform sampling. In addition, a detailed second-order
error analysis, including performance bounds and results from simulation, is presented for
each type of sampling.
The second part of this thesis develops randomization as a method to improve the
performance of multiplier-less FIR filters. Static multiplier-less filters, even when carefully
designed, result in frequency distortion as compared to a desired continuous-valued filter.
Replacing each static tap with a binary random process is shown to mitigate this distortion,
converting the error into uncorrelated shapeable noise. As with randomized sampling, in
certain applications this form of error may be preferable.
This thesis presents a FIR Direct Form I randomized multiplier-less filter structure
denoted binary randomized filtering (BRF). In its most general form, BRF incorporates
over-sampling combined with a tapped delay-line that changes in time according to a bi-
nary vector process. The time and tap correlation of the binary vector process can be
designed to improve the error performance. The thesis develops design techniques using
parametric binary vector process models to do so. In addition, a detailed second-order
error analysis, including performance bounds, error scaling with over-sampling, and results
from simulation, is presented for the various forms of BRF.
Thesis Supervisor: Alan V. Oppenheim
Title: Ford Professor of Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Randomization has been used in signal processing as a technique to mitigate certain forms
of error. For example, randomized dither is used in quantization to convert perceptually
disturbing quantization artifacts into less disturbing uncorrelated noise. This thesis extends
randomization to two fundamental building blocks of signal processing: sampling and fil-
tering. In both contexts, we find that randomization leads to better control over the error,
often converting it into a preferable form.
With uniform sampling, if the input signal is sampled below its Nyquist rate, aliasing
occurs. Aliasing is problematic in certain applications, especially those based on percep-
tion. For example, in ray-traced computer graphics aliasing appears as visually disturbing
moir artifacts. By contrast, randomization of the sampling times can convert aliasing into
shapeable noise that is uncorrelated, which can be preferable to aliasing. In the ray-tracing
example, the error due to randomized non-uniform sampling appears as additive noise across
all frequencies, which the eye is less sensitive too.
In this way, randomized non-uniform sampling can algorithmically extend the effective
bandwidth of sampling. The lowered sampling rate could lead to improvements in power-
consumption, computational-cost, and hardware complexity in analog-to-digital converters.
This could potentially be useful in a wide range of applications, from sensor network nodes
to ray-traced computer graphics.
Randomization can also be used to improve the quality of filtering. In certain low-
complexity, low-latency applications multiplier-less filters are desirable. However, imple-
menting filters without multiplies often leads to severe coefficient quantization error. Specif-
ically, the frequency response of the multiplier-less implementation is distorted from the
desired continuous-valued filter. In certain applications, especially where the fine structure
of the frequency response is important, this distortion can be problematic. For example,
in audio equalization the human ear is sensitive to distortion of the frequency response.
In this thesis, we find that randomization of multiplier-less filter coefficients by switching
between coefficient quantization levels leads to shapeable noise that is uncorrelated with the
input, which can be preferable to frequency response distortion. In the audio equalization
example, randomized multiplier-less filtering can be used to turn frequency distortion into
uncorrelated noise that is shaped to higher frequencies where the ear is less sensitive to it.
Randomized multiplier-less filtering is a new filtering paradigm that could potentially
replace standard filter implementations with coefficient multiplies. With proper optimiza-
tion, randomized filters could offer an alternative implementation with a smaller hardware
footprint and lower-latency than standard DSP architectures. They could be potentially
useful in a host of applications from space to medical devices - anywhere low-complexity,
low-latency processing is necessary.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the roadmap for the thesis. At the root of the tree we place the ran-
domization principle which is applied in two contexts, non-uniform sampling and multiplier-
less filtering. In Chapters 2 through 4, we discuss randomized non-uniform sampling. In
Chapter 2, we introduce randomized non-uniform sampling and discuss relevant background,
potential applications, and our particular discrete-time/LTI-reconstruction model.
Two forms of randomized sampling are developed in this thesis, simple randomized
sampling (sRS) and filtered randomized sampling (FRS). In Chapter 3 we develop SRS,
which has no pre-filters or post-filters. The main result of this chapter is that the sampling
process correlation can be designed to frequency shape the sampling error out of band. This
requires the design of binary processes with specified auto-covariances, which is a non-trivial
problem. It is addressed in detail in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 we develop FRS, which has a tunable pre-filter and post-filter that can be
used to further frequency-shape the error spectrum. One main result of this chapter is that
FRS has a strong duality with classical quantization theory. In addition, FRS is shown to
improve performance over SRS because of the ability to pre-shape the input.
In Chapters 5 through 7, we discuss randomized multiplier-less filtering. Chapter 5
introduces randomized multiplier-less filtering, discussing their benefit over static filters,
potential applications, and our particular model. As illustrated in the roadmap, there are a
number of models for randomized multiplier-less filtering - in different filter structures and
different multiplier-less coefficients. In this thesis, we focus on the randomization of binary
coefficients in the Direct Form I FIR filter structure. We denote this as BRF for short. As
discussed in Chapter 5, the model is a vector extension of the randomized sampling model
of Chapter 2.
Two forms of BRF are developed in this thesis, standard and oversampled. In Chapter
6 we present memoryless standard BRF, where the taps are uncorrelated in time. The main
result is that the noise due to memoryless BRF is white and can be reduced by designing the
correlation between the taps appropriately. We develop design techniques to design optimal
binary tap correlation. The development is similar to SRS but extended to a vector form.
In Chapter 7 we develop oversampled BRF, a more advanced structure that incorporates
rate-conversion. This structure improves the SNR of BRF significantly due to an averaging
effect. We show that SNR can be made arbitrarily high with enough oversampling. As such,
oversampled BRF could potentially be useful as a technique to implement general digital
filters - as an alternative to the standard multiply and accumulate architecture.
Figure 1-1. Thesis Roadmap

Chapter 2
Randomized Non-Uniform Sampling
This chapter motivates randomized non-uniform sampling as a method to mitigate aliasing.
It introduces the basic randomized non-uniform sampling model which is an extension of
that presented in Said and Oppenheim [28, 29]. Two structures are presented, simple
randomized sampling, without pre/post filters, and filtered randomized sampling, which
incorporates tunable pre/post filters.
2.1 Motivation
In this thesis, the goal is to create a faithful reproduction of a signal of interest (SOI)
from a set of samples. We assume that the SOI, y(t), is a filtered version of another signal
x(t). Figure 2-1(a) illustrates this signal model. h(t) is a fixed LTI filter. The goal is
to sample and reconstruct x(t) in such a way that, after filtering with h(t), the resulting
reconstruction, ý(t), is close to the desired signal, y(t). Note that the objective is not
the accuracy of the reconstruction of x(t), but rather, the final signal, ý(t), after filtering.
Figure 2-1(b) illustrates this sampling model.
(a) Signal Model
x(t) sampling reconstruction h(t) (t)
r
(b) Sampling Model
Figure 2-1. Block diagrams for signal and sampling model. h(t) is a fixed linear time-invariant filter. x(t)
is band-limited to ir/T. The maximum rate of the sampling process is restricted to be rmax = 1/Tr < r.
The goal is to get the reconstructed output q(t) close to the desired output y(t).
This generic model can represent a number of applications. For example, x(t) can be
light waves from a scene and h(t) can be an LTI approximation for the response of the eye.
y(t) is the resulting image that would be perceived if there were no sampling. In this case,
the goal is to create an imaging system that uses spatial samples to reconstruct the scene,
y(t), such that the perceived visual distortion is minimized.
We assume x(t) is band-limited to OQ, i.e. X(jQ) = 0 for Q > RQ. If we could sample
above the Nyquist rate at s, > 2SQ, then x(t) could be perfectly recovered from a set
of uniform samples. Consequently, y(t) can also be perfectly recovered using band-limited
interpolation. Because of system constraints though, we assume that the maximum possible
sampling rate is constrained such that s, < 2Qx.
Such a sampling rate constraint could occur in various applications. For example, in
wide-band surveillance, hardware constraints may constrain the sampling rate of an ADC
below the Nyquist rate for signals of interest. In this context, it may be desirable to
have a sampling strategy that algorithmically extends the effective bandwidth of the ADC.
As another example, for low power applications such as sensor network nodes, sampling
consumes a large portion of the power. In this case, it may be desirable to reduce the
sampling rate, and correspondingly the power consumption, while still achieving a suitable
SNR. Such a scenario may even occur in ray-traced computer graphics, where computational
constraints may constrain the number of ray-traces that can be done. In this case, it may
be desirable to have a ray-tracing procedure that reduces the amount of computation while
still achieving a visually pleasing rendering of the scene.
In all of these scenarios, periodic sampling at rate •s < 2Q2, aliases the input signal.
Aliasing has two problems. First is that the user has little control over the coloration
of the noise across the band. The aliases can occur at frequencies that contain critical
information. In addition, the functional dependence of aliasing is problematic in certain
applications, especially perceptual ones. For example, in imaging applications, aliasing
manifests as moire patters, which a visually very disturbing.
The standard anti-aliasing technique is to low-pass filter the input to no more than half
the sampling frequency before periodic sampling. This imposes a severe restriction on the
range of frequencies that can be represented. It removes high frequency components that
could contain critical information that needs to be preserved. In this sense, an anti-aliasing
filter is not an ideal solution to the aliasing problem.
Furthermore, in certain applications, anti-aliasing filters are impossible to implement.
For example, in ray-traced computer graphics there is no input signal before ray-tracing,
only a mathematical model of the scene [10]. Traditional anti-aliasing requires first ray-
tracing onto a dense grid, filtering, and then down-sampling the resulting output. Since
each ray-trace requires a set of computations, this process is computationally intensive. In
this scenario, it may be desirable to directly sample onto a lower rate grid without aliasing
rather than traditional anti-aliasing.
Uniform sampling has its shortcomings when under-sampled. By contrast, as shown in
the subsequent chapters, with randomized non-uniform sampling, the error due to under-
sampling becomes shapeable noise that is uncorrelated with the input signal. In certain
applications, particularly perceptual ones, this form of noise may be preferable to alias-
ing artifacts. In fact, a form of randomized sampling is used in the computer graphics
community to anti-alias ray-traced images, [13, 10, 23]. In this thesis, we extend these
randomized sampling techniques using non-white sampling processes, shaping filters, and
other techniques to achieve better control over the error.
2.2 Randomized Sampling Model
Though there are a number of applications for randomized sampling, as documented in
[4], in this thesis, we focus on using randomized sampling as a technique to reduce the
number of samples to represent a signal. In particular, we do not address the question of
performing operations, either linear or non-linear, on the randomized samples. Instead we
focus on reconstruction. Our goal is create a faithful reproduction of the signal of interest
(SOI) from a set of randomized samples.
There are numerous models for randomization of the sampling times. A number are
presented in [4]. In this thesis, we model randomized non-uniform sampling as a downsam-
pling process. The formulation follows the randomized down-sampling framework presented
in [28, 29]. We extend the simple models of [28, 29] to more complex architectures that can
further reduce the error.
The basic randomized sampling model is in continuous-time (CT). It is presented in
Section 2.2.1. This section also introduces the two sampling structures, simple randomized
sampling (SRS) and filtered randomized sampling (FRS). Under certain conditions, this CT
model is equivalent to a purely discrete-time (DT) model. This conversion, in addition to
certain subtleties regarding the transformation, are presented in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Continuous-Time Model
Figure 2-2(a) illustrates a mathematical model of the basic randomized sampling architec-
ture. The input x(t) is assumed to be a band-limited wide-sense stationary (WSS) random
process with auto-correlation, Rx(7T), and maximum frequency Qx. In certain forms of
randomized sampling, we assume that prior knowledge of Rxx (7) is available.
In this model, samples cannot be taken at arbitrary times. They can only be taken at
integer multiples of a high-rate grid with spacing Thr. This can be interpreted as an ADC
that is clocked with a high-rate stable digital clock, but does not sample on each rising-edge.
Instead it samples only on rising-edges where it is enabled by a randomized signal. In Figure
2-2(a), this is modeled as an uniform sampling C/D, with rate Phr = 27r/Thr, followed by
multiplication with a discrete-time (DT) binary process, r[n]. The binary process, r[n], can
only take the values 1 and 0. When r[n] = 1, the sample is kept, when r[n] = 0, the sample
is erased. Assuming that r[n] is WSS with E{r[n]} = u, the effective average sampling rate
can be mathematically expressed as:
Qavg = P'fhr (2.1)
We assume that there is no aliasing on the high-rate grid, i.e. Chr > 20s. Furthermore,
we assume that the average sampling rate is fixed below the Nyquist rate for the signal x(t),
i.e. Davg < 20. and usually below the the Nyquist rate corresponding to the band-limit of
the reconstruction filter, 2avg < 2 Qh. Figure 2-3(a) illustrates these frequencies relative to
each other in the frequency domain.
The DT signal, q[n], after randomized sampling is at the rate Qhr. It is composed of
sampled signal amplitudes and zeros. The non-zero amplitudes in q[n] and their associated
sampling times are assumed to be available upon reconstruction. Note that the time-indices
do not have to be explicitly stored. Rather, if we assume that the sampling process, r[n],
is generated from a pseudo-random number generator, then only the state of the generator
has to be stored. Using this state and an identical pseudo-random number generator, the
non-uniform sampling times can be regenerated upon reconstruction, i.e. the samples can
be placed at the correct positions on the high-rate grid.
The fixed LTI filter, h(t), represents a frequency-dependent error weighting, denoting
frequency bands of interest with high values and less important bands with low values. In
certain contexts, h(t) can be interpreted as a reconstruction filter. For example, in audio
and imaging, h(t) can represent a model of human perception. For simplicity, h(t) is often
assumed to be an ideal low-pass filter (LPF) with cutoff Ph < ,x. Though crude, the
ideal (LPF) models the essential aspect of h(t): the existence of a stop-band for which
the frequency is significantly attenuated. Figure 2-3(a) illustrates 2 h relative to the other
frequency parameters.
This thesis develops two randomized sampling structures, simple randomized sampling
(SRS) and filtered randomized sampling (FRS). In both we assume that the reconstruction
is LTI. We briefly discuss potential extensions of randomized sampling using non-LTI re-
construction techniques in Section 3.6, but these methods are not explored in detail in this
thesis.
SRS is illustrated in Fig.2-2(b). It does not incorporate any additional pre-filters or
post-filters. The fixed filter h(t) is used as a LTI reconstruction filter. There is a scaling by
1/11 that compensates for the loss of energy due to sampling. There are two forms of SRS
depending on the correlation of the sampling process. In white-SRS, the sampling process
is constrained to be a white Bernoulli process. In frequency-shaped SRS, the correlation of
the sampling process can be designed to shaped the error spectrum so there is less energy
in the band of interest. SRS is developed in detail in Chapter 3
FRS is illustrated in Fig.2-2(c). It has an additional user-definable pre-filter and post-
filter. The front-end sampling scheme consists of an LTI pre-emphasis filter, gl (t), followed
by randomized sampling. The pre-emphasis filter gl (t) can be an arbitrary LTI filter, not
necessarily an anti-aliasing filter. Upon reconstruction the non-uniform impulse train, q(t),
is filtered through an LTI filter, g2(t), to achieve an intermediate reconstruction, w(t). This
signal is filtered by h(t) to produce the reconstruction ý(t). There are four forms of FRS
depending the correlation of the sampling process and a constraint on the filters. All four
types are developed in Chapter 4.
2.2.2 Discrete-Time Model
The CT randomized sampling models of the previous section can be converted into equiv-
alent DT models that are simpler to analyze. Figure 2-4(a) illustrates a manipulated form
of the CT SRS architecture where all of the filtering is done in the DT domain. The C/D
blocks represent perfect continuous-to-discrete transformations and the D/C blocks repre-
sent perfect discrete-to-continuous transformations, both at rate Qhr = 27r/Thr. Here, h(t)
is assumed to be a band-limiting filter, such that H(jQ) = 0 for Q > 2 hr/ 2 . With this
assumption, h(t) can be split into an ideal low-pass filter (LPF) with cutoff Qhr/ 2 and a
DT filter h[n] operating on a Qhr-rate sample stream. Combining the ideal LPF with the
S/I constructs a D/C converter which cancels the C/D converter that follows.
Combined with the assumption that Qhr > 2Qx, the CT SRS model can be transformed
into the DT SRS system illustrated in Figure 2-4(b). Figure 2-3(b) illustrates the relative
placement of the important DT frequency parameters. The CT to DT frequency mapping
is:
w = £ Thr (2.2)
In the discrete-time formulation, the Qavg constraint from continuous-time becomes a con-
straint on the mean: E {r[n]} = p = ?avg/Qhr.
An analogous transformation can be done for FRS. In this case, gl(t) and g2(t) are
assumed to be band-limited filters, with G1 (jQ) = G2(jQ) = 0 for Q > Qhr/ 2 . As such,
both have equivalent DT filter representations, gl•[n], g [n], on a Qhr-rate sample stream.
Figure 2-4(c) illustrates the discrete-time FRS system. In the remainder of this thesis,
analysis is done primarily on these discrete-time models.
There is an important subtlety associated with the DT transformation. In continuous-
time the average sampling rate is fixed to Qavg* As expressed in Eqn.(2.1), this average
rate is a function of both Qhr and the randomized down-sampling rate p. There are many
Qhr and p pairs that can achieve a fixed Davg. All pairs are not equal though. As shown
in Chapter 3, for LTI reconstruction, the optimal operating point is Qhr = 20=, i.e. the
lowest possible value without aliasing. This high-rate grid has the least mismatch with LTI
reconstruction.
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Chapter 3
Simple Randomized Sampling
This chapter develops simple randomized sampling (SRS). Two forms of SRS, white SRS
and frequency-shaped SRS, are discussed. Section 3.1 presents the basic properties of SRS
and its design. Section 3.2 develops white SRS, where the sampling process is constrained to
be uncorrelated in time. Section 3.3 presents frequency-shaped SRS, where the correlation
of the sampling process can be used to frequency-shape the error spectrum. It presents a
parametric solution and develops a performance bound. Section 3.4 does a detailed error
analysis of SRS. The theoretical predictions are validated with numerical experiments in
Section 3.5.
3.1 Problem Statement
The upper-branch of Figure 3.1(a) depicts the continuous-time SRS model. The lower-
branch illustrates the desired output y(t). The model is drawn in its simplified form with
the filter h[n] defined in discrete-time. The LTI filter h[n] is assumed to be fixed and known.
The input x(t) is assumed to be a band-limited, wide-sense stationary (WSS) process with
auto-correlation Rxx (7) and maximum frequency x. The high-rate sampling frequency is
constrained to be above the Nyquist rate, Qhr ! 2~x. There is no aliasing on the high-rate
grid. As mentioned in Chapter 2, thr is a parameter that can be changed. Its optimal
choice is discussed in Section 3.4.2. For now, we assume it is fixed to some specified value.
The average sampling rate, Qavg, is fixed to a value below the Nyquist rate, i.e. Qavg <
2Qx. The fixed Qhr and Qavg fixes the mean of the discrete-time sampling process to:
E{r[n]} = p =avg (3.1)
Qhr
The input process x(t) and the sampling process r[n] are assumed to be independent. The
only tunable facet of the system is the correlation of the sampling process.
As noted in Chapter 2, the CT SRS problem can be recast in DT under these conditions.
The DT SRS model is illustrated in the upper-branch of Figure 3.1(b). The desired output,
y[n], is illustrated as output of the lower-branch, i.e. y[n] = x[n] * h[n]. The goal in DT
SRS is to design the WSS binary process, r[n], subject to the fixed I from Eqn(3.1), such
that the MSE error is minimized:
-= E {e 2 [n]} = E {(y [n] - [n]) 2)  (3.2)
We focus on this DT formulation, with a fixed Qhr, Qavg, and p, for the remainder of this
x(t)
Thr Thr
CT Simple Randomized Sampling (CT-SRS)
q[nl
x[n]
P.-e [n]
DT Simple Randomized Sampling (SRS)
section.
The sampling process r[n] is a WSS binary process with fixed mean p. As such, it has
a first-order probability mass function:
Ap ,for r[n] =
Pr(r [n]) 1 - p , for r[n] - 0 (3.3)
0 , otherwise
where 0 < p <• 1. The process can be decomposed into the sum of its mean and a zero-mean
process, :r[n]:
r[n] = p + ~ [n] (3.4)
where ý[n] = {l-p, -p}. Using this decomposition, the reconstruction y[n] can be expressed
as the sum of the desired signal y[n] and an error signal e[n]:
y[n] = h[n] • q[n]
1
= y[n] + h[n] * (x[n]f [n]) (3.5)
e[n]
The error signal can be expanded as the sum:
1 00
e[n] = P x[k][k]h[n - k] (3.6)
k=-oo
The error is unbiased and uncorrelated with the input. The bias can be found directly by
linearity of expectation and the fact that F[n] and x[n] are independent processes. Mathe-
matically:
E{e[n]} = E x[k]f[k]h[n +m - k]
S1 E{x[k]} E{f [k]}h[n + m - k] = 0 (3.7)
1 m=-oo
=0
The error can be shown to be uncorrelated with the input directly:
1 00Efe[n + m]x[n]} = E {k=-oo +7m - k]x[n]
1 E{x[k]x[n]}E{if[k]}h[n+ m - k] =0 (3.8)
m=-oo
This uncorrelated error may be less disturbing in certain applications, especially perceptual
ones, as compared to aliasing.
Since r[n] and x[n] are independent, the auto-covariance of the error before filtering,
w[in] = s[n] - x[n] = x[n]rf[n], can be expressed as:
Rw,[m] = E{w[n + m]w[n]} = -2E{x[n + m]x[n]}E{f [n + m]i;[m]}
1
= 2 nRxx[m]Krr[m] (3.9)
In the frequency-domain, this can be expressed as a circular convolution:
S1w (ejw = Sxx(ejL)(rr(ej(wo))dO (3.10)
where Irr (ejw) is the auto-covariance spectrum of r[n]. Since e[n] = h[n] * w [n], the power-
spectrum of the error can be expressed as:
See(e") = JH(e")| 12 rJSxx(ejo)4rr(ej(w-o)) (3.11)
The MSE can be expressed in the frequency-domain by integrating Eqn.(3.11):
=f .• dw
S = See(e W)
_ 27
= 1' ' IH(eiw)I2 Sxx(ejO)>rr(ej(wO)) 2w2w (3.12)
There are two forms of SRS depending on the correlation of the sampling process.
In white-SRS, the sampling process is constrained to be a Bernoulli process. Section 3.2
develops white-SRS in detail. The sampling process can be correlated in time to shape the
error out of the pass-band of h[n] though. We denote this as frequency-shaped SRS. It is
developed in Section 3.3.
3.2 White SRS
In this section we develop white SRS, where the process r[n] is restricted to be uncorrelated
in time. It was first developed in Said and Oppenheim in [28]. White-SRS is used in practice
in the computer graphics [13, 10, 23] to anti-alias ray-tracing. There is is often denoted as
stochastic ray-tracing or randomized ray-tracing.
Since r[n] is a binary process, fixing E{r[n]} = p also fixes its first-order variance, a2 .
Mathematically:
2a = p(1 - 1) (3.13)
Consequently, the auto-covariance is
Krr [m] = oQ25[m] (3.14)
Combining Eqn. (3.13), (3.14) and Eqn.(3.9), we can express Kww[m] as:
K..[m] = R,, [m][m]
= -( - 1) R, [0l][m] (3.15)
which implies that w[n] is white. Substituting Eqn.(3.15) into Eqn.(3.11), it follows that
the error spectrum See(e j • ) has the same shape as the filter H(eJw):
See(e w) - 1- )Rx [0] H(eJw")2  (3.16)
There are no tunable parameters to optimize white SRS. Expanding R,, [0], the white
SRS MSE can be expressed as the integral of the error spectrum:
Sw I Sx (eO)d H(e) 2 dw (3.17)
Further error analysis of white SRS is done in Section 3.4.1. White-SRS is the simplest
form of SRS, serving as a performance baseline for the other more advanced techniques
developed in this thesis.
3.3 Frequency-Shaped SRS
In frequency-shaped SRS, the time correlation of the sampling process can be used to
frequency shape the error spectrum. This can be used to reduce the in-band error and
improve the SNR. This section discusses the design of frequency-shaped SRS in detail.
3.3.1 Design Problem
By designing the sampling auto-covariance, ,rr,(eJw), the error spectrum can be shaped to
minimize the energy in the passband of h[n]. We can formally express the design of )rr(eiw)
as an optimization. The first step is to re-express Eqn.(3.12) by expanding the convolution
integral and swapping the order of integration:
8 -= =-1 (j- (r 2),,(ejO)S(ei(w-))'• ) IH(ejw) 12
1 -7 2d dO2
= f7 Gr(ejo) Sx(ej(W-e))lH(eju")|2 (3.18)
2 =-_ 7=--7r 27 2-
F(eij)
We define F(e j o) as the convolution of IH(ejw)12 with a frequency reversed version of
Sxx(ejw ). Since Sxx(ej w) is a power-spectrum, it is even and symmetric, with Sxx(eij ) =
Szz(e-jw). Thus,
F(eo) =- H(ej) 12SXX(e-j(O-w))d_
= IH(e3j ) 2Sxx(ej(0-w)))d (3.19)
"=--Tr 27r
Combining Eqn.(3.19) with Eqn.(3.18), the MSE can be expressed as:
£ = f 2 rrf(eW )F (ejW ) (3.20)
A2 _r 27
Mathematically, the goal in frequency-shaped SRS is to design ,,rr(ejw) such that this
objective function is minimized. There are two important constraints on rr(ej•). First,
since y is fixed and r[n] is a binary process, the first-order variance is also fixed. Conse-
quently, the area under rr ,(e j w) is constrained:
7 rr (eiv) = a = (1 - ) (3.21)
Secondly, and more importantly, rr,(eiw) and 4/ must be achievable using a binary
process, i.e. there must exist a stationary binary process with mean y and auto-covariance
spectrum ,rr (eiw). This is a problematic constraint, because not all valid auto-covariance
spectra are achievable by binary processes [11, 19, 5]. The set of achievable spectra has
been studied in [11, 19]. We denote this set at B([p). Unfortunately, this set is not tractable
for optimization. Combining the two constraints and the objective function Eqn.(3.20), the
design of Drr,(eiw) can be posed formally as the optimization:
minimize 1 rr(eiw)F(ei••~ w
4,rr(ejw) _r 27
subject to ] -rr(ew), = (1- ) (3.22)
(rr(e ·> )E B(p)
3.3.2 Relaxation Bound
We can find a performance bound for frequency-shaped SRS by relaxing the binary achiev-
ability constraint in Eqn.(3.22) and replacing it with the constraint that Drr(eJ") must be
a valid auto-covariance spectrum, i.e. positive semi-definite [26]. The relaxed optimization
(3.22) can be expressed as,
minimize 1 4rr (el")F(eJ")'
cIrr(eiw) 2- 2/1
I d (3.23)
subject to frT7 rr(ej ~  = p(1- p)
rrWW) >_ 0
The solution to this relaxed optimization is a performance bound, because, as mentioned in
the previous section, not all valid auto-covariance functions can be achieved using a binary
random process. The optimal binary solution to frequency-shaped SRS can do no better
than this relaxation bound.
In the optimization of Eqn.(3.23), the variance constrains the amount of energy Drr (eJ")
must have. In the objective function, F(ei") can be interpreted as an shaping factor on
Drr (e3J). Intuitively, the solution to the relaxed optimization is to put all the energy of
4rr(eJC) where the shaping by F(e 3 ") will be minimal. Mathematically, define
wo = arg min F(eJi ) (3.24)
w
2 2
If F(e3W ) has multiple global minima then there are many solutions to the relaxed
optimization. If F(ej") has zeros, then the MSE can be made zero by putting all the energy
of (rr(ew") at this zero. The next section gives a more formal argument for this result.
Substituting Eqn.(3.25) back into the objective function Eqn.(3.23) the relaxation bound
on the MSE can be expressed as:
_ 
F(ewo) 1I
= 1 (minJ H(e) 12Sxx(eJ(-°))dO) 1 1) (3.26)
Formal Argument for Relaxed Solution
In this section we develop a more formal argument for the optimal relaxed solution. Assume,
without loss of generality, that F(e ji) has only one global minimum at w = wo. For multiple
minima, the argument below can be generalized in a straightforward manner. We proceed
by contradiction. Assume that the optimal relaxed solution r,(eJ3 ) is not Eqn.(3.25),
(e") 2( - wo) + (w + wo) (3.27)rr2 2 '
This implies the existence of an open interval (wl, W2) with wo 0 (Wl, w2) and wl, W2 > 0,
for which,
i 2 * (ei)dw = a > 0 (3.28)
Since (Dr (ejW) is a power spectrum that is even and symmetric, the same is true for an
open interval (-Wi, -W2), where -wo 0 (-w l , -w2). Construct a function 4)'(w), of the
form,
*(ei) = f (e>) + a {6(w - wo) + 6(w + wo)} ,for w ({(w, w2 ) U (-w1, -w 2 )1
r 0 , for w E {(wl,w2) U (-wl, -w2)}
(3.29)
where the energy in the intervals (Wi, w2) and (-wl, -w2) has been moved to the points wo
and -wo, respectively. As before, wo = arg min, F(eJ"). The function DI'(ejw) satisfies
all of the constraints, i.e. it is a valid power spectrum and integrates to the same value as
We now show that )**(e jw) has a smaller MSE than Ir(ej'), contradicting the as-
sumption that I)r7 (ejW) is the optimal relaxed solution. The integral of Eqn.(??) can be
separated into the sum of three integrals over disjoint intervals,
7* (eJw)F(eJw)dwU = J rr (ejW)F(eJw)dw+j (r (eW)F (e)dw+j 7*r 4(e 2W)F(eji)dw
0 0 1W W2
(3.30)
where we have dropped the leading scale factor terms since they are not relevant to the
proof. Similarly, the integral of F(ejW) with •*(e jw) can be separated into the sum of
integrals over the same three disjoint intervals. Substituting Eqn.(3.29) for D**(eiW), the
resulting integral can be simplified as,
j 4**(e .)F(e2W) dw = j **(ejW)F(eiw)dw + j (**(eJw)F(eJ )dw + j **(eij)F(ej")dw
1 1 2 w2
=0
= j *+ (jr(e))F(e)d + r(ew)F(ejw)dw + jaF(w - wo)F(e)d
S (w2)F(
(3.31)
The difference between Eqns. (3.30) and (3.31) is,
j7 *r(eW)F(e3 )dw - j r (ei")F(e')dw= -j *r(e")F(e w)dw - F(ew°o) (3.32)
If this difference is strictly greater than zero then D**(e0w) has a lower MSE than
(Ir (eiW). Define w3 as,
w3 = arg min F(eIW) (3.33)
we(wl,w2)
Since both F(e j") and (*,(eJ") are positive, we can bound the integral,
r(e"w)F(e3")dc Ž j 4(eJw)F(eiw3 )dW
= F(ei L3 j r(e
= aF(eW3 ) (3.34)
Since we have assumed that F(eJW) has a single global minimum as wo, this implies by
definition that F(e j 3 ) > F(eJwo). Consequently,
JW2 *r(eJW)F(e3J)dw - aF(e wo) > aF(eW1 3 ) - aF(eyWo) > 0 (3.35)
This is a contradiction: a lower MSE can be achieved by moving the energy in the
interval (wl, W2) to the point wo0. Our initial assumption was therefore false. The optimal
relaxed solution is therefore given by Eqn.(3.25).
Inachievability of Relaxed Solution
The optimal relaxed solution of Eqn.(3.25) cannot be achieved by a WSS binary process
though. We can see this informally using the Einstein-Wiener-Khinchin theorem. Given
a WSS random process [n], the Fourier transform squared at any specific frequency, w,
converges with probability one to a non-negative random-variable |R(ejw) 2 > 0, [26]. The
Einstein-Wiener-Khinchin theorem relates the expectation of this random variable with the
value of the power-spectrum, [26]
=rr(ei")  E{|R(e") 12} (3.36)
Consequently, if Arr(eJw) = 0 for some w, this implies E{IR(ejW)1 2} - 0. Since
IR(eJi) 2 > 0, this means that the random variable IR(eJi)12 converges, with probabil-
ity one, to a distribution that has mass only at 0. This implies that every realization of
the random process, except a set of measure zero, has no spectral energy at w. Since our
optimal solution 4Dr (e3w) is zero for all w other than wo, this implies that all realizations,
with probability one, are sinusoids of the form:
f[n] = A cos(w0on + 01) + B sin(won + 02) (3.37)
where 01 and 02 are random phases and A and B are constants such that A 2 + B 2  2
Such realizations, except for very special cases, are not WSS binary processes. Thus, in
general, the relaxed solution cannot be achieved using a WSS binary process.
3.3.3 Parametric Frequency-Shaped SRS
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the set of covariance spectra achievable using a binary
process has been characterized in [11, 19]. Unfortunately, this set is defined recursively
and is not tractable for optimization in Eqn.(3.22). To make the optimization tractable,
we use parametric models for r[n]. A desirable parametric model should satisfy three
properties. First, the model should have the ability to constrain the mean of the binary
process. Second, the covariance spectrum, 4 rr (ejW), should have a tractable expression
in terms of the parameters. In this way the parameters can be optimized for frequency-
shaped SRS. Lastly, for practical purposes, the model should be amenable to hardware
implementation.
Though there are numerous techniques to generate binary processes, most do not give
a tractable expression for the resulting auto-covariance spectrum. We use Boufounous
processes, first presented in [5], as our model. The Boufounos model generates binary
processes with a fixed mean and auto-regressive (AR) spectrum. The basic Boufounos
model is presented below for completeness, but the proofs are omitted. For a more detailed
description, the reader is referred to the original paper [5].
In the Boufounos model, a binary process, r[n], is generated iteratively from p previous
samples, r [n - 1], r[n - 2],..., r[n - p] as follows,
1. The bias, rb[n], for the generation of r[n] is computed according to the relationship:
p
rb[n] = ak(r[nak([ - k] - U) (3.38)
k=1
where /j is the desired mean of r[n] and the ak are parameters of the algorithm.
2. The sample r[n] is randomly generated from a binary distribution biased by rb[n] as
follows:
r[i] 1 with probability rb[n] (3.39)
r 0 with probability 1 - rb [n]
The resulting process is a pth order Markov process, in which the {r[n - k], k = 1,... ,p
determine the state at any given time n.
In steady-state, the binary process can be proved to be wide-sense stationary with mean
y. The auto-covariance spectrum can be shown to be auto-regressive, of the form:
A A
4rr(ei ) = A A(3.40)IH(eJw)12 = =1- Zk ake-Jwkl2  (3.40)
A is a scale factor that ensures that the variance constraint is satisfied. Mathematically it
can be expressed as: (/ 1 d
A = p(1 - I) L i- w (3.41)
The binary process converges to this auto-covariance as long as the following constraint
on the parameters ak and y are satisfied,
ak - 1 > |1 - 2yl ( ak -1 (3.42)
This constraint ensures that there is no overflow in Eqn.(6.63), i.e. the bias, rb[n] is bounded
between 0 and 1, [5]. Note that this inequality is strict. The constraint is illustrated
graphically in Figure 3-1 for 1L < 1/2. The axes are E ak and E lak . The shaded area
denotes the set of coefficients for which the algorithm is guaranteed not to overflow. As
p increases, the two constraints pivot around the point (1, 1), as shown in the plot. The
shaded area is maximized when p = 1/2. For A > 1/2 the constraints cross over each other,
and the shaded area is identical to the shaded area for 1- p. Note that in the limit as p -+ 0
or p -- 1 the shaded area converges toward the origin where E ak - 0 and E IakI - 0. In
these limits, ak -+ 0 and the Boufounos process approaches a Bernoulli process.
Since the r [n - k] only take discrete binary values, the process can represented using a
2P-state Markov chain. The state transition probabilities are,
P((r[n],..., r[n - p + 1]) (r[n - 1],...,r[n - p])) ={ p + Ek ak(r[n - k] - p) if r[n] = 1 (3.43)
1 - (I• E= l ak(r[n- k] - p)) if r[n] =0 0
which is equal to rb[n] and (1 - rb[n]) if r[n] = 1 and 0, respectively. The transition
probabilities are zero for all other state transitions. The strict inequality of Eqn.(3.42)
ensures that all the probabilities in Eqn.(3.43) are strictly positive. This in turn ensures
that any state can be reached with positive probability within p transitions from any other
state. The Markov chain is thus ergodic with an unique stationary distribution [5]. Figure
3-2 illustrates the Markov chain for a two pole Boufounos process, i.e. p = 2. The states
are all the length two binary sequences, i.e. (r[n - 2], r[n - 1]). The transition probabilities
are labeled accordingly.
The Boufounos model is simple and readily amenable to optimization for use in frequency-
shaped SRS. We could potentially achieve a larger set of binary processes by removing the
auto-regressive constraint. As an alternative, we could develop binary processes generated
by general, fully connected, Markov chains. Such a model could have a closed-form auto-
covariance spectrum using the work of [14, 15]. This is beyond the scope of this thesis and
we restrict ourselves to Boufounos processes.
By substituting Eqn.(3.40) into Eqn.(3.20), fixing the number of ak parameters to p,
and imposing the constraint Eqn.(3.42), the SRS design problem can be expressed as the
optimization,
minimize - fr F(ew) A w
ak ake-jwkl2 27r
subject to A = p(1 - ) ( d(3.44)
_11 - Ek k-jwkl2 27 (3.44)
ak - > 1- 2 k a,- li
The binary compatibility is implicitly satisfied because the Boufounos model guarantees
that a binary process with parameters 1L and ak exist.
Numerical optimization can be used to solve (3.44) for the optimal values of ak. The
optimization requires discretization of the continuous functions F(eiw) and ,rr(eJw). For
simplicity, we discretize onto a grid of uniformly spaced frequencies. Though inexact, if
E lak + (2p - 1) E ak= 2
Z Eak 
E jak I
Tlakl
') ak
Sak + (1- 2p)Eak = 2 - 2
Figure 3-1. Coefficient space for p < 1/2 reproduced from [5]. The shaded area is the set of coefficients
for which the algorithm is guaranteed not to overflow. As 1 increases, the two constraints pivot around the
point (1, 1), as shown in the plot.
1 - I~ + alIp + a2/
1- p + alu + a
1-+ al(1 - P) +
- a2/z
- I) - a2/Z
p - al(1 -- p) - a2(1 - I)
Figure 3-2. Markov chain for binary-AR model with p = 2. The states are (r[n - 2], r[n - 1]).
Z: ak A
done on a dense enough grid, the solution is assumed to be close to the desired continuous
optimization. In addition, since almost all numerical solvers require closed constraint sets,
with non-strict inequalities, a parameter e is added to the constraint to ensure it is met
strictly. Mathematically, the constraint becomes
( ak - > 11 - 2 I f aki - 1 + (3.45)
k=1l k=l
The parameter e is usually set to a small value, e.g. E ; 0.05. It ensures ergodicity of
the chain. It can be interpreted as a mixing parameter, i.e. the higher E is the more 'mixed'
the Markov chain is.
Once the optimal ak are found, the sampling process can be easily simulated by following
the steps of the algorithm. Frequency-shaped SRS using the resulting r[n] has lower MSE
than white SRS, and in many cases, even lower than aliased uniform sampling.
3.4 Error Analysis
In this section we do an error analysis on the MSE of both forms of SRS, both white
and frequency-shaped. Section 3.4.1 presents the MSE scaling of white-SRS. Section 3.4.2
discusses the optimal choice of ~hr, the high-rate sampling rate. Section 3.4.3 develops the
scaling of frequency-shaped SRS using the relaxation bound.
3.4.1 White SRS
In this section we develop a closed-form expression for the white-SRS MSE. The calculation
is done on the continuous-time SRS model to incorporate the high sampling rate Chr aS a
parameter.
Equation (3.16) gives an expression for the discrete-time error spectrum. Since there is
no aliasing on the high-rate grid, i.e fhr, > 22x, the continuous-time error spectrum, after
reconstruction, can be expressed as [25]:
See(jA) = ThrSee(eJw)lw='Th, (3.46)
Substituting Eqn.(3.16) into Eqn.(3.46), the CT error spectrum can be expressed as:
1-See(jA) = Thr 1 - 1) Rzz [0]jH(eJT) 2
= 27 -rvg1 Rxx[0]IH(ejQT)12 (3.47)
where we have made the substitution Thr = 2 l7r/hr and Qavg = Pg/hr. Since x[n] = x(nThr),
the DT auto-correlation is the sampled CT auto-correlation [25], i.e. Rzx[m] = Rx(T -=
mThr). Consequently, in the expression above, Rx [m = 0] = Rxx (T = 0). In addition, since
H(jD) is a band-limiting filter with cutoff •2 h < Qx, the CT filter is related to the DT filter
though the mapping H(j2) = H(ejw)lj=nTh,, [25]. Making these substitutions, the error
spectrum can be expressed as:
See(jO) = 2"Rxx(0) - IH(jO)I 2  (3.48)
The continuous-time MSE can be found by integrating Eqn.(3.48):
1 r/T IH(j)12dEw = - See(jO)dQ = Rxx(O) vg hr L h 2d2w J--IT r a_____hr
27rEh
= 2rR (O)Eh g (3.49)( Qa vg f hr
The CT white-SRS MSE is a function of fahr and 2avg where Rxx(O) and Eh are fixed
parameters independent of the sampling frequencies. For a fixed Phr, the DT white-SRS
MSE is presented in Eqn.(??). The white-SRS MSE is used as a performance baseline
throughout this thesis. We evaluate the performance the other, more complex sampling
techniques in terms of a "shaping gain" over white SRS.
3.4.2 Optimal High-Rate Sampling Frequency
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are many (P, £hr) pairs that can achieve a fixed Davg.
Mathematically, the two are related by the expression:
Qavg = ALhr (3.50)
The set of possible pairs can be plotted as a curve as in (p, ahr) space as in Figure
3-3. Here the Nyquist rate is 20, = 400/2r. The high-rate sampling rate is constrained
such that Qhr Ž> 400/2r. The two curves in Figure 3-3 illustrate the (i, Chr) pairs for two
different average sampling rates: Oavg = 400/27r and davg = 160/27r.
Not all operating points along this curve are equal. From Eqn.(3.49) we observe that for
a fixed Qavg, the white SRS MSE increases with Qhr. Figure 3-4 plots both the theoretical
and empirical white SRS MSE for the example process discussed in Section 3.5. The high-
rate sampling frequency is varied from Ohr = 400/27r, its minimum value, to Qhr = 1200/2r.
Results are shown for two different average sampling rates: Qavg = 400/27r at the Nyquist
rate and Oavg = 160/27r which is well below the Nyquist rate. The theoretical results match
the empirical results closely.
Though the theoretical analysis is only done for white SRS, the same scaling holds for
frequency-shaped SRS. Figure 3-4 plots the frequency-shaped SRS MSE as function of Qhr
for Qavg = 400/2r and 160/27r. This curve is found empirically from numerical simulation.
Though the frequency-shaped MSE is below the white SRS MSE, it also grows as (1-1/Ohr).
Clearly from both the theoretical and empirical analysis, the optimal choice of 2 hr is its
minimum possible value: the Nyquist rate for x(t).
=2r  20x (3.51)
This choice minimizes the white SRS and frequency-shaped SRS MSE. At first glance
this result may seem counterintuitive because, though the high-rate grid is changing, the
average sampling rate is constant. The high-rate grid matters though, because LTI filter-
ing is not a perfect reconstruction system for non-uniform samples. In particular, as Qhr
increases there is greater mismatch between LTI reconstruction and the non-uniform grid.
This is seen most clearly in Figure 3-4 for the white SRS curve at avg = Q"x = 400/27r.
In this case, since we are at the Nyquist rate, we should be able to always achieve perfect
reconstruction. This is true when Chr = 20Q = 400/27r and the effective sampling grid
is uniform. For larger values of Qhr though, the effective grid is non-uniform making the
LTI reconstruction have an error that grows according to Eqn.(3.49). The same is true
for frequency-shaped SRS though there is a dip at Chr = 2Qavg = 800/27r. At this point,
the Boufounos process optimization finds the uniform Nyquist grid again so the LTI filter
achieves perfect reconstruction.
With non-LTI reconstruction, the value of Qhr may be less important. This is because
the non-LTI reconstruction can achieve a perfect reconstruction from non-uniform samples.
Such extensions are further discussed in Section 3.6. For the remainder of this chapter, we
assume that the high-rate sampling frequency is fixed to its optimal value: Qhr = 2•,.
3.4.3 Frequency-Shaping SRS
Throughout this section, we assume that the high-rate sampling frequency has been opti-
mally chosen as Chr = 2Q,. Since the high-rate is fixed, we can do the error analysis in
discrete-time without loss of generality. It is difficult to find a closed-form expression for
the MSE of frequency-shaped SRS because the Boufounos process is redesigned for each
Qhr and Qavg. Consequently, we compute frequency-shaped SRS MSE numerically. We can
however find upper and lower bounds on the MSE. The white SRS MSE gives an lower-
bound on the performance of frequency-shaped SRS. The relaxation bound of Eqn.(3.26)
gives an upper-bound.
We study the performance of frequency-shaped SRS relative to white SRS using the
dimensionless shaping gain defined as:
= Efs (3.52)
SW
Like the MSE, the shaping gain can be bounded using the relaxation bound. This
relaxation bound can expressed as the quotient of Eqn.(3.26) and Eqn.(3.17),
r w -( f-r SxxF(ew) dw  f(r IH(ejO) 2dO
gr - - >_  (3.53)(r minw, f_ IH(ej O) 2Sxx(ej(w-0))d0)
The shaping gain is always greater than or equal to one. The worst-case occurs when
the input is white, i.e. Sxx(eJi) = Rxx[O]. In this case, substituting Sxx(ejw) = Rxx[O]
into Eqn.(3.53) gives gr = 1. The worst-case is also achieved when H(ejw) is an all-pass
filter. In both of these cases, the relaxation bound is tight, i.e. Gr = Qfs, because the
set of binary auto-covariance matrices is equal to the set of all auto-covariance matrices.
In general though, the relaxation bound is loose because the set of binary auto-covariance
matrices is a subset of all auto-covariance matrices.
Other than these worst-case scenarios, some shaping gain is always possible. Even if
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Figure 3-4. MSE scaling as function of Qhr for example discussed in Section 3.5. Error curves shown for
white-SRS and frequency-shaped SRS at two fixed average sampling rates, Qavg = 400/27r and 160/27r.
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H(e J") has no stop-band, i.e. Wh = w, shaping gain is possible as long as the response is not
constant across the band. In general, given a fixed H(ejw), the shaping gain is better for
more peaky S,,(eJW). Specifically, the more concentrated the energy in S,,(e j w ) is in the
frequency domain, the lower the side-lobes are and the lower F(e jwo) can be. The shaping
gain is consequently higher. This property is illustrated using AR(1) and MA(1) numerical
examples in Section 3.5.
When the relaxation bound is high, the bound becomes so loose that it is uninformative.
For example, the relaxation bound can, in theory, be infinite. This situation occurs if there
is a shift S,,(ej(w- O)) that has zero overlap with H(eJw). In this case F(ejwo) = 0 and the
relaxation bound is infinite. In practice though, since the relaxed solution solution cannot
be implemented, an infinite shaping gain cannot be achieved.
It may seem that oversampling, where Qhr > 2Qs, could improve the error. This is
because with more oversampling, H(e jw) has a larger effective stop-band which in turn
reduces the value of F(e0wo). In fact, with enough oversampling the relaxation bound implies
infinite shaping gain. Increasing the oversampling at a fixed Qavg decreases the value of p
though. This limits our ability to do binary shaping. For binary processes, the reduction
in p increases the error by a factor larger than the reduction in F(eJwo). Consequently, in
practice, oversampling leads to a larger MSE. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, for frequency-
shaped SRS the optimal high-rate sampling frequency is still Qhr = 2Q,.
The expression for the relaxation bound should be used with caution. It can lead to
erroneous conclusions when the gr is large. In general though, the relaxation bound builds
important intuition about the limits of frequency-shaped SRS.
3.5 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we present an example of both white and frequency-shaped SRS along with
a numerical error analysis. In addition, we present numerical simulations that illustrate the
effect of Sxx(e jw ) on shaping gain.
3.5.1 Example
For our example, we assume a band-limited input x(t) with maximum frequency =
200/27. The high-rate sampling frequency is fixed to its minimum value Qhr = 2Qx =
400/27, the Nyquist rate for x(t). As discussed in Section 3.4.2, this is the optimal value
of Qhr. The resulting DT signal x[n] on the high-rate grid is a WSS DT ARMA process
generated by shaping white Gaussian noise through a filter:
(z - zo)(z - z) (3.54)
(z - po)(z - p )(z - p )(z - p2)(Z -P*
zo = 0.05, zl = e j r/ 4 P0 = -0.5, pi = 0. 9 e j r/ 8 , P2 = 0 . 9 e j 3 7 / 8
The power spectrum is Sx(ejl ) = G(z)G(z-1). The continuous-time filter h(t) is
assumed to be an ideal LPF with cutoff Qh = 100 Hz, half the bandwidth of Sxx(eJ").
In discrete-time this is implemented as a 2048-point FIR filter designed by applying a
Hamming window to an ideal LPF with cutoff at Wh = QhThr = 7r/2. The average sampling
rate is fixed to Qavg = 160/27r, which is well below the Nyquist rate. The mean of r[n] is
consequently fixed to A = lavg/Qhr = 2/5.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the discrete-time power spectrum Szz(eji) and the filter H(ejw).
This example has been constructed to illustrate a situation where frequency-shaped SRS
may be useful. We assume that anti-aliasing is not possible. The sampling rate is below the
Nyquist rate, so uniform sampling leads to aliasing. On the other hand, the reconstruction
filter has a large stop-band that we can take advantage of.
Two million samples of w[n] are generated for each test case. Periodogram averaging
with a 2048-point Hamming window with 50% overlap is used to approximate 2048 points of
the power spectrum S,,(w). The MSE is estimated numerically by averaging the squared
difference between y[n] and ^[n] after filtering. The in-band SNR, defined below, is used as
a power-independent performance metric.
SNR =E{y2 [n]} (3.55)
Fig.3-5(a) shows the result of uniform sampling at the rate Qavg = 160 Hz. Note the
strong aliases in the band of interest. The in-band SNR is 3.600 dB. Fig.3-5(b) shows the
result of white-SRS sampling with Chr = 400 Hz and p = 2/5. As predicted, the noise has
a fiat power spectrum with height given by Eqn.(3.16). The in-band SNR is 0.763 dB. Fig
3-5(c) shows the result of frequency-shaped SRS with a two-pole Boufounos process. The
sampling process is generated according to the model of [5], with parameters al = -0.3394
and a2 = 0.4783. These values are found through numerical optimization for this specific
H(ejW) and S,,(eiw). Note how the noise has been shaped out of band, so that the in-band
SNR is 3.826 dB, greater than both white SRS and aliased uniform sampling.
Figure 3-6 illustrate the results of the numerical optimization of the Boufounos process
for this example leading to the parameters used above. A mixing parameter e = 0.05 was
used to ensure the strict inequality of Eqn.(3.42). Figure 3-6(a) illustrates F(eji) along
with the optimal auto-covariance spectrum )rr (eJw). As expected, most of the energy of
Drr(ejw ) is near the minimum point of F(e ji) at wo = 7r. Since the process is restricted to
be binary though, Irr (eiW) cannot be made impulsive at this point. Figure 3-6(b) illustrates
a realization of the random process r[n] in steady-state. Note how the sampling process is
close to 1(1 + (-1)n), the optimal relaxed solution, aside from the random intervals where
it is all zero. These zero excursions ensure that the mean remains stationary at t = 2/5.
Figure 3-7(a) illustrates the SNR as a function of p for this example. Since 2hr is fixed, A
serves as a DT proxy for the average sampling rate Davg. The SNR is computed empirically
using numerical simulation for 2avg = 0 to favg = 2Qz = 400/27r. Figure 3-7(b) illustrates
the results from the same simulation in terms of shaping gain, Gf.
There are a number of points to note. First, both the white SRS SNR and the relaxation
bound grow as O(1/11 - 1). This is expected: with more samples we do better. Next, the
empirical white SRS SNR curve matches closely with the theoretical one. Thirdly, as
expected, the frequency-shaped SRS SNR is always above that of white SRS, i.e. shaping
gain is always greater than 1. As 1L --+ 1 or Ip -+ 0, the frequency-shaped SNR approaches
the performance of white SRS. This is expected because, as noted in Section 3.3.3, the set
of achievable binary processes becomes smaller and closer to a white process.
The shaping gain peaks at p = 1/2. Frequency-shaped SRS is most useful in the regime
where Qavg -  _x because the set of achievable binary auto-covariance functions is the
largest. Note that for this particular input process, frequency-shaped SRS nearly hits the
relaxation bound when p = 1/2. This is a special case, because for this example process
wo = 7r and when 1L = 1/2, the Boufounos process can achieve the optimal relaxed solution,
rr[n] = (1 + (-1)n )  (3.56)
Empirically, there is still a small gap from the bound at p = 1/2. This is from the
mixing parameter E = 0.05. The non-zero value of E prevents the binary-AR solution from
precisely achieving the non-ergodic rr [n]. In any case, the solution at ti = 1/2 is aliasing. It
is uniform sampling at half the Nyquist rate. For practical purposes, if the goal is to anti-
alias, this is not a good operating point. It may be better to increase the mixing parameter
e in the Boufounos process optimization to get a randomized grid closer to that of white
SRS.
3.5.2 Peakiness
In this section, we illustrate the effect of input peakiness on SRS performance using two
experiments. For both, the reconstruction filter H(eJ") is a ideal LPF with cutoff wh = 7r/2.
The input Sxx(e jW) is assumed to be band-limited to Qx = 200/27r and the high-rate
sampling frequency is Chr = 400/27r. The average sampling rate is fixed to Davg = 160/27
so IL = 2/5. In the first experiment x[n] is a first-order moving average MA(1) process with
power spectrum,
Sxx(z = eij ) = (1 - Oejw)(1 - Oej i )  (3.57)
Figure 3-8 plots the shaping gain and the relaxation bound as 0 is varied from zero to
one. Each point on the curve is found by numerically computing the shaping gain from
600, 000 samples. There are a number of observations to make. When 0 P 0 the spectrum
is nearly white. Consequently, as predicted, the shaping gain near 1. As 0 increases the
spectrum becomes more peaky as the zero moves closer to the unit circle. Accordingly, the
shaping gain is higher. The shaping gain flattens out near 0 = 1 because an MA(1) process
is not infinitely peaky, even when the zero is on the unit circle. The non-binary bound is
relatively tight in this case because the process does not become infinitely peaky.
In the second experiment x[n] is a first-order auto-regressive AR(1) process with power
spectrum,
S (e")= (3.58)x(elw  -_ (1 - pe-jw)(1 - peJi)
Figure 3-8 plots the shaping gain and the relaxation bound as p is varied from zero to
one. Each point on the curve is found by numerical simulation of 600, 000 samples. Similar
to the MA(1) experiment, when p : 0, the spectrum is nearly white and the shaping gain
is near 1. As p increases the pole moves closer to the unit circle, making Sxz(ejw) more
peaky. Unlike the MA(1) experiment, the AR(1) process becomes infinitely peaky as the
pole approaches the unit circle. Consequently, the shaping gain increases exponentially as
p -- 1. The relaxation bound becomes looser in this limit for the same reason. In short,
the peakiness of the input controls the extent of the possible shaping gain using frequency-
shaped SRS. The peakier the input, the more potential gain is possible.
3.6 Extensions
In SRS, h(t) acts as a reconstruction filter. This is not a perfect reconstruction scheme.
Specifically, even if the randomized, non-uniform samples are above the Nyquist rate, perfect
reconstruction is not achieved by LTI filtering. In fact, LTI reconstruction is not consistent
for the non-uniform samples, i.e. resampling the reconstruction, y(t), onto the same time-
indices does not produce the same samples. For perfect reconstruction above the Nyquist
rate, we need to use the non-uniform reconstruction theorem [22]. LTI reconstruction is a
reasonable, first-cut solution though - one that is commonly used in practice.
Non-LTI reconstruction techniques can potentially do better. The question of non-LTI
reconstruction from undersampled non-uniform samples brings up the question of non-
uniform aliasing. In particular, the nature of aliasing with non-uniform samples is not well
studied. Potential extensions of this thesis can consider using a deeper understanding of
non-uniform aliasing to design a better non-LTI reconstruction technique for SRS.
Another potential extension could involve using frequency-shaped SRS as a front-end
for compressive sensing, a new sampling technique for sparse signals [8]. The reconstruction
in compressive sensing is a non-linear sparse approximation technique. Frequency-shaped
SRS may be useful in reducing the number of samples given prior information about what
band the signal is in.
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Figure 3-5. Empirical plots of randomized sampling power spectra for the example discussed in Section
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Chapter 4
Filtered Randomized Sampling
In this chapter filtered randomized sampling (FRS) is developed as an extension of SRS
that incorporates a pre-filter and post-filter. Section 4.1 introduces the FRS model and
basic issues in its design. The possibility of an invertibility constraint between the pre-filter
and post-filter leads to two different forms of FRS: distortion-free FRS where the filters
are inverses of one another and unconstrained FRS where the filters are unconstrained. In
addition, similar to SRS, there are two forms of FRS depending on the correlation of the
sampling process: white or frequency-shaped. The combination of these two forms leads
us to consider four types of FRS in this chapter: distortion-free white FRS, distortion-
free frequency-shaped FRS, unconstrained white FRS, and unconstrained frequency-shaped
FRS. Each is discussed in Sections 4.2 through 4.5, respectively. Section 4.7 discusses
potential extensions of FRS.
4.1 Introduction
The model for FRS is analogous to SRS, except for two additional design parameters, a
pre-filter gi(t), and a post-filter g2(t). As in SRS, the covariance of the sampling process,
Irr,(e3J), can potentially be designed. The upper-branch of Figure 4-1(a) illustrates the
continuous-time FRS model. The lower branch illustrates the desired output y(t).
The FRS model is fundamentally different from SRS because it assumes the ability to
pre-filter before sampling. For certain applications, such as ray-tracing [10], pre-filtering
is not possible because the signal is not accessible before sampling. In this sense, SRS,
without a pre-filter, is more broadly applicable. Nevertheless, for classical analog-to-digital
conversion, analog pre-filtering is possible and often easy to implement using modern analog
electronics.
Similar to SRS, the average sampling rate in FRS, Qavg, is constrained to the under-
sampled regime. For SRS, this implies that Qavg is constrained below the Nyquist rate for
x(t). This changes in FRS. Because of the ability to pre-filter, any reasonable choice of
G1(jf) should remove the out of band energy in S.x(jf), i.e. for Q > Qh. This energy is
not part of the desired reconstruction and can reduce performance by aliasing into band.
Consequently, in a properly optimized FRS system, G1 (jo) is a band-limiting filter with
cutoff Qh. Additionally, since G2 (jQ) is cascaded with H(jl), without loss of generality
G2 (jQ) can be chosen as a band-limiting filter with cutoff 2h. The effective Nyquist rate
is thus 2 2 h. The under-sampled regime for FRS occurs when Qavg is constrained to,
Pavg < 2Qh (4.1)
x(t)
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Figure 4-1. FRS models.
Though GI(jQ) removes energy above Qh, it is not a classical anti-aliasing filter. If that
were the case, its cutoff would be at Qavg/ 2 < Qh.
Since the effective Nyquist rate is 22h and FRS does LTI reconstruction, the logic of
Section 3.4.2 implies that the optimal high-rate sampling frequency is,
Qhr = 20h (4.2)
This is the minimal Qhr for which there is no aliasing on the high-rate grid. It minimizes
the MSE for a fixed Qavg. The argument is analogous to that presented in Section 3.4.2.
Combining the fact that Qhr = 2Qh and that gl(t) and g2(t) are band-limited to Ch,
the CT FRS model can be recast purely in DT. The DT FRS model is illustrated in the
upper-branch of Figure 4-1(b). The desired output y[n] is illustrated as the output of the
lower-branch. Similar to SRS, the goal is to design the pre-filter gi [n], post-filter g2 [n], and
the sampling process auto-covariance Drr(eJW) such that the MSE is minimized.
Since Chr = 2 Qh, this implies that H(ejw) has no stop-band. This is different from SRS.
In SRS the goal of frequency-shaping was to place most of the error in the stop-band of
H(eJw). By contrast, in FRS the goal is to shape the error in band to locations where it is
attenuated by the post-filter. Figure 4-2(a) and (b) illustrates the relative placement of the
important CT and DT frequency parameters, respectively. Note how the energy of S,, (jQ)
out of band is removed before conversion to DT.
For the same input and average sampling rate, FRS has the potential to perform better
than SRS because of the additional degrees of freedom. With more freedom also comes more
complexity. In particular, there is an issue of distortion that occurs in FRS. The output of
the DT FRS system is:
S= It(h * g2 * 91 * x) + h * 92 * ((91 * x)f) (4.3)
and the error can be expressed as:
e = (ph * gi * g2 - h) * x + h * 92 * ((91 * x)f) (4.4)
u[n] v[n]
where the dependence on n has been dropped for notational clarity. If we restrict the
pre-filter and post-filter such that they are inverses of one another in the pass-band of h[n]:
g91 [n] * g2[n] * h[n] = h[n] (4.5)
the first term in Eqn.(4.4) becomes zero, i.e. u[n] = 0. Consequently, e[n] = v[n] and since
E{ff[n]} = 0, it is straightforward to show that E{v[n]} = 0 and Kxv[m] = 0. This, in
turn, implies that Kxe[m] = 0. With this constraint, the error is unbiased and uncorrelated
with the input like in SRS. We denote this as distortion-free FRS because the the first term
in Eqn.(4.3) is not impacted by the filters. Noise is only due to the second additive term
that is unbiased and uncorrelated with the input. As with SRS, distortion-free FRS could
be desirable in certain applications where this uncorrelated, additive error is preferable
distortion of the system frequency response.
Alternatively, the filters can remain unconstrained. We denote this as unconstrained
FRS. In this case, the error is biased and correlated, but can achieve a lower MSE. In certain
contexts, the lower MSE is the only metric of importance. For example, in a surveillance
context where the goal is to detect radar signals, the bias and correlation of the error with
the input is largely irrelevant as long as the detection performance is improved.
In addition to the filter constraints, there are two forms of FRS depending on how
the sampling process is correlated in time. The simplest form is white FRS, where r[n]
is restricted to be a Bernoulli process. In white FRS, only the filters shape the error.
It has a strong duality with classical quantization theory. In fact, as developed in this
thesis, there is an exact correspondence with D*PCM, differential pulse coded modulation
without a feedback loop [17]. Sections 4.2 and 4.4 develop distortion-free white FRS and
unconstrained white FRS, respectively.
More generally, Irr(eJw), the auto-covariance of r[n], can be tuned in addition to the
filters. We denote this as frequency-shaped FRS. Frequency-shaped FRS is a difficult prob-
lem. In this thesis, we present the problem statement and an iterative design technique for
distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS. We briefly discuss the extension of the algorithm for
unconstrained frequency-shaped FRS, but do not develop it in detail. Though the result-
ing solutions improve MSE performance over white FRS, we have not fully characterized
the limits of frequency-shaped FRS. Sections 4.3 and 4.5 develop distortion-free frequency-
shaped FRS and unconstrained frequency-shaped FRS, respectively. The four variants of
FRS are summarized in Table 4.1 along with their respective abbreviations.
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Figure 4-2. Important frequency parameters in filtered randomized sampling. (a) illustrates the CT
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Table 4.1. Types of FRS
4.2 Distortion-Free White FRS
In this section we discuss distortion-free white FRS (dfw-FRS), where the sampling process
is restricted to be white and the invertibility constraint of Eqn.(4.5) is imposed.
4.2.1 Design Problem
Because of the invertibility constraint, the error signal in dfw-FRS is given by Eqn.(4.4)
with u[n] = 0:
e[n] = v[n] = h[n] * g2[n] * (p[n]f[n]) (4.6)
z[n]
where p[in] = gi [n] * x [n]. Since r [n] is Bernoulli process, z[n] is a white process with power
spectrum:
Szz(e ") = - ou (4.7)
where, as always, u 2 = p(1 - p) and ap2 denotes the variance of p[n]. It can be expressed as
the area under Spp(ejw):
S S, 2p(e) Gi(e w)t2Sxx(e w) (4.8)7r 27 
_r 2
Combining Eqn.(4.7) with Eqn.(4.6) the error power-spectrum can be expressed as:
See(e=") -= a |G2(e'W)I2 1H(e")|2  (4.9)
As described in the previous section, it is assumed that H(e ji) has no stop-band. In
what follows, H(eji) is assumed to be a invertible filter with H(ej") # 0, for IwI < 7r.
Consequently Eqn.(4.5) can be equivalently expressed as:
G(e) = G2 (e) (4.10)
From Eqn.(4.9), we observe that the error spectrum has the same shape as IG2 (ew) 12 1H(eLW)1 2 .
Naively, it may seem that any desired spectra can be achieved by appropriately choosing
White Frequency-Shaped
Krr[m] = a25[m] Krr[m] unconstrained
Distortion-Free Section 4.2 Section 4.3
g [n] * g2 [n] * h[n] = h[n] dfw-FRS dffs-FRS
Unconstrained Section 4.4 Section 4.5
gl[n], g2[n] unconstrained uw-FRS ufs-FRS
G2(eiJw). This is not the case however. First, note that the desired error spectrum must be
invertible, i.e. Se(eJw) > 0, for wo < 7. Otherwise, Gi(ej •) cannot be designed to main-
tain the constraint Eqn.(4.5). Assuming invertibility, the shape of a desired error spectrum,
Se(eJi), can be matched by choosing |G2 (eJ) 2 in the pass-band as:
See(e J)SG2(ej) 2 = a (4.11)JH(eOO)|2
where a is an arbitrary positive scale factor. Unfortunately, since Gl(eJJ") is coupled to
G2 (ejW), the scaling, determined by a , is dependent on the choice of Se(ej"). Combining
Eqn.(4.5), (4.11), (4.8) and substituting into Eqn.(4.9), the factor a cancels and the achieved
error spectrum is:
See (ew) = P H(e2 edu S (eJW) (4.12)
Equation (4.12) is invariant to scaling of Se,(eJ·"). Consequently, given a desired shape
for the error spectrum, we have no control over the scaling. This degeneracy occurs because
a degree of freedom is lost in imposing the constraint of Eqn.(4.5). This is reasonable
though, because otherwise the error could be made arbitrarily small by scaling G2 (eji).
The fact that Gl(ej w)| 2 - 1/G 2 (ej ) 2, amplifies the total error, preventing such a trivial
solution. These two competing effects fix the scaling for a given spectral shape.
The goal in dfw-FRS design is to find the error spectrum shape that minimizes the MSE.
By integrating Eqn.(4.9), the MSE can be expressed as:
2 2 G2(ej)I 2 H(ejw),2dW(
5 dfw = rp1 |G2 7 27 (4.13)
Substituting Eqn.(4.8), and incorporating the constraint of Eqn.(4.10), the design goal can
be expressed as a constrained optimization over Gl(ej") 2:
i U2 d I H(e0) 2 W\(.4
G(in Tr (4.14)
cGI(ej)l2 It (2 _7 27 I Gi,(ej")| 2 27
subject to Gi(eJw)1 2 > 0 Vw
4.2.2 Optimal Design
As mentioned in Section 4.1, white FRS has an exact correspondence with D*PCM, a
waveform coding strategy for quantization. D*PCM is a special case of DPCM formed by
eliminating the noise feedback. Figure 4-3(a) illustrates a block diagram for D*PCM [17].
The Q block represents a quantizer. Assuming high-rate quantization, the quantizer can be
modeled as an additive white noise source independent of the input p[n] [24, 17]. This is
illustrated as Figure 4-3(b). The quantization noise variance is linearly dependent on the
input variance, i.e. a= 3 a 2 . With this quantizer model, the error enters the D*PCM
n 1 oPgn] j[n]
x[n] 7 gl[n] Q g2[1n] I  •-&[h
(a) D*PCM with quantizer
x[n1] g92 [n] x[n]
w[n]
(b) D*PCM with quantizer replaced by additive noise model
Figure 4-3. D*PCM block diagram.
system in the same way as white FRS. Mathematically, the MSE for D*PCM is:
ED*PCM = PP IG2(ejw) 1 (4.15)
Comparing this to Eqn.(4.13), we observe that the error is the same except for the
additional term IH(ejw)12 in the expression for white FRS. The constant of proportionality
in white-FRS is 0 = ,2. This correspondence between D*PCM and white-FRS is useful
because D*PCM has been extensively studied in the quantization literature. Solutions to
both distortion-free white FRS and unconstrained white FRS can be adapted from the
D*PCM derivations. The optimal design for distortion-free white FRS is analogous to the
'half-whitening' solution for D*PCM. Though the derivation is relatively straightforward
in [17], we include the derivation here for completeness, and to incorporate the extra term
H(eiW) in FRS.
Define t 2 as the Hilbert space of finite-energy discrete-time signals. Using Parseval's
relationship, the inner product in this space can be expressed in the frequency domain as
(Vl(ej"), V2 (ejw)) = f 7r1 V;(ej")V2 (ejw)dw/2·7, [1]. Define two elements in 42 which have
Fourier transforms:
Vi(eaw) = /r IGi(e")I Sxx(ei) (4.16)
r, IH(ei >)|V2 (e") = (4.17)p IGi(ei"w)
Substituting Eqns. (4.16) and (4.17) into Eqn. (4.14), the dfw-FRS MSE can be ex-
pressed as the product of the norms of Vi(e jw) and V2(ejw). The dfw-FRS MSE can be
bounded below using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
IV (eju) 12 1 V2(e) 2 •2•) V* (e/) V2( ) 2- (4.18)
This lower bound is met with equality if and only if V (ejw) is linearly-dependent on
V2 (e3W), i.e. Vi(eJw) = aV2(ejw), [1]. Applying this relation to Eqns. (4.16) and (4.17), and
using the invertibility constraint Eqn.(4.10), the magnitude squared of the optimal filters
can be expressed as:
Gl (ej W ) 2 = OH( ) (4.19)VSxx(ei)
IG2(e0) 12  1 Sxx(eJw) (4.20)
ap 2 IH(eiw)|
up to an indeterminate scale factor a. Without loss of generality we can set a = 1. The
phase response for these filters should be chosen so that their cascade has zero phase -
to satisfy the invertibility constraint of Eqn.(4.5). In practice though, these filters can be
chosen so that the cascade is approximately an all-pass filter with linear-phase.
Aside from the extra term H(eJi), this solution is exactly the 'half-whitening' solution
from [17] for D*PCM. It is called 'half-whitening' because the pre-filter half-whitens the
input so that:
Spp (eaW) = H(evw)I S(eiw) (4.21)
It is a counter-intuitive result because one would expect full-whitening to be optimal in
some sense. This intuition is correct when noise feedback is possible, i.e. DPCM. In that
case, full-whitening is the optimal solution and it has a lower MSE than optimal D*PCM.
This result encourages a closer look at feedback structures for randomized sampling. They
are considered in Section 4.7.
Though the solutions of Eqns.(4.19) and (4.20) are optimal, in general, these filters are
non-causal and not implementable. For practical implementation, finite-order filters must
be used. Mathematically, the design then requires optimization over the frequency response
parametrized by the poles and zeros. In addition, because of the invertibility constraint
the pre-filter and post-filter should be a complementary pair, where the poles and zeros
cancel. For example, with a first-order FIR pre-filter and a complementary first-order IIR
post-filter, the dfw-FRS design problem can be expressed as an optimization over a single
parameter a0o as:
m U2 dw( ) H(ej'0) 2
miao 1 - aoe J J2SJ-(ew)I ) (4.22)
ao It ( 7_, 27r f |1 - aoej w2 27r)
subject to laol < 1 Vw
In the numerical experiments of this chapter, we use a more approximate approach.
Instead of using parametric models, we discretize the continuous frequency axis by uniformly
sampling it with N points, i.e. with spacing 27r/N. The frequency response is computed
on the discrete grid and a N-point inverse DFT is used to get an FIR approximation to the
optimal filter. Both the pre-filter and post-filter are thus approximated using FIR filters.
Though not inverses of one another, with enough points, it is a close approximation. Section
4.6 explains the FIR approximation in more detail.
4.2.3 Error Analysis
The 'half-whitening' solution gives a shaping gain over white SRS by exploiting the spectral
shape of S,,(ejw). Its performance is a lower bound for the other, more complex forms
of FRS considered in this chapter. From the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the minimum
dfw-FRS MSE is:
Edfw= -(r1 S(eiw)IH(eiw)|) (4.23)
The MSE scales with I at the same rate as white SRS, i.e. O(1/p - 1). The shaping
gain over white SRS can be expressed as the quotient of Eqn.(3.17) and Eqn.(4.23):
gdfw = (f S( )) ( IH(ew)12) (4.24)(1i Sxx(ew) IH(e w ) A
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies that the white SRS MSE is always greater than
the distortion-free white FRS MSE, i.e. 9df, > 1. The worst-case shaping gain, 9dfw = 1,
occurs when the reconstruction filter has the same shape as the input power spectrum, i.e.
H(e3W) = aS,,(eji). For example, if H(e jw) is an all-pass filter, then a white input has no
shaping gain. If the filter has some structure though, shaping gain is possible even for a
white input. Contrast this with SRS where no gain is possible if Sxx(e w) is white.
More shaping gain is possible as S,,(eij ) and H(ejw) become more orthogonal to one
another. Practically speaking, this amounts to a result like SRS: Since H(ejw) is often close
to an all-pass filter, the shaping gain increases as S,,(e jw) becomes more peaky. The error
properties of dfw-FRS are illustrated alongside the other FRS techniques in Section 4.6
using numerical experiments.
4.3 Distortion-Free Frequency-Shaped FRS
In this section we discuss distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS (dffs-FRS) where the in-
vertibility constraint of Eqn.(4.5) is imposed, but the sampling process can be correlated in
time.
4.3.1 Design Problem
With r[n] non-white, the power spectrum of q[n], the output of randomized sampling, can
be expressed as:
Sq, (e))= xrr(ex)Sz(ej(w-))IGi, (ej(w-O) 2  (4.25)
The error spectrum after filtering with g2[n] and h[n] is:
See(ejw) = IH(eJ") 2 1G2 (ejw) 12 rr(ej)Sxx(ej(w-o))jGi (e(W-) 2 (4.26)17,r27
As in the previous section, we assume that H(eiW) is an invertible filter. Substituting
Eqn.(4.10) and integrating Eqn.(4.26), the distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS MSE can
be expressed as:
1 ei Id9(eje)2z w0)2' dw9 = 2-7 ( 
-
7ri•Gl(ejO)12 Sxx(ei( 0- ))IGl(2(w-)) 2  ) 2 (4.27)
where we have swapped the order of integration. The goal in dffs-FRS is to design 4rr(eiW)
and Gi(eiw) such that this MSE in minimized. There are three constraints. First, because
r [n] is a binary process with a fixed mean, its variance must be constrained to o2 = r (l- i).
Secondly, (Drr(eiw) must be compatible with a binary process with mean p, i.e. 4Drr(e jw) E
B(I). In practice, this can be ensured by using the parametric Boufounos model of Section
3.3.3. Lastly, IG1(eji) 2 must be positive for all w since it is a magnitude. To simplify the
notation, we define:
F(eju; G1i 2) GI(eio) 12 Sz (ei(W-) )IGl(ej(W-)) d (4.28)
As the notation suggests, F(eji; IG112) takes a similar role as F(ejw) in Eqn.(3.22), the
objective function for frequency-shaped SRS. Here it is a function of IGi (eJ) 12, rather than
a constant. Incorporating these constraints and simplifications, the design problem can be
posed as a constrained optimization over (irr(ejw) and IG1(ejL)1 2:
minimize -- (Jrr(ejW)F(eiW; G12) d
,rr,(ej"),JG1G2  2 2  _r 27
subject to L rr(e W) = p(1 (4.29)
Drr(e3") e B3(p)
IGI(e O)12 > o, Vw
The joint optimization is difficult, but the problem has a natural decomposition with
respect to the decision variables Irr(ej w ) and IGl(eJw) 2. In the next section we propose an
iterative algorithm that splits this optimization into two steps: (1) optimization of 1rr(eJW)
for a fixed F(ejw; IGj12) and (2) the optimization of IGi(eJw)12 for a fixed Drr(eJw). It
is unclear whether this algorithm finds the optimal solution. Empirically though, it finds
dffs-FRS designs that have a lower MSE than dfw-FRS.
In contrast with white-FRS, frequency-shaped FRS is fundamentally different from
D*PCM. Specifically, in classical quantization theory, the additive error is either white
or fixed to some colored spectrum. In dffs-FRS, on the other hand, we have control over
the shape of the additive error spectrum. This extra degree of freedom allows us to further
reduce the MSE. The duality with classical quantization theory breaks down. We must
develop our own design algorithms.
4.3.2 Optimal Design
In this section we present an iterative design technique that attempts to find a solution to
the optimization of Eqn.(4.29). We begin by presenting the steps of the algorithm followed
by a detailed discussion.
We assume that the binary sampling process is generated by a Boufounos process with a
fixed number of parameters. We denote the parametric dependence of 1rr,(e jw ) on ak using
the notation (rr (eiW; ak). Additionally, the numerical optimization requires discretization
of the continuous functions rr (ei"; ak) and F(eJ'; IGi 12) onto a grid of frequencies. We
assume that this is done densely so that the discrete solution is a close approximation to
the desired continuous optimization. Alternatively, we can restrict the form of Gi(ei") to
some fixed-order IIR or FIR filter and optimize over the parameters. Though important
for practical implementation, we do not pursue such techniques here. Rather we approxi-
mate the ideal filters with an FIR approximation found by taking the inverse DFT of the
discretized frequency response.
The steps of the iterative design technique are as follows:
1. Initialize a(O) = 0 which in turn initializes ° (eD , ak) = 0o, a white sampling process.
Initialize I G ) (e') 12 = 1, an all-pass filter.
2. Keeping a i ) and thus 4() (ei, ak) fixed, find IG'• (ejw)12 as the solution to the
partial optimization:
minimize 1 4) (eiw; ak)F(e; IG1 I2)d
where F(e;G12) IH(e)2 G (e ( -0) ) 12 d  (4.30)
r 7 (eJ0) 1S x(ei(w9 ) (3( ) 27 ( 3
subject to IGl(ejW)1 2 > 0, Vw
For i = 0 and #o (eiw, ak) white, IGlop (eiw)12 is the optimal distortion-free white so-
lution, given by Eqn.(4.19). For all other i the optimization must be done numerically.
Our implementation uses fmincon in MATLAB which uses a subspace trust-region
method based on the interior-reflective Newton's method, [2].
3. Update the value of IGl(eJw)1 2 to:
G('+1l)(ejw) 2 = XAG')(ejw)12 + (1- Ag),IG(e"+1) 2 (4.31)
where 0 < Ag < 1. This is a relaxation step. The algorithm takes a step in the direction
of the optimal solution but does not take the new optimal value. IG(i+ ) (ejw) 2 is a
feasible point by the convexity of the constraint set G1 (ejw) 2 _ 0, Vw. The value of
Ag can be optimized to get the best possible convergence rate. In our implementation
we choose Ag as a function of /t.
4. Keeping IG(l+)(ejw)12 and thus F(i+l)(ejw; |G1l 2) fixed, find as the solution to
the partial optimization:
This optimization is exactly the same as the one presented in Section 3.3.3 for frequency-
shaped SRS. It must be done numerically. Similar to Step 2, our implementation uses
f mincon in MATLAB.
5. Update the value of ak to:
a(i+l) Aa + (1 - a)a (4.33)k - -- ka ak,opt
where 0 < Aa < 1. This is another relaxation step. The algorithm takes a step in
the direction of the optimal solution but does not take the new optimal value. a i+ 1)
is a feasible point by the convexity of the polyhedral constraint set ( ak - 1) >
(1-2 E= l lakI - 1). In our implementation we choose Aa as a function of At.
6. Compute the new MSE as:
s(i+1) = 1 J rr4(i+l)( •ejw; ak)F(i+) (ejw; GIG 1 2)- (4.34)p2 rr 2r
7. Go to Step 2 until the MSE improvement is below some pre-specified tolerance E,
i.e. c(i+1) - g(i) < e. Alternatively, we can terminate after a pre-specified maximum
number of iterations.
This algorithm falls under a class of constrained optimization techniques called block
coordinate descent. Such algorithms are useful in situations, like this one, where there is
a natural decomposable structure to the problem. Block coordinate descent is described
in detail in [2]. As proved in [2], block coordinate descent converges to a stationary point
if each of the constraint sets are convex and if the minimum is uniquely attained for each
sub-optimization. In our case, the constraint sets are convex but it is unclear that the
minimum is uniquely achieved for each sub-optimization. Future work will address this
issue. In practice though, we observe that our algorithm converges quickly to a stationary
point.
The relaxation step is included because the direct block coordinate descent, with AG =
Aa = 0, exhibits some pathological oscillatory behavior. In certain situations, the solution
minimize rr(e k)F( (e; G 2 dw
where crr (ejw;ak) =k
-1 - Ek=1 ake-jwkl2
subject to ak- 1 > akJ- 1
k=l - 2I ( k=l 1
bounces around wildly, taking a long time to converge. With the relaxation step, the
convergence becomes smoother and, in general, faster. Relaxation is a standard technique
used in many optimization algorithms, from gradient descent to projection onto convex sets,
[2, 30]. In our implementation, we choose A, and X, as the following functions of p:
Ag = - -2 (4.35)
Aa = 1 - Ag (4.36)
Figure 4-4 illustrates a graph of these relaxation parameters as a function of pi. Changing
the A as a function of ti allows us to encodes prior information about the expected optimal
solution so that convergence is faster. In particular, when iL is near 1 or 0, the sampling
process is more white. Consequently, we set Aa ; 1 so the solution is rigid near the white
initial condition. Conversely, for these extremal 1L, most of the gain comes from the filter,
so we set Ag P 0 so each step toward the optimal solution is larger. When a = 1/2, both
parameters are the loosest with Ag = Xa = 1/2. In this case, the iterative optimization is
not biased toward either solution.
Though our algorithm converges to a stationary point, it is unclear if this is the unique
global minimum or just a local minimum. The optimization may have a convex structure,
which would imply that the stationary point is the unique minimizer, but the issue remains
unclear. A more detailed analysis of this iterative algorithm should address the convexity
and uniqueness issue in more depth.
Empirically, our iterative algorithm converges to a local minimum in approximately 10
steps. Though reasonable, Steps 2 and 4 in this algorithm are expensive. A better algorithm
would not compute the optimal solution for each sub-optimization but rather just find a
suitable direction of descent. For example, a modified version of gradient projection or
conditional gradient descent could be amenable for use in this problem, [2]. Additionally,
if we can prove that the sub-optimizations are convex we can use powerful convex solvers
to significantly speed up convergence, [7]. Further work on this algorithm can address
these issues. As it stands, our iterative algorithm, though computationally burdensome, is
suitable for the filter lengths of interest.
4.3.3 Error Analysis
Similar to frequency-shaped SRS, finding a closed-form for distortion-free frequency-shaped
FRS is difficult because of the numerical optimization. The distortion-free white FRS MSE
from Eqn.(4.23) gives an upper-bound on the dffs-FRS MSE. Accordingly, the dfw-FRS
shaping gain gives a lower bound on the dffs-FRS shaping gain:
Qdffs Ž gdfw (4.37)
This bound is met with equality when Sxx(e jW) is white and H(e jW) is an all-pass filter. In
this case, no amount of shaping by the filter or sampling process will improve the SNR.
We can use the SRS relaxation bound to get a lower bound to the shaping gain. Specif-
ically, relaxing the binary achievability constraint for a fixed Gl(eji) the optimal auto-
covariance is Drr(eJi) = irao (6(w - wo) + 6(w + wo)) where wo = argminF(eji, IG1 12).
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Figure 4-4. Relaxation parameters as a function of i
The relaxation bound for a fixed Gl(eiw) is thus:
Edfnb( G1,) 2) (1 ) minF(eiw; |Gi12 ) (4.38)
The full dffs-FRS relaxation bound can thus be expressed as a minimization over G1 (ejw) 2:
Edfnb ( 1 m1) m in (min F(eJW; IG1 2) (4.39)(1 |G112 v
We can get a solution from numerical optimization, but we conjecture that a closed-
form expression exists, although we have been unable to develop one. Further work should
explore the existence of a closed form solution.
4.4 Unconstrained White FRS
In this section we discuss unconstrained white FRS (uw-FRS), the case in which the filters
are not constrained to be inverses of one another but the sampling process is restricted to be
white. Because it is less constrained than dfw-FRS, uw-FRS has a better MSE performance.
The resulting error is biased and correlated with the desired output though. Under certain
situations, this distortion may be an acceptable trade-off for a lower MSE.
4.4.1 Design Problem
Like dfw-FRS, uw-FRS has an exact correspondence with D*PCM. The quantizer analog
to uw-FRS, where pre-filter and post-filter are not restricted to be inverses of one another,
is studied in detail in a paper by Tuqan and Vaidyanathan, [31]. In this section, we follow
the development from [31] to derive a tractable problem statement for the uw-FRS design
problem.
In what follows, the filter H(eJ") is assumed to be invertible, i.e. H(eiW) / 0 for
IwI < rr. Without loss of generality, we can then interchange the order of the post-filters
so that filtering with h[n] occurs before filtering with g2 [n]. This is because both are LTI
filters with the same pass-band. Define v[n] as the output after the sampled process is
interpolated by h[n], but before g2[n]:
v[n] = h[n] * q[n] (4.40)
To develop the optimum closed-form solution, we first fix the pre-filter and optimize the
post-filter. For a fixed pre-filter, G1 (ej w ), the optimum post-filter, G-pt (ew"), is the optimal
linear estimator of the process y[n] from the data v[n]. Since y[n] and v[n] are jointly WSS,
the optimal linear estimator is the non-causal Wiener filter given by:
Gopt(el") = Syv(ejw) (4.41)Svv (ejw)
The denominator in Eqn.(4.41) can be expressed as:
Svv(ej") = H(eJW)12 Sqq(e3W)
= IH(e3) 12 (II2 G1 (eij)12Sxx(ejw) + ao r) (4.42)
where, as before, a2 is the signal variance after pre-filtering, defined as:
= j IG (ej") 2SxX(e3") (4.43)
The numerator in Eqn.(4.41) can be expressed as:
S,v(ejw) = Sxv(ej•)H(e jw)
= Sxq(ej")jH(e ")| 2
= IH(e")12GT (ejw)Sxx(e jw) (4.44)
Substituting Eqns.(4.44) and (4.42) in to Eqn.(4.41) and simplifying, the optimal post-filter,
given a fixed G, (eIw) can be expressed as:
GOt (eiw) = 1 Sxx(e) (4.45)
Gi (ei") ISxx(ew) + (1 - ) 2 (4.45)(
which, as expected, has the same form as a Wiener filter for the MMSE estimation of x[n]
degraded by noise with the spectrum oa2/Gi (ejW)12. The first term in Eqn.(4.45) is the
inverse filter, the distortion-free solution. The second term is a correction that can be made
because the filters are not constrained to be inverses anymore.
Following the analysis of Tuqan and Vaidyanathan from [31], we can express the MSE
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S= E{e2 [n]} = E{e[n](y[n] --[n])}
= E{e[n]y[n]} = E{(y[n] - y[n])y[n]}
= Ry,[0] - E{y[n]y[n]}
= R[0] - S g2[k]E{y[n]i[n - k]} (4.46)
k=--o
where we have used the orthogonality principle in the second line, i.e. E{e[n]y[n]} = 0.
Using Parseval's relation, the MSE can be expressed in the frequency-domain as:
S = (Syy(ei•) - S~YG2 (e W)) 2 (4.47)
Substituting Sy,(e ji) from Eqn.(4.44) and simplifying, the MSE is:
8 = Syy(ej) ( - pGi(eJw)G pt (Cw)) d (4.48)
Substituting G"Pt(eji) from Eqn.(4.45) and o2 from Eqn.(4.43), the MSE can be expressed
as a function of IGI(eJw) 2. After certain simplifications it can be expressed as:
I Hit (e ) 12Sxx(eiw) ( I) f"7 Sxx(ei9 ) Gi(eG0)12 d2
.(IG12"A= ( 2 dw (4.49)j- Sxx(eiw)Gi(e)| 2  1 + 1) f Sxx(eO) G, (ej°) 24 2
The goal in uw-FRS design is to minimize this objective function subject to the con-
straint that |Gl(ej3 ) > 0. Trying to derive a closed-form solution from the objective
Eqn.(4.49) is tedious and difficult. The problem can be transformed from this integral into
an equality constrained optimization with a power constraint on the pre-filter output. From
[31] the transformed optimization is:
minimize 7I |H(ej w) 2 Sxx(e
jw) dw
IGi(ejw) )l2 Sxx(edi) IG(e" ) 12 + ( 2r (4.50)
subject to Szz(e j) Gl(ejW) 12  = 1
where ( = - 1. This problem, in the class of isoperimetric calculus of variations problems,
is more mathematically tractable and a closed-form expression can be obtained. The proof
of this transformation comes from scale-invariance. It is detailed in [31]. Intuitively, because
the solution to Eqn.(4.49) is invariant to scaling of the pre-filter output variance, aP, we
can set this variance arbitrarily without loss of generality.
4.4.2 Optimal Design
In this section, we closely follow the steps in [31] to derive a closed-form solution for the
optimal filter that minimizes Eqn.(4.50). The derivation is essentially the same as in [31]
except for the additional term H(eJW) . We reproduce the key steps in the derivation for
completeness but omit certain details. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred
to [31].
To solve the constrained optimization of Eqn.(4.50), we use the calculus of variations.
The first step is to incorporate the constraints using the Lagrangian:
2 I', (jH(e") |2Sxx(e W) dw£(IGl(ejw) 2 ,A,/3(w))= f, Sxx(e jw) Gi(ejw ) 2 + (2i
A F Sxz(e ) I)G, (e-j ) 12-+ -(w)l Gi(ejw) 12 (4.51)
There are two Lagrange multipliers in this problem for the two constraints: A for the equality
constraint and O(w) for the non-negative inequality contraint. Note that the multiplier A
is independent of frequency, but /3(w) is a function of frequency. Tuqan and Vaidyanathan
prove the frequency independence of A in [31].
The Euler-Lagrange condition from the calclulus of variations gives a necessary condition
for the stationary point, [31]. For our Lagrangian, the condition implies that the solution
must satisfy the following equation at all frequencies:
S(IH(e")2 Sxx(eJ) + ASxx(e ) G(e)12(4.52)
a|Gi(eJw) 2 ( Sxx(eJw) jGi(eJw) 2 + 
-(w) (4.52)
Here we give an abbreviated derivation of the solution from this expression with the
additional H(ej") terms. The detailed steps and proofs are in [31]. As denoted in [31],
there are two cases: P(w) = 0 and O(w) # 0. When P(w) = 0, the solution is the same as
that from unconstrained minimization. In this case, the Euler-Lagrange condition can be
expressed as:
( H(e"1) 2S2,(eJ )(H(ej ) S(ejw) _ + + ASzx(ej") = 0 (4.53)(Sxx (ejw) I G(ejw) 2 + ()2
Solving for IGl(ejw)12 after some simplification gives,
1 (IH(eiw)!2 _IG(e") (e) S ( (4.54)
Substituting Eqn.(4.54) back into the constraint of Eqn.(4.50), we can solve for the
Lagrange multiplier VAX. After simplification it can be expressed as:
v= i H (eJu")| Sxx (eJ") 2- (4.55)
Substituting the value of v/' into Eqn.(4.54) gives an expression for the optimal pre-filter
as long as the value is non-negative:
IGOPt(ejw)12 =- H(eJ-)_ ( 1+ W ) SI+)( (4.56)/Sxx (ejw) f I H(ejw) IVSxx(eJw)! H(eiw) v/Szx(ey )
if this expression is greater than zero for a particular w. For 3(w) f 0, as proved in [31],
G Pt(ejw) 2 - 0. This is a form of the complementary slackness condition from Lagrange
multiplier theory [2]. Combining the two results, the complete form of the optimum pre-
filter can be expressed as:
I Gpt (ei) 1 2  max 0, a -H(ei? (+ _
,S(_ x(ej" ) fJ H(eiw) |VSxz(eJ)2 T  H (ew) IVSzz(ejw)
(4.57)
where a is a scale factor that ensures that the constraint of Eqn.(4.50) is satisfied, i.e. that
the variance -p2 = 1. Mathematically, a is the solution to the expression:(, foH(e)| SXX (ejw)
(1f+ ) f (e3  VS:x(e-j) 2- = o] 1 (4.58)
where Q is the range of frequencies for which Eqn.(4.56) is non-negative, i.e. Gi (ejw) 2 > 0.
Though the Euler-Lagrange solution gives only a necessary condition for a stationary point,
Tuqan and Vaidyanathan prove in [31] that this is also a sufficient condition for this problem
because of convexity. Consequently, this solution is a minimizing extremum of the objective
function Eqn.(4.50). In addition, as long as Sxx(eiw) and H(e•w) are piece-wise smooth,
the solution is guaranteed to be piece-wise smooth, [31]. Lastly, for the bands where the
pre-filter IGPt(ejw)| = 0, we can set the post-filter IG Pt(ejw)| = 0 without affecting the
MSE.
Note that the phase response is not specified by Eqn.(4.57). From Eqn.(4.45) we
observe that the MSE is minimized with respect to the phase response if the product
Gi(eJw)Gpt (ejw) has linear phase. Consequently, the phase response of G°Pt (e ") should
be complementary to the phase of G°Pt(ejw), up to a linear phase factor. In this thesis,
we approximate Glpt (eiw) and G'pt (ejw) using linear-phase FIR filters, so this constraint is
always satisfied. In general though, for parametric filters the phase complementarity must
be imposed as a constraint between the two filters.
The pre-filter of Eqn.(4.57) has an intuitive interpretation. The filter is non-zero only
when Eqn.(4.54) is non-negative. This implies that the pre-filter is zero where the signal en-
ergy is below a threshold dependent on or , the sampling variance. In particular, rearranging
Eqn.(4.54), the pre-filter is zero when:
2 1H(eJw)12Sxz(ejw) - It2Syy(eJW ) < AU2  (4.59)
where A = (<V-A) 2 is defined as in Eqn.(4.55). As quoted in [31]: "It is therefore better not
to transmit the signal at those frequencies where the [sampling] noise level is higher (by a
certain threshold) than the signal level."
Collecting the two filter expressions in one place, the optimal uw-FRS filters are,
Gpt f 12 =max 0, aH(e ) IH(eWH(e)I) +
vISx)x(ejG() -f"r SH(ex) IVSx (ed') 2 H(ej") / xx (ej")
(4.60)
G (e) = 1 Sxx(e) (4.61)
Gpt(e") /(SXX(eiw) + (1 -) 2
These ideal filters are in general non-causal and not implementable. In practice, finite-order
filters must be used. This requires optimization over the frequency response parametrized
by the poles and zeros. In this thesis though, similar to dfw-FRS, we use the inverse DFT
to find a FIR approximation of the optimal filters.
There are certain features of these filters to observe. First, when i ;, 1, the correction
term in G2 (eij ) is near unity and the post-filter is nearly the inverse of the pre-filter.
Further, since the threshold is very low when -~, 1, a ;, 1 and ( m 0. Consequently, the
optimal uw-FRS filters approach the dfw-FRS solutions,
IGOpt(ej )l2 IH(eW)] 1 (4.62)
GiPt (e) 2 1 (4.63)2G ,(e" u)12
Consequently, at a high sampling rate uw-FRS does not have much benefit. As /p
decreases the correction terms dominate and uw-FRS does better than dfw-FRS. This gain
is quantified in the next section on error analysis. In the limit as Iu 0, the threshold
becomes very high and both filters approach zero. In this limit, the signal is not passed at
all and the error is the signal itself.
4.4.3 Error Analysis
An expression for the uw-FRS MSE can be found by substituting the expression for the
optimal pre-filter, Eqn.(4.57), back into the objective Eqn.(4.50). There are two distinct
terms in the expression depending on whether the pre-filter is zero or not. We denote the
band where GoPt(ejw) = 0 with Q and the complementary band, where it is non-zero, with
Q'. With some simplification the MSE can be expressed as:
uw = Syy(ei") ' + HI(eiL) I S.(ei~) (4.64)
IH(e ") 2Sxxz(eW) dw
•• H(ej")l Sxx(ejw) + (1 - a) f'I H(ejw)lV Szx(ej 2r
The first term corresponds to the distortion caused by removing the low-power bands
with energy below the threshold. The second term is more complex. If the threshold of
Eqn.(4.59) is low enough, none of the signal is nulled by the pre-filter, a = 1, and Q = 0,
the empty set. In that case, the first term in Eqn.(4.64) is zero, and substituting a = 1 in
the second term, the MSE can be simplified to:
suw p - 1 jH(ejw)I Sxx(eiJw)) ) = P'dfw (4.65)
As noted, Eqn.(4.65) is exactly the same as the dfw-FRS MSE except for the multi-
plicative gain factor p. The shaping gain in this case is:
Guw = --dfw (4.66)
This implies that Guw > 1, independent of input, except when /t = 1. Consequently,
even for a white input S,,(eJw) and all-pass filter H(eJw), shaping gain is possible. As long
as the energy in the white S,,(e jw ) is above the threshold, the shaping-gain is 1/p. By
contrast, dfw-FRS and dffs-FRS has no shaping gain when the input is white and H(eJ")
is an all-pass filter. Extra gain is possible using uw-FRS because of the Wiener post-filter.
When p A 1, the uw-FRS performance is similar to that of dfw-FRS. The benefit of
uw-FRS is greater at lower sampling rates. In the limit as p -- 0, the threshold becomes
infinite and the MSE is dominated by the first term in Eqn.(4.64):
dw(4.67)lim Suw = Syy(eJ-w) (4.67)
S--o 27r
The error is finite and equal to the signal energy. Contrast this with dfw-FRS, where the
MSE increases without bound because the invertibility constraint forces amplification of
the error.
4.5 Unconstrained Frequency-Shaped FRS
Of the four techniques mentioned in the introduction, this thesis does not develop uncon-
strained frequency-shaped FRS (ufs-FRS) in detail. In ufs-FRS, the filters are not con-
strained to be inverses of one another and the sampling process can be correlated in time.
Since it is the least constrained, ufs-FRS will have the best performance, as measured by
MSE, of any of the randomized sampling methods we have considered. The resulting error
will be biased and correlated with the desired output though. As with uw-FRS, this may
be acceptable in certain circumstances.
Though not studied in detail, we propose an iterative optimization of the following form
to design the filters and sampling process for ufs-FRS:
1. Initialize G0o) (eji) and G(0) (eji) to be all-pass filters.
2. Fix G') (ejw ) and G()(eJ"), compute the optimal SRS solution 4 i(eJW, ak) using a
Boufounos process.
3. Fix Ž(,)z(eiw, ak) and Gi+ l)(eJw), compute G+'l)(ejw) as the Wiener filter.
4. Fix (i) (ejw, ak) and G'i+ 1) (ejw), compute Gi+1) (eiw) using an optimization routine.
The optimization in this step has not been fully characterized yet.
5. Goto Step 2 until the iteration step defined by the squared error difference, IG( ) (ejw)-
G(i+l) (ew) 2, is less than a pre-specified tolerance E.
We conjecture that this iterative algorithm will converge to a decent, perhaps even
optimal, solution under the MMSE metric. Further work can study the performance and
limitations of this algorithm in detail.
4.6 Numerical Experiments
In this section, numerical simulations are used to illustrate the spectral shaping and error
scaling of the various forms of FRS. We also present simulations which illustrate the effect
of Sxx(eiw) on shaping gain.
4.6.1 Examples
The FRS example presented here is different from the SRS example presented in Section
3.5. This is because the context in which FRS is useful is different from when SRS is useful.
Specifically, in our FRS example, Q, the band-width of Sxx(eJw) is equal to the band-width
of the filter, Qh. By contrast in the SRS example, Qx > Qh. As noted in Section 4.1, because
we can pre-filter any reasonable FRS implementation should remove the frequencies above
Qh and set Qhr = 2 h. Consequently, the SRS example where Qf. > Qh is not relevant to
FRS.
In our FRS example, we assume a band-limited input, x(t), with maximum frequency
=x  200/27r. The high-rate sampling frequency is fixed to its minimum value Qhr =
400/2ir, the Nyquist rate for x(t). As shown in Section 3.4.2, this is the optimal value
of Qhr. The resulting DT signal x[n] on the high-rate grid is a WSS DT ARMA process
generated by shaping white Gaussian noise through the fourth-order filter:
(z - zo)(z - zi)(z - z2)(z - Z*)(Z - Po) (z - pJ) (z - p) (z - p2) 2 - P*(6
zo = 0.7, zl = -0.7, Z2 = 0.9ej r/ 2 P0 = 0.2, pl = 0.9ej r/ 4, P2 = 0.9ej3r/4
The power spectrum is Sxx(e jw ) = G(z)G(z - 1). The continuous-time filter, h(t), is assumed
to be an ideal LPF with cutoff f2h = 200 Hz. In discrete-time, after sampling at Qhr =
400/27r, this becomes an all-pass filter. The average sampling rate is fixed to Qavg =
220/27r, which is below the Nyquist rate. The mean downsampling rate is thus fixed to
p = Oavg/Qhr = 11/20. Figure 4-5 illustrates the discrete-time power spectrum Sx,(eiw).
This example has been constructed to illustrate a situation where FRS may be useful. The
sampling rate is below the Nyquist rate, so uniform sampling leads to aliasing. On the other
hand, simple anti-aliasing removes the second peak and potential information of interest
there.
Two million samples of the additive error, wi[n], are generated for each test case. Pe-
riodogram averaging with a Hamming window of size 2048 with 50% overlap is used to
approximate 2048 samples of the power spectrum S,w(w). The MSE is estimated numeri-
cally by averaging the squared difference between y[n] and y[n] after filtering.
Figure 4-5(a) shows the result of uniform sampling at the rate Pavg = 220/27r. Note
the strong aliases in the band of interest. Fig.4-5(b) shows the result of white-SRS with
Qhr = 400/27r and 1L = 11/20. The noise has a flat power spectrum with height given by
Eqn.(3.16).
Figure 4-6(a) shows the result of distortion-free white FRS. The filters, Gl(eJw) and
G2(ejw) are approximated using 2048-point linear-phase FIR filters. They are computed by
taking the inverse DFT of a sampled version of the optimal frequency responses given by
Eqn.(4.19) and (4.20). The dfw-FRS SNR is 3.113 dB, which is about 2.2 dB better than
white SRS. The noise has been shaped into the peaks of Sxx(ejw). The empirical results
closely match the theoretical predictions. Figure 4-8 illustrates the results of dfw-FRS
design. Figures 4-8(a) and 4-8(b) illustrate the magnitude responses IGi (e') I and IG2(eji) I.
Figure 4-8(c) illustrates the magnitude response of the cascade IGl(ew) I G2(ew) I. Because
of the invertibility constraint, the cascade is an all-pass filter with gain 1/p across the band.
Figure 4-6(b) shows the result of distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS. The filters are
approximated using 2048-point linear-phase FIR filters. They are found using the dis-
cretized relaxed block coordinate descent algorithm presented in Section 4.3.2. Figure 4.6.1
illustrates how the MSE converges to a stationary point quickly. Note the smooth descent
due to the relaxation. The dffs-FRS SNR is 5.01 dB, which is about 2 dB better than
dfw-FRS because the sampling process shifts the error spectrum into the nulls of IG2 (e) I.
Figure 4-9 illustrates the filters resulting from the relaxed block coordinate descent. They
are very similar to the dfw-FRS optimal filters, except slightly more pinched in near the
peaks. Intuitively, the filters emphasize the peaks so the sampling process can better shift
the error into the nulls of IG2(ejw)J. Figure 4-11 illustrates the properties of the dffs-FRS
sampling process. In this example, we restricted the order of the Boufounos process to
p = 4. Figure 4-11(a) illustrates F(ejw; GI 12) along with the optimal Drr(ejw). The peaks
of 4rr(Dew) are in the troughs of F(ejW; jG112). Figure 4-11(b) illustrates a realization of
the sampling process r[n]. It has mean M = 11/20 and a clear quasi-periodic structure.
Figure 4-7 shows the result of unconstrained white FRS. There are three curves plotted,
because the error is correlated with the input. The uncorrelated portion is still given by
S,,(eJW). There is an additional correlated portion though. It can be visualized by plotting
the power spectrum of the signal through the filter cascade, M2 IGi(ejw)2 IG2(ejw) 12Sxx(ejw).
In distortion-free FRS, this signal would be equivalent to Sxx(eJw), but in the unconstrained
case it is not. In this sense, it represents the distortion caused by the filter cascade. The SNR
of uw-FRS is 5.586 dB, which is better than both dfw-FRS and dffs-FRS for this example.
Figure 4-12 illustrates the optimal uw-FRS filters. Unlike dfw-FRS, the unconstrained filters
have stop-bands. Figure 4-12(c) illustrates the frequency response of the cascade. The filters
clearly are not inverses of one another. The filters emphasize the peaks of the signal, where
the power is higher. They also remove all power below the threshold of Eqn.(4.59). Figure
4-12(c) plots this threshold along with Sy,(eJw). As expected, the filters are zero where
Syy(e j)) below the threshold. It is not worth transmitting the signal below this power.
Figure 4-13(a) illustrates the SNR scaling of the various techniques as a function of A,
for this example. Figure 4-13(b) illustrates the same results in terms of shaping gain. There
are an number of observations to make. First, all of the techniques have similar shaping
gain when p p 1. The curves diverge as p decreases. As expected, dfw-FRS has a constant
shaping gain of Gdfw = 2.32 dB over white-SRS, independent of p, from Eqn.(4.24). Dffs-
FRS always has a higher shaping gain dfw-FRS. Similar to frequency-shaped SRS, it peaks
when p = 1/2, and in general is higher when p has mid-range values. As g approaches
extremal values, performance becomes similar to dfw-FRS.
The unconstrained FRS curves have a qualitatively different shape. The shaping gain
is low when M is close to one, but monotonically increases as I decreases. For the regime
1/2 < p < 1, the uw-FRS shaping gain is a linear dB factor above the dfw-FRS shaping gain.
This is expected because in this regime, the threshold is low and from the approximation
of Eqn.(4.66),
10 log10o uw 10 loglo dfw + 10 loglo(1/p)
S10 log10o df - 10 log1 0 (Y) (4.69)
where y < 1, so -10loglo0 (I) > 0, i.e. there is positive gain over 9dfw. In addition, the
performance of uw-FRS is always above dffs-FRS for this particular input. It is unclear if
that is the case for all inputs. Note that unlike the distortion-free FRS and white SRS the
uw-FRS SNR approaches 0 dB as p - 0, rather than -oo.
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Figure 4-5. Uniform and white-SRS randomized sampling for the example discussed in Section 4.6. Average
sampling rate fixed to Qavg = 220/27. The reconstruction filter H(e jw) is assumed to be unity across the
band.
(a) Distortion-Free White FRS, SNR = 3.113 dB
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(b) Distortion-Free Frequency-Shaped FRS, SNR = 5.006 dB
Figure 4-6. Distortion-free filtered randomized sampling for the example discussed in Section 4.6. Average
sampling rate fixed to ,,vg = 220/27r. The reconstruction filter H(eiw) is assumed to be unity across the
band.
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Figure 4-7. Unconstrained white FRS for example discussed in Section 4.6. SNR = 5.586 dB. Average
sampling rate fixed to Qavg = 220/27r. The reconstruction filter H(ejw) is assumed to be unity across the
band.
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Figure 4-8. Distortion-free white FRS filter for the example discussed
approximated using 2048-pt linear phase FIR filters.
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Figure 4-9. Distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS filters for the example discussed in Section 4.6. Filters
are found using relaxed block coordinate descent on discrete frequency grid. The filters are approximated
using 2048-pt linear phase FIR filters.
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Figure 4-10. Relaxed block coordinate descent error for distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS design. MSE
plotted agains iteration. Stationary point achieved in about 10 iterations.
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(b) Realization of r[n]
Figure 4-11. Distortion-free frequency-shaped FRS binary-AR characteristics for the example discussed
in Section 4.6. Parameters optimized using relaxed block coordinate descent.
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Figure 4-12. Unconstrained white FRS filters for the example discussed in Section 4.6. Ideal filters are
approximated using 2048-pt linear phase FIR filters.
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Figure 4-13. SNR scaling as a function
Nyquist rate for the filter cutoff Qh.
of p for example discussed in Section 4.6. fhr = 400 Hz, the
4.6.2 Peakiness
Similar to SRS, we illustrate the effect of peakiness on FRS performance using an MA(1)
and AR(1) experiment. For both, the reconstruction filter H(e"' ) is a unity gain all-pass
filter and the average sampling rate is fixed to ' = 11/20. In the first experiment, x[n] is a
first-order moving average MA(1) process with power spectrum,
Sxx(ej w ) = (1 - (e-I")(1 - Oej w) (4.70)
Figure 4-14 plots the FRS shaping gain for the various FRS techniques as 0 is varied from
zero to one. Each point on the curve is found numerically by computing the shaping gain
from one-million samples. The dffs-FRS curve is jagged because the numerical optimization
has some variation in the solution it finds, i.e. running the optimization from different initial
conditions leads to different final solutions. There are a number of observations to make.
When 0 = 0 the spectrum is white and the same as H(ejw), an all-pass filter. Consequently
the dfw-FRS and dffw-FRS shaping gain is 0 dB. As 0 increases the spectrum becomes less
like H(eJ'). Accordingly, the dfw-FRS shaping gain is higher. The filter IG2 (ej•)I also
has a deeper null when Sxx(e j ' ) is peakier. Consequently, the gain over dfw-FRS due to
frequency shaping increases with 0. The shaping gain flattens our near 0 = 1 becuase an
MA(1) process is not infinitely peaky, even when the zero is on the unit circle.
For the MA(1) process, most of the input signal is above the uw-FRS threshold of
Eqn.(4.59) for all the values of 0. The approximation of Eqn.(4.66) holds and mathemati-
cally:
10loglo Guw = 10loglo Gdfw + 10g 10lo(1/I) = 101oglo Gdfw + 2.6 (4.71)
This is exactly what is observed in Figure 4-14: the uw-FRS shaping gain is a constant 2.6
dB above the the dfw-FRS gain, independent of 0. Note that this is true even for 0 = 0, a
white input.
In the second experiment x[n] is a first-order auto-regressive AR(1) process with power
spectrum,
Sp(eeW) (4.72)(1 - pe-Ji)(1 - pejw )  (4.72)
Figure 4-15 plots the FRS shaping gain for the various FRS techniques as p is varied
from zero to one. Each point on the curve is found by numerical simulation of one-million
samples. As before, the dffs-FRS curve is jagged because of variation in the solution from
numerical optimization. When p = 0, the spectrum is white and the same as H(ejw). The
dfw-FRS and dffw-FRS shaping gain is 0 dB. As p increases the pole moves closer to the
unit circle, making Sxx(ei") more peaky. The dfw-FRS and dffs-FRS shaping gain increase
exponentially. As with the MA(1) experiment, dffs-FRS is always above dfw-FRS and the
additional gain increases as Sxx(ejW) becomes more peaky. Unlike the MA(1) experiment
though, the AR(1) process becomes infinitely peaky as the pole approaches the unit circle,
so the shaping gain does not flatten out near p = 1.
At low values of p, the uw-FRS shaping gain is still 2.6 dB over dfw-FRS. With more
peakiness, the gain becomes lower because a significant portion of the signal is removed
by G1 (eiw), i.e. the low-threshold approximation is not valid anymore. At extremely high
peakiness, p ; 1, the uw-FRS and dfw-FRS gain become similar.
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Figure 4-14. Shaping gain of MA(1) process defined in Eqn.(4.70) as a function of 0. p = 11/20.
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Figure 4-15. Shaping gain of AR(1) process defined in Eqn.(4.72) as a function of p. g = 11/20.
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4.7 Extensions
In this chapter, we have explored the use of LTI filtering to reduce randomized sampling
error. A large part of the theory is analogous to classical quantization theory. From this
duality, we can consider more complex structures with feedback. Such techniques, like
DPCM and E-A noise-shaping, are among the most useful quantizer architectures. Further
work could potentially use analogous coding techniques for randomized sampling. One
possible architecture is illustrated in Figure 4-16. It is inspired by DPCM. The sampled
signal is fed back and used to "encode more information" on the next sample that will be
taken. It is unclear what this means at this point, but we conjecture that using such a
technique, more shaping gain can be realized.
The literature on LTI erasure compensation, in particular [12, 6], may also be relevant
to the design of FRS feedback structures. In essence, the feedback should do some sort
of pre-compensation for the information erased by the randomized sampler. In this sense,
the problems are similar. On the other hand, the erasure compensation literature primarily
considers signals in an oversampled, frame-based setting, whereas in this case we are in the
undersampled regime. In any case, these are all potential directions for future work in FRS.
r[nj
hLn]r[n]
Figure 4-16. Possible feedback FRS structure inspired by DPCM.
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Chapter 5
Randomized Multiplier-Less Filtering
This chapter introduces randomized multiplier-less filtering as a method to mitigate coef-
ficient quantization error in multiplier-less filter structures. The formulation is a vector
extension of the randomized sampling techniques of the previous chapters. This chapter
begins by motivating the use of randomization. Section 5.2.1 introduces one particular
structure, the Direct Form I binary randomized filter, that is studied in this thesis. Section
5.3 discusses potential extensions of randomization to other filter structures.
5.1 Introduction
Multiplier-less filter implementations are desirable because they reduce hardware complex-
ity and speed up computation. One method to implement multiplier-less filters is to do
static one-bit coefficient quantization in a filter structure. However, the resulting coefficient
quantization error significantly distorts the frequency response from the desired continuous-
valued one. This distortion can be disturbing in certain applications, especially perceptual
ones.
As an example, Figure 5-1 illustrates the frequency response of a Parks-McClellan fil-
ter and a one-bit quantized version of it. Though qualitatively similar, the quantized filter
introduces a significant distortion in the frequency response. This distortion may be accept-
able for approximate filtering operations, but becomes increasingly problematic for filters
where the finer structure of the response is important, e.g. equalization, beamforming.
Static multiplier-less filters have been studied extensively in the literature. There are
two general techniques that have been developed to mitigate frequency response distortion.
The first is smart-factoring of the desired filter into multiplier-less subsections. A good
example of this technique is the class of cascaded-integrator-comb (CIC) filters used in
sampling rate conversion, [16, 20]. These filters cascade multiplier-less IIR integrator stages,
Hi(z) = 1/1 - z- 1 , with multiplier-less FIR comb stages, Ho(z) = 1 - E·o z-iL to create
approximate low-pass filters. Though the frequency response of these CIC filters are far
from ideal, in practice they are suitable for interpolation and anti-aliasing in low-fidelity
rate conversion, [16, 20].
The second technique used to mitigate frequency response distortion is to replace multi-
plies with bit shifts, [21]. Unlike a multiply, bit shifting has little cost in terms of hardware
area and latency. Effectively, filters with bit-shifts have multiplies that are factors of two.
These shift-register filters are often combined with smart factoring to achieve a subset of
possible filters, [21].
Though these static multiplier-less techniques are useful and can achieve a subset of
possible filters exactly, the essential problem of frequency response distortion still exists.
Given an arbitrary desired continuous-valued filter, static multiplier-less filters in general
cannot achieve the frequency response. In certain applications, like approximate resampling,
the frequency response distortion may be acceptable, but in other, especially perceptual
applications, this distortion can be problematic. In this thesis, we propose a new paradigm
for multiplier-less filtering using randomization of the filter coefficients. It mitigates many
of the problems of frequency response distortion seen in static multiplier-less filters.
The basic principle in our randomized multiplier-less filtering technique is to replace
the desired continuous-valued coefficients in a filter structure with a multiplier-less random
process that has the same value on average. The replacement can be done in any filter
structure, e.g. direct form, cascaded, parallel, lattice, etc. The performance, design, and
error analysis of BRF is different in each structure though. In this thesis, we focus on
the simplest structure: Direct Form I FIR filters. In more complex structures there are
additional issues of stability, error feedback, and error propagation that must be addressed.
Though restrictive, Direct Form I is a filter structure that is useful in a broad range of
applications, especially ones where linear phase is important. Potential extensions to other
filter structures are briefly discussed in Section 5.3.
Randomization can be done in both the one-bit quantized or shift-register type multiplier-
less filters. In this thesis, we focus on randomization of one-bit quantized binary coefficients
where the coefficients can only be 1, 0, or -1. The principles developed for binary ran-
domization can be extended to shift-register type filters in straightforward manner. Such
extensions are briefly discussed in Section 5.3. A hierarchical tree diagram showing the
various types of randomized multiplier-less filters is illustrated in Figure 5-2. The focus of
this thesis is on the bold boxed parts of the tree.
5.2 Binary Randomized Filtering
We denote our binary multiplier-less randomized scheme as Direct Form I FIR binary
randomized filtering, or BRF for short. The basic principle in BRF is to replace the desired
continuous-valued coefficients with a binary random process that has the same value on
average. Section 5.2.1 develops the Direct Form I BRF structure, introducing the two
basic forms: standard and oversampled BRF. Section 5.2.2 does a brief analysis of the
randomization error, discussing its potential benefits over static coefficient quantization.
Section 5.2.3 introduces the different types of BRF depending on tap and time correlation.
5.2.1 Direct Form I FIR BRF Model
We assume that a specified FIR filter, with N continuous-valued taps, {bi}Nf_1 , is given in
Direct Form I. Such a filter can be designed using any technique, e.g. Parks-McClellan
for linear-phase design, Yule-Walker for Wiener filter design, etc. Figure 5-3(a) illus-
trates the tapped delay line Direct Form I FIR filter structure, [24]. This is denoted the
continuous-valued counterpart of the BRF. Figure 5-3(b) illustrates the binary randomized
filter structure. Each continuous-valued tap, bi, has been replaced by a binary random pro-
cess, h [n] = {0, 1}, perhaps followed by a sign change if necessary, si = sgn(bi) = {-1, 1}.
Effectively, positive-valued taps are represented by binary processes that takes values 0 and
n(a) Continuous-valued impulse response, b[n]
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Figure 5-1. Frequency distortion caused by binary quantization of impulse response. Desired response is
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Figure 5-2. Hierarchy of multiplier-less randomized filters. The types of filters developed in this thesis are
illustrated in bold boxes. Those not developed in detail are in italics.
1, and negative-valued taps are represented by binary processes that take values 0 and -1.
Note that, since each tap is a function of time, the BRF is effectively a time-varying filter.
Since the binary taps have a restricted range, an overall scaling, K, after filtering, is
included so that the BRF has the same gain as its continuous-valued counterpart. This
scaling can be implemented digitally as a single high-fidelity multiply or as an analog gain
element after the digital stage. We assume it is a positive value, K > 0. In this sense,
BRF has a single multiply but all the tap multiplies have been replaced with multiplier-less
switching processes.
The means of the binary tap processes, hi[n], are constrained such each has the same
mean value as the desired continuous-valued counterpart, i.e. they are constrained such
that:
KE{hi[n]} = Ksipi = bi (5.1)
Since the mean of a binary process is bounded below by 0 and above by 1, the scaling K
must be chosen so that all the means are in the range pi E [0, 1]. This implies the constraint:
K > max{bil} = flb 0J (5.2)
With this constraint the filter on average has the desired continuous-valued response, i.e.
the expected value of the BRF response is that of the desired continuous-valued filter. There
is error due to the binary randomization though. The next section discusses the structure
of this error further.
In terms of hardware complexity, the BRF architecture trades multiplication for ran-
domization. This thesis does not explore the hardware implementation details of this trade
off, but generally speaking the BRF architecture will have a significantly lower complexity.
In particular, the randomized binary taps in a BRF can be generated with minimal overhead
using pseudo-random numbers generated from a linear shift feedback register (LSFRs) and
combinational logic. The sign changes in BRF can be implemented with negligible cost as
a set of bit flips, depending on the digital representation of x[n].
The structure developed above is termed standard BRF. We develop another more
advanced structure denoted oversampled BRF. Figure 5-3(c) illustrates a block diagram of
the oversampled BRF architecture. It has three significant changes from standard BRF.
First, the BRF is preceded by an L-fold upsampling stage composed of an expander and an
interpolation filter, g, [n]. Second, the tapped delay-line is expanded, i.e. the unit-delays in
the tapped-delay line are replaced with L-element delays. Lastly, the BRF is followed by a L-
fold downsampling stage composed of an anti-aliasing filter gd[n] followed by a compressor.
The hardware complexity of this architecture is higher, requiring the implementation of
rate-converters, which can have multipliers or can be multiplier-less, and a larger memory
buffer. But, as discussed in Chapter 7, this structure has a better error performance than
standard BRF. In fact the performance improves monotonically as a function of L. The
oversampled BRF implementation is developed in Chapter 7.
5.2.2 Randomization Error
With the mean constraint, BRF has the same response on average as its continuous-valued
counterpart. There is however error due to binary randomization. In this section, we study
the properties of this error and its benefits over frequency response distortion.
We assume a stochastic model for the error analysis. In particular, we assume the
input x [n] is a continuous-valued WSS random process and the taps, hi [n], are WSS binary
processes independent of the input. Each tap process can be expressed as:
hi[n] = pi + hi[n] (5.3)
where hi[n] is the centered, zero-mean WSS random process with h i[n] = (1 - ii, -z}i).
With this decomposition, the output of the BRF, ^[n] can be expressed as:
N-1
ý[n] = K E hi[n]six[n - i]
i=O
N-1 N-1
= (Kuisi) x[n - i] + K E hi[n]six[n - i]
i=0 bi=O
N-1 N-1
= bix[n - i] + K hi[n]six[n - i] (5.4)
i=O i=O
y[n] e[n]
The output is the sum of the desired output, y[n], from the desired continuous-valued filter
b[n], and the error e[n], from the zero-mean time-varying filter with kernel hi[n].
The error, e[n], is a zero-mean WSS process that is uncorrelated with the input signal,
x[n]. This follows in a straightforward manner using the independence of hi[n] and x[n].
x[n]
bN-1
y [n]
(a) Continuous-valued counterpart.
x [n]
ho0[
S[n]
(b) Standard Binary Randomized Filter.
9[n]
(c) Oversampled Binary Randomized Filter.
Figure 5-3. Block diagrams of Direct Form I FIR filter implementations (a) the continuous-valued coun-
terpart, (b) the BRF implementation and, (c) an over-sampled BRF implementation.
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The bias can be computed as:
N-1
E{e[n]} = K S E{h [n]} siE{x[n - i]} = 0 (5.5)
i=O
which proves e[n] is zero-mean. In addition, the cross-correlation of e[n] with the input x[n]
is:
N-1
E{e[n]x[n]} = K E1 fhi[]} siE{x[n - i]x[n]l} = 0 (5.6)
i=O
i.e. e[n] is uncorrelated with the input. Intuitively, as in randomized sampling, the ran-
domization of the coefficients has the effect of decorrelating the error with the input. The
error is WSS and the auto-correlation is,
N-1 N-1
= E{hi[nhj[n+m}sisjE{x[n - i]x[n + m - j]} (5.7)
i=o j=o
This auto-correlation is a function of the time correlation in the binary tap processes
hi [n]. There are two classes of BRF, memoryless and frequency-shaped, depending on how
this time correlation is constrained. In memoryless BRF, the taps hi [n] are restricted to be
independent in time. This implies,
E fhi[n]hj[n +m]j form = nr (5.8)
Substituting Eqn.(5.8) into Eqn.(5.7), the error auto-correlation can be expressed as,
N-1 N-1
Ree[m] = K2  aijsisjRxx [i - j]6[m] (5.9)
i=0 j=1
which implies that e[n] is a white process. With frequency-shaped BRF, the taps hi[n]
can be correlated in time to frequency-shape the error spectrum in a potentially desirable
manner, e.g. outside the band of interest.
This is the benefit of BRF. As opposed to frequency response distortion in static
multiplier-less filtering, the error is uncorrelated with the input and we have much greater
control over it. In certain applications, especially perceptual ones, the uncorrelated sha-
peable randomization error may be preferable to the frequency response distortion caused
by static multiplier-less filters. The effect is similar to that of dither in waveform coding to
break up cyclical quantization errors. In a sense, BRF can be viewed as a form of dither in
multiplier-less filters.
5.2.3 Types of Binary Randomized Filters
The correlation of the tap processes play a central role in the performance of BRF. For
simplicity, we can express all of the tap processes at once as a binary vector process h[n],
defined as,
h[n] = [ho[n] hi[n] ... hNy-l[n]] (5.10)
This vector process can be correlated both in time and across the taps. As mentioned in
previous section, there are two types of BRF depending on the time correlation: memoryless
and frequency shaped. In addition to the time correlation, the taps can be correlated with
each other at a fixed time n. There are two types of BRF depending on this tap correlation,
tap-independent and tap-correlated. Unlike the time-correlation, the tap-correlation does
not affect the shape of the error spectrum, but it can reduce the total error power at the
output.
As the name implies, in tap-independent BRF all of the taps are independent processes.
Tap-independent BRF sets a baseline for performance and is easy to design. Correlation
across the taps can reduce the total error at the output. Intuitively, the correlation of x [n]
can be used to design the tap processes so that there is partial cancellation of the error at the
accumulator. The design of tap-correlated BRFs is significantly more complex though. It
involves the design of vector binary processes with tractable auto-covariance matrices. Their
design is non-trivial and requires the development of parametric models for the generation
of vector binary processes. These models and their application to tap-correlated BRF design
is presented in Chapter 6.
Combining the two types of filters, there are four types of BRF : tap-independent mem-
oryless BRF, tap-correlated memoryless BRF, tap-independent frequency-shaped BRF, and
tap-correlated frequency-shaped BRF. The four types of BRF are summarized in Table 5.1
along with the abbreviations we use and the section that develops them. In this thesis,
we only develop Direct Form I FIR memoryless filtering, both tap-independent and tap-
correlated, in detail. Their design and error analysis is presented in Chapter 6. We briefly
mention the benefits of frequency shaping BRF with regard to oversampled BRF in Chap-
ter 7, but do not develop it in detail. Further work should perform a detailed study of
frequency-shaped BRF.
Memoryless Frequency-Shaped
h[n] independent in time h[n] correlated in time
Tap-Independent Section 6.2 briefly in 7.2.3
h[n] independent across taps tim-BRF tifs-BRF
Tap-Correlated Section 6.3 briefly in 7.2.3
h[n] correlated across taps tcm-BRF tcfs-BRF
Table 5.1. Types of binary randomized filtering
5.3 Extensions
The techniques developed in this thesis can be extended to other filter structures and
multi-level coefficient quantization. In this section, we present a brief overview of these two
potential extensions. Though not developed in detail, it shows that BRF is more broadly
applicable than the narrow context in which is developed in this thesis.
5.3.1 Other Filter Architectures
This thesis only randomizes coefficients in the Direct Form I FIR structure. This is done
for simplicity because the Direct Form I FIR structure only has a feed-forward path for
the error. The randomization of coefficients can be done in any filter structure though.
One important case to consider in future work is BRF for Direct Form I or II IIR filter
structures with feedback. Such structures will benefit from BRF in the same way as Direct
Form I FIR filters, but there is an additional issue of error feedback. Specifically, the error
will be shaped by the feedback path of the filter. This could be problematic if the error is
placed at undesirable frequencies. In addition, the scaling factor K is accumulated through
an IIR BRF, so it can potentially drive the filter unstable if not designed properly. Future
work should consider the design, error analysis, and numerical simulation of IIR binary
randomized filtering in detail.
Cascaded architectures are another important case to consider in future work. A filter
can be implemented as cascaded stages. BRF in such a cascaded implementation would have
error propagation, i.e. the error of the first stage would be shaped by the next, etc. This
error propagation could be used as an advantage however. Using frequency-shaping BRF,
the error of the first stage could be shaped into the stop-band of the next stage and so on.
If frequency-shaping and cascading are designed properly, the error could be significantly
reduced from a Direct Form implementation. Future work should consider such cascaded
design, perhaps developing certain rules of thumb for cascaded implementation.
5.3.2 Multi-Level Coefficient Quantization
Though this thesis focuses on binary multiplier-less filters, the BRF theory developed can
potentially be extended to general multi-level coefficient quantization. For example, assume
that the input, x[n], is continuous-valued and that the coefficient quantization is uniform
with step-size A. The coefficient quantization error can then be modeled mathematically
as,
bi = bi - Q(bi) (5.11)
where Q(.) is a uniform quantizer with step-size A, bi is the desired tap-value, and b6 is
the coefficient quantization error. By construction, Ibil < A. Without randomization, the
filter can be implemented as a static quantized filter with taps Q(bi). Such a quantized
filter exhibits frequency response distortion though. Using the techniques developed in this
thesis, we can add a binary dither process, di[n], such that the taps randomly take the
values,
bi[n] = Q(bi) + sgn(bi)Adi[n] (5.12)
where the dither process takes the binary values di[n] = {0, 1} and has a mean, E(di [n]} =
bi. With this dither, the tap effectively switches between the two quantization levels, Q(bi)
and Q(bi) + sgn(b•)A. The output of the dithered filter, ý[n], can thus be expressed as,
N-1 N-1
[n] = Q(bi)x[n - i] + A sgn(bi)di[n]x[n-i] (5.13)
i=O i=O
static quantized filter binary randomized filter
The first term is the output of the static quantized filter. The second term is the output
of a BRF. Essentially, the filter can be implemented as the parallel combination of a static
quantized filter, Q(bi), and a BRF with K = A which randomizes between the quantization
levels. The resulting randomized filter has the desired dither effect; the frequency response
distortion is replaced with uncorrelated, shapeable noise. The BRF techniques developed
in this thesis can be used to design the binary dither to minimize this error.
In addition to uniform quantization, the BRF theory can be used in conjunction with
shift-register filters, dithering between different bit-shift levels. For example, a bit-shift of
2.3 can be achieved, on average, by dithering between a shift of 2 and 3. The dithered
shift-register filters are still multiplier-less, but instead of frequency response distortion the
error is again uncorrelated, shapeable noise.
Chapter 6
Memoryless Standard Direct Form I
FIR Binary Randomized Filtering
In this chapter standard memoryless Direct Form I FIR binary randomized filters are de-
veloped. They are a class of multiplier-less FIR filters that have additive white error rather
than frequency response distortion. Section 6.1 presents the formal design problem. Section
6.2 develops tap-independent memoryless BRF (timBRF), where the filter is uncorrelated in
time and across the taps. Section 6.3 develops tap-correlated memoryless BRF (tcmBRF)
where tap-correlation can be used to reduce the error beyond timBRF. The theoretical
analysis is validated with numerical experiments in Section 6.4.
6.1 Problem Statement
The block diagram of standard Direct Form I FIR BRF is reproduced in Figure 6-1. As
noted in Chapter 5, we assume that a desired continuous-valued filter, b = [bo... bN-1] is
given. The design goal for BRF is to optimize K and h[n] such that g[n] as close as possible
to the output y[n] from the desired continuous-valued filter. As shown in Section 5.2.2, the
output g[n] can be decomposed as the sum of the desired y[n] plus an uncorrelated additive
error, e[n]. We use the error power, as measured by the mean squared error (MSE), as our
error metric. With e[n] defined as in Eqn.(5.4), the MSE can be expressed as:
N-1 N-18 = E{e2[n]} =E K2E E 2  [n]hj[n]sisjx[n- i]x[n- j]i=o j=1
N-1 N-1
= K 2 E E aijsisjRxx[i - j (6.1)
i=0 j=1
where, as noted, aij = cov(hi[n], hj [n]).
Note that in Eqn.(6.1) the time correlation of h[n] does not affect the MSE. Conse-
quently, h[n] can be restricted to be a uncorrelated in time, i.e. memoryless, without loss
of generality. Frequency-shaped standard BRF has not no additional benefit because even
though the error spectrum may be frequency-shaped, there is no post-filter to remove it.
Note that in memoryless BRF the error is always white, with a constant error spectrum.
From Eqn.(6.1), the design goal is to choose K and the covariances 0ij such that the
MSE is minimized. The MSE objective function, Eqn.(6.1), can be split into two terms,
the first composed of the N diagonal terms with i = j, and the second composed of the
remaining N 2 - N terms with i j:
N-1
E = K1 2 8s Rxx [0] + 1K2
i=0
(6.2)
N-1 N-1
SEjijsisjR,ý.[i -j]i=0 j=1:j i
In tap-independent memoryless BRF (timBRF), the covariances aij, i 4 j are all re-
stricted to be zero. With this constraint, the second term in Eqn.(6.2) is zero. Tap-
independent memoryless BRF is the simplest form of BRF serving as a performance base-
line for the other, more complex techniques. The design and error analysis of timBRF is
discussed in Section 6.2.
The MSE can be reduced by allowing correlation between the taps. In particular,
timBRF makes the second term in Eqn.(6.2) zero, but by appropriately picking aij we
can make the second term in negative - thus reducing the total MSE. Intuitively, this
corresponds to designing the taps randomization such that there is partial cancellation of
the error at the accumulator. The design of tap-correlated memoryless BRF (tcmBRF)
is non-trivial, requiring the optimization and generation of correlated binary vectors. The
design and error analysis of tcmBRF is discussed in Section 6.3
x [n]
h0 [B hN1 -[n]
SN-
Figure 6-1. Block diagram of N-tap simple BRF.
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6.2 Tap-Independent Memoryless BRF
Tap-independent memoryless BRF (timBRF) is the simplest form of BRF where binary
vector process h[n] is independent in time and across the taps. In this section we derive
the optimal timBRF design and do a detailed error analysis.
6.2.1 Problem Statment
The MSE for timBRF corresponds to the first term in Eqn.(6.2),
N-1
E = K 2  as2Rxx [O] (6.3)
i=O
Recall that in a binary process the mean fixes the variance. Substituting the mean
constraint, Mi = _ J - Ib= into the expression for the variance, Uo = Ki(1 - tpi), and this
into Eqn.(6.3), the timBRF MSE can be expressed as a function of K and bi,
N-1
E = K2RX [O] ZE[bil 1 IJbil
i=O0
N-1 N-1
= KRxx[O] E bil - Rxx[0] E Ibil 2  (6.4)
i=O i=O
Since the bi are fixed by the desired continuous-valued filter, the only design parameter in
timBRF is K. Combining the constraint on K from Eqn.(5.2) with Eqn.(6.4), the timBRF
design problem can be formally posed as the constrained optimization:
6.2.2 Optimal Solution
Note that for design purposes, only the absolute values of the taps, Ibil, matter. Negative
valued taps are accounted for by the sign change after the binary tap process. Thus, in
what follows, without loss of generality we can focus solely on filters with non-negative taps.
The objective function in Eqn.(6.5) is linear in K and since Rxx[0] > 0 and 1 Nol bil > 0,
the optimal solution is to choose K as the minimal feasible value:
K* = max{Jbi1} (6.6)
Intuitively, each random tap is a source of noise, so the optimal solution is to make one
tap static. This is what the scaling of Eqn.(6.6) does - it scales the means so that the
maximal tap has pi = 1, i.e. it is always on and not random anymore.
The optimal solution implies that the choice of K matters. Naively, it may seem that
the timBRF implementation should be independent of K, but this is not the case. For
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example, say the desired continuous-valued filter has three taps:
b = [ 1 1] (6.7)
There are an unlimited number of (tt, K) = (1, K) pairs that can be used to implement
this timBRF. Two possible pairs are:
(pI,K1)=( 1  1,1) =(6.8)
1
(2, K2) =([ 1 1 ) (6.9)
For the first pair (pl, K1 ), the MSE is:
2 2
S 1MI, K 1) = K 2 E  Rxx[O]oi R,,[O] E i(l - ,[i)
i=O i=O
= R [0] 3 = Rxx [0] (6.10)
i=0
In contrast, the second pair, (/12, K 2), can be implemented perfectly as a static binary filter.
The three timBRF taps are always on, i.e. hi[n] = 1. There is no randomization so 0r- = 0.
Consequently, the MSE is zero:
2
£(42, K 2) = K 2 E Rxx []a = 0 (6.11)
i=0
Clearly the second pair is a better timBRF implementation and the choice of (4, K)
matters. Geometrically, the set of possible means is the unit-cube in RRN, i.e. I- E [0, 1]N .
The desired continuous-valued filter, b, is a point along the ray Ceb, where C > 0 and eb is
the unit vector in the direction b. The set of possible implementation points for b is defined
by the intersection of the ray with the unit-cube. Geometrically, this is a line-segment from
the origin to the face of the unit-cube in the direction eb. Figure 6-2 illustrates an example
of this set for a three tap filter in R3 . Each point on this line-segment corresponds to an
implementation point it, and a scaling K. The value of K increases towards the origin.
The extremal pair on the face is (t = ma } K - b o). The origin is (t = 0, K = 0c).
The timBRF solution implies that the optimal implementation point along this line-
segment, denoted p*(eb), is always the extremal point on the face of the cube. Geomet-
rically, the set of optimal implementation points in RN is the N - 1-dimensional surface
of the unit-cube. We denote this surface as the implementation manifold for timBRF. For
timBRF, this manifold is independent of the input auto-correlation R,,[m].
6.2.3 Scale Invariance
The optimal timBRF solution implies that the optimal implementation point is scale in-
variant. Specifically, any filter in the direction eb such that b = Ceb, with C > 0, has an
optimal timBRF implementation point, * (eb), on the face of the cube [0, 1]N independent
of C. In other words, all timBRFs with b in the direction eb, regardless of their scale, are
optimally implemented at the point [1*(eb).
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Figure 6-2. The red line denotes the set of possible implementation points for a continuous-valued filter b
along the ray Ceb. The optimal implementation point for timBRF is on the face of the cube.
The scale invariance of the optimal implementation point implies scale invariance of the
SNR too. Since all filters in the direction eb can be expressed as b = CpL(eb), the minimal
MSE for a filter b can be expressed as:
N-1
9*(b) = Rzx[O] E Ibil(max{ bi } - Jbil)
i=0
N-1
= C2 Rxx [0] p/(eb)(1 - pi(eb))
i=0
=(eb)
= C2 *(eb)
(6.12)
(6.13)
where in the second line we have
to simplify our expression. Since
expressed as:
used the substitutions IbiI = Cbpi(eb) and max{ bil} = C
b = Cit(eb), the signal power through a timBRF can be
S(b) = E{y 2[n]} = - Sxx(eLJ)IB(eJ) 2dw
= - SXX(eJJw) IMeb (ejw) 2d
= C 2S(eb) (6.14)
where B(ejW) is the frequency-response of the continuous-valued LTI filter b and Meb (ejw)
is the frequency-response of the filter ti(eb). The SNR is given by dividing the signal power,
Eqn.(6.14), by the MSE, Eqn.(6.61). The leading C2 terms cancel in the division, making
the SNR invariant of the scale, C, and only dependent on the direction eb and the input
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spectrum S,, (ej •),
SNR(Ceb) = 8(eb) (6.15)S*(eb)
This scale invariance is desirable because the performance of the filter does not depend
upon the total filter power. On the other hand, the performance is dependent on the desired
filtering application. This is discussed further in the next section.
6.2.4 Error Analysis
In this section we do a detailed error analysis of timBRF. The first section compares the
timBRF MSE to that of static binary filtering. The second section discusses the performance
of timBRF as a function of the desired filter. The final section discusses the error scaling
of timBRF as a function of N.
BRF vs. Static
The timBRF has a larger MSE than the optimal static binary implementation. This follows
from a simple argument. Given N taps, there are 2N possible static binary filters, Bj(ej"),
where j = 1, - , 2N . Each filter has an associated optimal scaling, Kj, and an MSE which
can be expressed as,
JS = Sxx(ew) IB(eiw) - KjBj(ej)i12  (6.16)
_r27
Of the finite possibilities, at least one filter has the minimum MSE because a finite
set of real numbers always has a minimum. Randomization does not improve performance
because the other static binary filters have a higher MSE. Switching randomly to these
non-minimum configurations as a function of time cannot improve the MSE. This implies
that the minimum MSE filter is a static binary filter.
The benefit of randomization comes from the fact that the form of the error is better.
It is uncorrelated shapeable noise rather than frequency distortion. As noted in Section
5.2.2, in certain applications, especially perceptual ones, this form of error might be much
less disturbing than the correlated, colored error of frequency distortion.
Fixed Length Analysis
The timBRF MSE is dependent on the desired continuous-valued filter we are trying to
implement. Certain filters, like one where the coefficients are all identica, e.g. b = [b b b],
can be perfectly implemented using a timBRF and have zero MSE. Other filters have a much
higher MSE. Mathematically, the minimal MSE for a timBRF is a function S(b) given by,
N-1
$*(b) = Rxx[O] Ibil(max{ bil - Ibil) (6.17)
i=O
As an example of how the MSE xVaries as a function of the taps, Figure 6-3(a) illustrates
the S(b) for all positive-valued, three-tap timBRFs with unit-energy, i.e. b2 + b2 + b+ = 1
and bi > 0. The figure is plotted as a projection into the (bo, bl) plane. The b2 coordinate is
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implicit from the unit-energy constraint. Figure 6-3(b) illustrates the implementation man-
ifold for 3-tap white-UMLRF filters. It is the surface of the unit-cube in three dimensions.
There are certain symmetries to note in the plot. First, as noted earlier, S(b) for filters
with negative taps is equivalent filters with positive taps under the mapping, bi - Jbil.
Accordingly, 9(b) in the non-positive orthants are symmetric to this portion plotted in
the positive orthant. In addition, E(b) is symmetric with respect to which element of b
is maximal. This can be seen in Figure 6-3(a) as a three-fold symmetry around the point
The analysis above is only for the MSE. The SNR is a better measure of actual perfor-
mance. The SNR is affected by the MSE, but is also dependent on the output signal power,
o2 = E{y 2 [n]}. If the output signal power is small then the SNR will be small despite
what the MSE is. In these situations, BRF will perform poorly. For example, if the goal of
filtering was to extract a low-power signal in surrounding high-power noise, then BRF will
likely perform poorly. Intuitively, the high-power noise will spread across all of the band
with timBRF, burying the desired low-power signal in noise. Mathematically, the SNR will
be low because the numerator, S(eb), is small. On the other hand, in other applications,
like audio equalization the output signal power is high. In this case, BRF could be very
useful is removing frequency distortion and replacing it with noise that is masked by the
higher power output signal.
Error Scaling
The timBRF MSE increases as the number of taps N increases. Intuitively this is because
with more taps there are more noise-sources injecting error into the filter. The growth of the
error depends on the ideal filter specification. However, with more taps we can implement
a better filter on average, i.e. we are closer to the ideal filter specification. For example,
assume our goal is to implement an ideal low-pass filter with a certain specification using a
Parks-McClellan filter. With more taps, the max ripple error is lower and the continuous-
valued filter better approximates the ideal response. There is thus a tradeoff between
randomization error and filter approximation error.
Figures 6-14 and 6-17 illustrate this tradeoff for a specific Parks-McClellan design ex-
ample. It is described in more detail in Section 6.4. For now, note that there with a longer
length, N, the filter has lower max ripple error, but higher randomization MSE. There is no
ideal operating length, rather the system designer must choose a suitable operating length
by trading off between these two forms of error.
Regardless of the exact specification though, any well-posed specification has a constant
power constraint on the filter, i.e. the ideal filter has a total power E lbil2 = C. For
example, with our Parks-McClellan low-pass filter design, the ideal filter has a constant
power given by the square of the integral under the passband. This is constant regardless
of the number of taps used to implement a filter. The worst-case MSE given a constant
power constraint on the filter thus gives an upper-bound on how the randomization error
for any filter specification scales as N increases.
Without loss of generality we can fix the the filter to have unit power. The worst-case
scaling of unit power timBRFs can be found analytically. For a fixed number of taps, N,
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(a) S*(b), Optimal MSE
0.4 0.6 0 1 U.1
(b) Implementation Manifold
Figure 6-3. Plot of optimal MSE and implementation manifold for 3-tap timBRF FIR filters on the
unit-power manifold defined by 2o b2 - 1.
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the worst-case filter is the solution to the maximization:
maximize Rzz [0] EN' bi(llb Ioo - bi)
b
subject to lb = 1 (6.18)
bi > 0
The optimal MSE, £*(b), is symmetric over which element of b is maximal. Thus,
without loss of generality, we can assume that b = bo. The maximization of Eqn.(6.18) can
then be re-formulated as a minimization:
minimize -Rx[0] Z,. i1 bi(bo - bi)
bo,bi
subject to EN- b = --b (6.19)
bi 2 0, for i - 0
bo 0 bi, for i # 0
The Lagrangian for the constrained optimization of Eqn.(6.19) is expressed in Eqn. (6.20).
A is the Lagrange multiplier for the unit-energy equality constraint, 7i are the Lagrange
multipliers for the non-zero inequality constraints, and 8i are the Lagrange multipliers for
the bo _ bi inequality constraints.
N-1 N-1 N-1 N-1
£(b, A, i, 9) = -Rxx[0] bi(bo - bi) + A b + b - 1 + • ibi + Oi(bo - bi)
i=l i=1 i=1 i=l
(6.20)
Empirically, we have observed that none of the inequality constraints are active at the
worst-case filter. For example, in Figure 6-3(a), the worst case point occurs at an interior
point, not at the boundary. Specifically, at the worst-case filter, all the bi are strictly greater
than zero and a single tap is maximal, i.e. Ilblloo = bo # bi. Intuitively, this observation is
sensible since both a bi = 0 tap and a bi = Jblloo tap have zero contribution to the total
MSE. We would expect that, other than b0 = jjbloo, the other taps do not take these values
in the worst-case filter.
From these observations, we assume that none of the inequality constraints are active at
the worst-case filter. Complementary slackness implies that their corresponding Lagrange
multipliers are zero [2]. Consequently, the last two terms in Eqn.(6.20) are zero. The
reduced Lagrangian is:
N-1 N-1 N-1
£(b, A) = -Rxx[0] bbo + Rxx[0] 3 b + A b + b-1 (6.21)
i=Applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker ( KT conditions to thi=1
Applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions to this reduced Lagrangian results
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in N + 1 equations,
b= -Rxx[O]bo + 2Rzz[O]bi + 2Abi = 0, for i # 0 (6.22)
N-1
o = -R [O] bi 2bo = 0 (6.23)
i=1
N-1
a= + N- 
- 1 = 0 (6.24)
i=1
The first N - 1 equations, Eqn.(6.22) can be solved for bi in terms of bo,
Rz [0]bobi Rxx] (6.25)2Rxz [0] + 2A
Substituting Eqn.(6.25) into the constraint, Eqn.(6.24), and manipulating the resulting
expression, we can solve for the denominator 2Rxz [0] + 2A:
2Rzz[0] + 2A = Rxz[O]bo N b1 (6.26)
Substituting this back into Eqn.(6.25), bi can be expressed as a function of bo,
1 - bo2
bi= - (6.27)
From the second KKT condition, Eqn.(6.23), we get an expression for bo in terms of the
other bi,
Rx [0] EN- l bibo = 2A = (6.28)2A
Substituting Eqn.(6.27) for bi and Eqn.(6.26) for 2A, we can eliminate these variables
and after considerable simplification get a quartic equation that bo must satisfy,
4Nb4 - 4Nb + (N - 1) = 0 (6.29)
This quartic equation is a quadratic equation in b2. There are two solutions for b2 using
the quadratic formula. After some simplifications, the solutions are,
1 1
1b2 = 12 (6.30)
0 2 &
Consequently, there are four solutions for bo. The two negative roots are not feasible,
since we have restricted all our taps to be positive. Of the two positive roots, from simulation
we see that the maximal root is the worst-case bo. Thus, as a function of N, the maximal
tap in the worst-case filter is,
1 1
bo = 1 (6.31)
bo-•l+7N
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Substituting Eqn.(6.31) into Eqn.(6.27), we can get a closed form expression for other
taps. They all have the same value:
1 1
bi = 2 for i - 0 (6.32)N-I'
The worst-case MSE is computed by substituting the derived values of bi and bo back
into the objective function of (6.19). After some tedious simplifications, the worst-case
scaling of the MSE can be expressed as a function of N as:
Rwc [0] N-2 1 1
£we = N2 - 2 + 1+ (6.33)2 N
As N increases the RIx' V/N term dominates. So for white-UMLRF the randomization
error scales as the VNW:
wc  O( VN) (6.34)
Figure 6-8 plots the analytic wc, Eqn.(6.33), as a function of N. Numerical results
match exactly with this analytic expression. Equation (6.33) is an upper-bound on the
MSE scaling for all memoryless BRF with unit-energy. No matter what the exact filter
specification, the MSE does not grow faster than Eqn.(6.33).
6.3 Tap-Correlated Memoryless BRF
This section discusses tap-correlated memoryless BRF (tcmBRF) where the binary vector
tap process, h[n], can be correlated across the taps but is still independent in time. The
randomization error is still white, but the noise floor can be reduced beyond timBRF by
using tap correlation. Section 6.3.1 presents the formal design problem. Section 6.3.2
develops an algorithm to find the optimal binary solution. Section 6.3.3 shows the scale
invariance of the optimal solution. The design of the optimal solution is shown to be
computationally intractable. In Section 6.3.4, we develop a parametric design technique
that is more tractable. Section 6.3.6 does an error analysis on tcmBRF using a relaxation
bound.
6.3.1 Problem Statement
In tcmBRF, the randomization error is still a white process because the taps are uncorrelated
in time. As noted in Section 6.1 though, the noise floor can be reduced by correlating across
the taps. Specifically, in the MSE, which is reproduced below as Eqn.(6.35), if Rxx [k-j] > 0
then aij can be made negative to reduce the error beyond the timBRF MSE, which is the
first term. Similarly, if Rxx [k - j] < 0, then aij can be made positive to reduce the error.
N-1 N-1 N-1
E= K 2  2 o R,,[0] + K 2  aijsisjRz -[i- j] (6.35)
i=O i=O j=l:j:i
Intuitively, the tap correlation can be designed to get partial cancellation of the error
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at the accumulator. The error due to binary randomization at one tap can be partially
cancelled by the error at another tap. An important pre-requisite to the design process is
prior knowledge of R,,[m], the input auto-correlation. In this sense, tcmBRF is a form
of data-dependent filtering where the filter is tuned to the statistics of the input signal.
In what follows, we assume perfect knowledge of the input auto-correlation. In practice
though, this auto-correlation must be adaptively estimated from the input signal.
The goal in tcmBRF is to design K and aij to minimize the MSE. The design can
be posed formally as a constrained optimization. The MSE objective, Eqn.(6.35), can be
expressed more compactly in matrix notation using the trace operator as:
N-1N-1
K 2  aijRxx [i - j] = K 2tr (Rxh) (6.36)
i=0 j=0
In Eqn.(6.36), Eh is the zero-lag auto-covariance matrix of the random vector h[n]. Rx
is the auto-covariance matrix of the random vector, x = [x[n] -.. x[n - N]]. It is a
Toeplitz matrix of the form:
Rxx [0] Rxx [1] ... Rxx [N]
RRx x[1] RZxx [0] (6.37)
Rxx [N] ... Rxx[1] Rxx[01]
There are three constraints on K and Eh. As in timBRF, the scaling, K, must be
chosen so that all the of the means are in the range [0, 1]:
K > max{ bi } (6.38)
Secondly, the mean vector is constrained to be a scaled value of b, E{h[n]} = I = b/K.
Consequently, because the mean fixes the variance of a binary process, the diagonal elements
of Eh are constrained to be:
S= i(1 - i) = 1 - (6.39)
Note how this constraint couples Eh to the scaling K.
Lastly, the pair (Eh, A) must be achievable using a binary random vector, i.e there
must exist a multivariate binary distribution with mean vector tt and covariance matrix
Eh, [9]. We denote the set of achievable binary covariance matrices with mean Ct as B(A).
This constraint is very similar to the binary achievability constraint discussed in Chapter
3 for frequency-shaped SRS. As it was there, this constraint is problematic because not
all valid covariance matrices, i.e. positive-semi definite matrices Eh ý- 0, are achievable
using a binary random vector [9, 27]. The set of achievable matrices has been studied to
some extent [9], but this set is not tractable for optimization. Combining the objective,
Eqn.(6.36), with the three constraints, the tcmBRF design problem can be formally posed
as a constrained optimization:
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minimize K2 tr (RxEh)
K,Eh
subject to K > max{bi) (6.40)
Ai = bi/K
o2 = /,i(1 -_ i)
Tap-correlated BRF design is significantly more difficult than the timBRF design. As
with frequency-shaped SRS, we cannot hope for an analytic solution, but even a numerical
solution is difficult. Section 6.3.2 develops the optimal solution by posing the design op-
timization over the joint-density of h[n]. Though optimal, this algorithm is shown to be
computationally intractable. As a tractable alternative, Section 6.3.4 develops a parametric
model that can be optimized for tcmBRF implementation.
6.3.2 Optimal Solution
The two variables of optimization in Eqn.(6.40), K and the covariance matrix Eh, are
coupled through the mean-constraint i = b/K. Joint optimization over both is difficult,
so we separate the optimization into two stages, an inner optimization over Eh for a fixed
K and an outer optimization over K.
We first develop the innier optimization for a fixed K. Fixing K, fixes the mean vector
It = b/K. The inner optimization can be formally posed as,
minimize Z(lEh, 1) = tr (RxEh)
Eh
subject to a 2 = i(1 - Ii) (6.41)
Eh E B(jI)
As discussed in the previous section, the compatibility constraint is problematic. We
can incorporate it in a more tractable way by recasting the optimization of Eqn.(6.41) over
the joint density of h[n].
The multi-variate binary joint-density, ph(h[n]), is a discrete PMF with probability mass
at the 2N vertices of a N-dimensional hypercube. The probability masses ph(h[n]) can be
ordered using a binary counting scheme and collected in a mass-vector, p. For example,
with N = 3, p is of size 23 = 8. In our formulation, the masses are ordered using the binary
counting scheme below, where ho [n] represents the least significant bit and h2 [n] represents
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the most significant bit.
Po = p(h2[n] = O, hi[n] = O, ho[n] = 0)
P1 = p(h 2 [n] = 0, hi[n] = O, ho[n] = 1)
P2 = p(h 2 [n] = 0, hi[n] = 1, ho[[n] = 0)
P3 = p(h2[n]
P4 - p(h 2[n]
P5 = p(h2[n]
P6 = p(h2 [n]
p7 = P(h2[n]j
O, hi[n] = 1, ho[n] = 1)
1, hih[n] = 0, ho[n] = 0)
1, hih[n] = 0, ho[n] = 1)
1, hl[n] = 1, ho[n] = 0)
1, h[n] = 1, ho[n] = 1)
Figure 6-4 illustrates the labeled joint-density ph(h[n]) in three dimensions. The exten-
sion to N dimensions is done in a straightforward manner, with ho [n] as the least significant
bit and hN- I[n] as the most significant bit.
pi
P3 90 .......
PO
S---------------- P
--------. O .•
p4 hi,[n]
P2 ------ ---------- P 6
h2[re]
Figure 6-4. Joint density ph(h[n]) in three dimensions
In posing the optimization, it is necessary to define a binary counting matrix, A, of
size 2N x N. The i-th row of A is the N-element binary representation of the number
i C {0, 1, ... , 2N - 1}. For example, with N = 3, A is an 8 x 3 matrix of the form:
(6.42)
The decision variable vector, p, is subject to three constraints. First, each element,
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representing a probability mass, must be non-negative,
pi > 0
Second, the total probability mass must sum to 1,
2N-1
i=O
Pi = 1'p = 1
where 1 is a 2N-dimensional vector of all ones. Lastly, the joint-density represented by p
must be consistent with the given mean-vector A, which is fixed by the choice of K. With
the covariance matrix, this was the problematic constraint. On the binary joint-density
though, this imposes N constraints on each of the marginal densities, p(hi[n] = 1) = pi.
These can be expressed as N linear equality constraints on the joint-density,
(6.45)--- p(hl i[],...,hi[n] = 1, ... , hN- [n]) = p(hi[n] = 1) = •i
hi=0 hN-1=0
N-1 sums, no i term
These N constraints on p can be expressed in matrix notation as,
A'p = P (6.46)
The ordering of A and p coincide such that the inner-product of the i-th row of A' with
p corresponds to computing the marginal probability p(hi[n] = 1).
The inner objective, Z(Eh, p), of Eqn.(6.41) can be expressed as a linear function of p.
Each cross-covariance, aij, can be expressed as,
ij = E{hi[n]hj [n]} = E{hi[n]hj [n]} - pi•j (6.47)
Since hi [n] = {0, 1}, the correlation E{hi [n]hj [n]} is the probability that hi [n] = 1 and
hj [n] = 1 together, i.e.
E{hi [n]hj [n]} = p(hi[n] = 1, hj [n] = 1) (6.48)
This probability can be expressed as a linear function of the joint-density,
p(hi[n] = 1, h [n] = 1)
p(hi[n],... ,hi[n] = 1,..., h[n] = 1,...,hN-l[n])-- --
hi=0 hN-l=O
N-2 Sums, no i, j terms
= c~ijp (6.49)
where cij is a vector representing the locations in p where both hi [n] = 1 and hj [n] = 1.
These locations are computed using the matrix A. Specifically, cij is the element-wise
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(6.43)
(6.44)
multiplication of the i-th column of A, ai, with the j-th column of A, aj. In MATLAB
syntax this can be expressed as,
Cij = ai. * aj (6.50)
Using the indicator vectors, cij, the inner objective I(Eh, p) can be expressed as a
function of p and t which we denote Z(p, t),
N-1 N-1
I(p, p) = Z Rxx[i- j](c'Jp - iLpj)
i=0 j=0
N-1 CioP - •iAO
= [Rxx[i- ] ... Rx[i- N-1]]
i=O /
r' -iNP - PiAN
N-1
i=O
N-1 01
i=o
N riCi p 
-
P'Rxp
f'
= f'p - ptRxp (6.51)
where r ' is the i-th row of the Toeplitz, covariance matrix Rx, i.e. r' = ei . C is a
matrix composed of the stacked columns, cio through Ci(N-1). The linear cost vector f can
be expressed as,
N-1
f' = e RxCi (6.52)
i=0
The quadratic form, M/'Rxt, is a constant independent of the decision variables p. The
resulting optimization, incorporating the constraints of Eqns.(6.43), (6.44), and (6.46), and
the linear cost vector f defined in Eqn.(6.52) is an affine program. It can be posed formally
as,
minimize Z(p, p) = f'p - I'RxpP
subject to 1'p = 1 (6.53)
A'p = p
pi > 0
This affine program can be solved efficiently using standard interior-point methods for
linear programming, [3]. We denote its optimal value for a fixed p as Z*(p). The outer
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optimization over K can then be posed as,
minimize S(K) = K 2 -*(t)
K
subject to K> max{IbiI} (6.54)
t = b/K
In timBRF, the optimal scaling, K*, is always the minimal feasible value, K = max{Ibi }.
This is not always the case in tcmBRF. For example, assume the input is a narrowband
auto-regressive process with R, [m] = 0 .91m l and the desired continuous-valued filter has
three taps b = . Figure 6-5 plots the MSE objective of Eqn.(6.54) as a function
of K.
w
Cn2
Figure 6-5. Plot of optimal MSE £*(K) for b = [ . ]. Minimum is not at K = max{|bil}.
As illustrated, for this example the minimum value does not occur at the extremal
value K = max{ bi } = , but rather at an interior point around K w 0.85. In addition,
note the non-convex structure of the objective in Figure 6-5. These two properties of 8(K)
complicate the design process. Because the objective is not convex over K, gradient-descent
can converge to local minima. To find the global minimum over K, a direct line-search
must be done. This line-search is computationally expensive because it requires multiple
evaluations of the inner affine program for Z* (f). We can speed up the line-search by using
an adaptive evaluation technique, moving from a coarser grid to a finer one in the vicinity
of the coarse minimum.
Despite these speed-up techniques, the full optimization, consisting of a line-search
composed with an affine program, becomes computationally intractable as the number
of filter taps, N, increases. This is because the number of decision variables in joint-
density, p, grows exponentially as 2N . The 4xponentially growing decision space becomes
computationally intractable even for the most powerful linear programming solvers. Even
reasonable filter lengths, like N = 50, lead to 250 decision variables, an intractably large
number for a LP solver. Even with powerful computers, we can only find the optimal
solution for very small filter lengths, on the order of N s 10 - 20. For practical filter
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lengths, a more tractable design procedure is necessary. We present one using a parametric
model in Section 6.3.4.
6.3.3 Scale Invariance
Like timBRF, the optimal tcmBRF implementation point of a filter b is scale invariant.
Any filter in the direction eb such that b = Ceb, with C > 0, has a optimal tcmBRF
implementation point, I*(eb) E [0,1]N that is independent of C. In other words, all
tcmBRFs in the direction eb, regardless of their total power, are optimally implemented at
a point * (eb). Unlike timBRF though, this optimal implementation point is not necessarily
one such that Itl*(eb) 00 = 1, i.e. on the face of the unit cube.
The proof of scale invariance can be done by contradiction. Assume that for a deter-
ministic filter bo, the optimal implementation point is ~o = . We denote the maximum
element of bo using the infinity-norm notation, i.e. |bo o = max{ bo|} Optimality implies
that,
K1* •< K 21* ,* VK / K 0, K E [Ilbollo, oc) (6.55)
In addition, assume that for bl = Cbo, a scaled version of bo, with C > 0, the optimal
implementation point is different. Mathematically, this means Al = - o = ~0  This
in turn implies that,
K1K0o (6.56)
Since g I = is the optimal implementation point for bl, this implies that,
K1I2* (i1) K 2< Z* ( , VK K1, K E [I bl 1o, o0) (6.57)
Multiplying both sides of Eqn.(6.57) by - > 0 gives the inequality,
K1 K•1b K  *iK( , VK $ K1, K E [1 bl Ioo, 00) (6.58)
Substituting our assumption that bl = Cbo and doing some manipulation the expression
becomes,
(K, 2 I( b0  <_ (K)_2-* b°
C (K1/C) 1  (K/C) , VK  K 1, K E [C b i•oo, co) (6.59)
Since by Eqn.(6.56), Ko 5 -- , let Ko = From the fact that K E [C| Ibollooc),C,
this implies C E [ bo oo0,oc). In addition, since K 1 E [C||bo llo,00), this implies that
c [Ibo Ioo, oc). Consequently, -l is a point such that,
2 Z* 1/) * • , K /#Ko (6.60)
If this inequality is strict then K- is a point for which the MSE is lower than Ko for bo.
This contradicts our original assumption that ~o = bo is the optimal implementation pointKO
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for bo. If Eqn.(6.60) is met with equality, then gt = (K/) was another implementation
point for bo to begin with. This proves that the optimal implementation point for any filter
in the direction eb is at the same point u*(eb).
Since all filters in the direction eb can be expressed as b = COI*(eb), the optimal MSE
for b can be expressed as:
6*(b) = C2 K*(eb)-T*(.*(eb)) = C 2E(eb) (6.61)
C(eb)
Following the same argument as in Section 6.2.3, we can prove that the tcmBRF SNR is
scale invariant. The SNR only depends upon the direction of the filter eb. Mathematically,
this can be expressed as,
SNR(Ceb) = (eb)(6.62)
'(eb)
Geometrically, the tcmBRF implementation manifold is a N - 1-dimensional surface
inside the unit-cube. Within the unit-cube, the implementation manifold is closer to the
outer faces of the cube than the origin. This is because the leading K 2 term in the MSE
quadratically penalizes small values of |II *(eb) oo, i.e. large values of K. On the other
hand, the effect from the Z*(/.) term can offset the K 2 term in certain directions so that
the optimal implementation point is not of the face of the cube.
The shape of the implementation manifold is dependent on the input auto-correlation,
R,. For a white input, Rc = I, the implementation manifold is exactly the faces of the unit-
cube, i.e. Iti(eb)J = 1. For a rank-one auto-correlation, R, = 11', the implementation
manifold is the N - 1-dimensional unit-simplex inside the unit cube, Ej-1o/ i = 1. From
simulation, we observe that for a general, full-rank R, the implementation manifold is in
between these two extremal cases. It is often on the face of the unit-cube, but there are
certain directions for which the manifold is inside it.
As an example, Figure 6-6(b) illustrates implementation manifold for all three-tap unit-
energy filters with Rxx[m] = 0.91ml. It is found numerically using a line-search composed
with an affine program, as in Section 6.3.2. Note the complex, non-smooth structure of the
implementation manifold with many indentations and discontinuous jumps.
Since the line-search over K is expensive, in certain situations, we can set K = max{ jbi }
and implement the tcmBRF on the face of the unit-cube.' Though the solution in this
case sub-optimal, fixing K simplifies the tcmBRF design process by removing the outer
optimization over K. It saves the computation required for repeated evaluations of the
inner optimization. In addition, simulation implies that for full-rank Rx, fixing K does
not have a significant loss in performance. Especially in higher dimensions, it seems that
K = max{jbij} is often the optimal implementation point. Even in cases that it is not, the
error penalty for implementing on the face of the cube is small.
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Figure 6-6. Plot of optimal MSE and implementation manifold for 3-tap tcmBRF FIR filters on the
unit-power manifold defined by 2= b? = 1.
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6.3.4 Parametric Memoryless BRF
Though the optimal tcmBRF solution can be posed, the numerical optimization is in-
tractable because the number of decision variables grow exponentially with N. To make
the design tractable we use a parametric model to generate the random binary vector h[n].
As with SRS, a suitable parametric model should satisfy three properties. First, we must
be able to constrain the mean of the binary vector. Second, the covariance matrix, Eh,
must have a tractable expression in terms of a small number of parameters, as opposed to
exponentially many. This way the parameters can be optimized for tcmBRF. Lastly, the
generation of the binary vector should be easily implementable in hardware.
Though there are numerous techniques to generate random binary vectors, most do
not give a tractable expression for the resulting covariance matrix. We use a modified
version of the model presented by Qaqish in [27], which alleviates this problem. It can
generate correlated binary vectors with a fixed mean and specified covariance matrix. The
basic model is presented below for completeness, but the proofs are omitted. For a more
detailed description, the reader is referred to [271. After presenting the model, we discuss
the optimization of Qaqish correlated binary vectors for use in tcmBRF.
In our model, modified from [27], a N-element correlated binary vector, h[n], is generated
iteratively. The i-th element of the vector, hi [n], is generated from the a. previous samples,
hi-l[n], hi-2 [n], ... hi- [n] as follows,
1. The conditional bias, Ai [n], for the generation of hi[n] is computed according to the
relationship:
i-1
Ai[n] = -/i + Zyij(hj[n] - /pj) (6.63)
where ( = max(0, i - ra), pi is the desired mean of hi [n], and the constants yij are the
parameters of the algorithm. The lower limit of the sum, (, takes either the value 0
or i - ., depending on which is larger. Mathematically, this denotes that for the first
n elements, the lower limit cannot go below zero. For example, the first element can
only depend on the zeroth element, regardless of the value of i.
2. The sample hi [n] is randomly generated from a binary distribution biased by Ai [n] as
follows:
S[n] 1 with probability Ai[n]
hi[n] 0 with probability 1 - A• [n]
The resulting vector h[n] can be proved to be binary random vector with mean vector,
i, and a covariance matrix, Eh, that can be expressed as,
Eh(-) = GN (6.65)
The matrix GN is computed recursively starting from the 1 x 1 matrix, Go = a2=
0o(1 - •o) and the recursion defined by,
G [Gi-1 si (6.66)
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where o? = pi(l - pi) and the i-element column vector, si, can be expressed as,
si = Gi-1li (6.67)
'i = (i
T)i(i--1)
where the i-element column vector ^i is a vector of the parameters yij, which is of the form,
(6.68)
when ( = max(0, i - r) = 0, and of the form,
Yio
Yi(i-1)
when ( = max(0, i - K) = i - r. As before, the two different
the first K elements, the lower limit cannot go below zero.
There are constraints on the parameters 7ij. Specifically,
has the prescribed covariance matrix only if the conditional
i [n] E [0, 1]. From [27], this implies the restriction that,
forms of "i denotes that for
the generated binary vector
means are all feasible with
i-1 i-1
Eij j - E Yij <i < 1 + E ip - E ij
J=- J=( +
(6.70)
where, as before, (
j < i, -ij > 0} and
expressing it using
= max(0, i - K) and E+ and E_ denote the summation over {j : ( <
{j : ( < j < i, ~ij < 0}, respectively. We can simplify this constraint by
absolute values,
i-1 i-1 (
j=( j=(
2 1ij A - , rij = 2¢- L < Pj=( j=(
(6.71)
(6.72)
The constraints of Eqns.(6.71) and (6.72) can be derived in a straightforward manner
from Eqn.(6.70). We omit the derivation for the sake of brevity.
This model is a modified version of the Qaqish model presented in [27]. As presented
in [27], K = N, and each element of the 'i vectors can be non-zero. The total number of
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0
0
Yi(i-1)
(6.69)
parameters in the unmodified model is,
N-1 j-1 N(N - 1)
11Y110 = ZI(yij) = 2 (6.73)
j=0 i=0
which grows quadratically in N as O(N 2). In this expression, 7 is a stacked vector of all
the -y for all j. The function I(.) represents an indicator function and the 11 0- lo notation
represents the zero pseudo-norm which is a count of all the non-zero elements in 7. In the
modified model, we can restrict the level of correlation K < N. In each 7i vector there is
then, at most, K non-zero elements. The total number of parameters in the modified model
is,
(K + 1)0=1111 = 2 + (N -K- 1) (6.74)
which grows as linearly in N as O(KN). In essence, a is a complexity control parameter. We
denote it as the Qaqish order. The higher the Qaqish order is, the more covariance matrices
we can achieve, but the ensuing optimization is more complex. In practical applications,
the system designer must choose an appropriate value of K based on hardware constraints
and performance requirements.
The Qaqish model is a restricted representation of binary vectors. There exist valid
binary vector distributions that cannot be achieved using this model. Especially with
K < N, the coverage of the space of binary vector distributions is far from complete.
Consequently, the solution from optimizing over this model is sub-optimal. But, with a
linearly growing number of decision variables, the optimization is tractable for large N.
Mathematically, fixing the Qaqish order, ., and incorporating the constraints of Eqns.(6.71)
and (6.72), the tcmBRF design problem can be expressed as a constrained optimization over
the parameters 7 and K.
minimize K 2tr (RxEh(Y))
K,7
subject to K > max{jbj} (6.75)
Pi = bi /K
ZL -,- Ij + Z (21 - _/.) •<I 1 I-
As with the optimal solution, the joint optimization over K and 7 is difficult, so we split
the optimization into an inner optimization over 7 for a fixed K and an outer optimization
over K. With the Qaqish model the inner optimization is tractable and can be solved using
standard non-linear programming techniques, e.g. fmincon in MATLAB.
The optimization, though tractable for large N is still problematic. Especially for large
K, the convergence is slow and often the numerical optimization fails to converge to a
feasible solution. Though problematic, this constrained optimization is presented as a proof
of concept solution. Future work will further study the structure of the inner optimization
to see if it can be solved using more robust optimization algorithms, e.g. convex solvers.
This is beyond the scope of this thesis though.
It should be noted that this model correlates the binary vector h[n] sequentially. This
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works well when the input is low-pass and the strongest correlations in Rx. [m] are sequential.
More generally, we can consider correlating across a permuted version of h[n]. This is
potentially useful when input is band-pass and the strongest correlations in Rz. [m] are not
sequential across the tapped-delay line, but rather skip taps. In that case, a well designed
permutation of h[n] before optimization can further reduce the MSE. We do not explore the
effects of permutations in this thesis though. Future work may consider the development
of permutations as a preliminary step in the Qaqish tcmBRF design.
As a final point, note that is is relatively easy to generate correlated binary vectors using
the Qaqish algorithm. It requires pseudo-random number generation and the calculation of
Ai[n] using Eqn.(6.63). The pseudo-random number generation can be done using LFSRs.
The summation of Eqn.(6.63) using the coefficients yij can be done using a table lookup.
The essential point is that the generation does not require multiplies and can hopefully be
done with a small hardware footprint.
6.3.5 Relaxation Bound
Because the binary compatibility constraint is problematic, in this section, we replace it
with two less problematic ones. The resulting relaxed optimization is easier to solve and
gives a lower bound on the MSE. It is useful for error analysis.
There are two natural restrictions that any covariance matrix, Eh E B(p), must sat-
isfy. First Eh should be positive semi-definite, i.e. Eh >- 0. Secondly, the correlation
E{hi[n]hj[n]} is constrained by pi and pj. In particular, for binary random variables, the
marginal means limit the ranges of the covariances to, [27],
max(0, pi + pj - 1) - pipj < oj < min(pi, pj) - pij (6.76)
The upper bounds in Eqn.(6.76) are all simultaneously achievable by a binary covariance
matrix. On the other hand, the lower bounds may not be all simultaneously achievable,
[27].
Using these two restrictions, rather than the full compatibility constraint, gives a relaxed
version of tcmBRF design that can be expressed as the constrained optimization,
minimize K 2tr (Rx h)
K,Eh
subject to K > max{jbil}
Pi = bilK (6.77)2 =
=i /t p --
rij < min(pi, Aj) - ttiyj
aij > max(O, pi + -j - 1) - ipj
Eh > 0
The feasible region for optimal design problem, Eqn. (6.40), with the binary compatibility
constraint, is a subset of the feasible region of this relaxed program. Consequently, the
optimal value of Eqn.(6.77), which is denoted Sr(b), gives a lower bound on the achievable
tcmBRF MSE.
As before, the relaxed optimization can be solved by separating the joint optimization,
Eqn.(6.77), into an inner optimization over Eh for fixed K and outer optimization over K.
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The inner optimization can be expressed as a constrained optimization over the semi-definite
matrix Eh with element-wise constraints,
minimize Ir(Eh, j) = tr (Rxh)
Eh
subject to oa = .i(1 - .i) (6.78)
'ij :_ min(.ti, pj) - piyj
aij _ max(0, Ii + #j - 1) - ij
Eh 0 
This is a semi-definite program; a conic, convex optimization. It can be efficiently solved
using standard interior-point solvers like SDPT-3 or CVX, [7, 18]. Defining the minimum
value of the inner optimization as Ir*(p), the outer optimization over K can be expressed
as,
minimize K2 * (r)
K
subject to K > max{IbiI} (6.79)
p = b/K
As before, the outer optimization can be solved using a line-search. The benefit of
relaxation comes from the fact that there are very efficient solvers for semi-definite programs.
It is far easier to solve this relaxed program than either the optimal affine program of Section
6.3.2 or the parametric optimization of 6.3.4.
The drawback, of course, is that the solution to the relaxed program only gives a lower
bound on the MSE. We denote this as the relaxation bound. We conjecture that, in general,
the relaxation bound is not tight, i.e. there does not exist a binary distribution that achieves
the optimal relaxed covariance matrix, E~. In addition, there does not seem to be any simple
method to approximate E* using a binary distribution. For example, we have attempted
to approximate E~ using the parametric Qaqish model, but the back-solving procedure is
extremely unstable. In particular, the back-solved parameters, y, are highly infeasible when
Er is not compatible with a binary distribution. Despite these drawbacks, the relaxation
bound is useful because it gives a fundamental limit on the correlation gain. In addition,
since it is easy to compute, the relaxation bound is useful for error analysis.
6.3.6 Error Analysis
As with timBRF, the tcmBRF MSE is dependent on the desired continuous-valued filter we
are trying to implement. Certain filters, like b = 1 1 ], can be perfectly implemented
using a tcmBRF and have zero MSE. Other filters have a much higher MSE. As an example
of how the MSE varies as a function of the taps, Figure Figure 6-6(a) illustrates the optimal
MSE, £*(b), for all positive-valued, three-tap tcmBRFs with unit-energy, i.e. bo+b2+b+ = 1
and bi > 0. The input auto-correlation is fixed to Rx [ MI] = 0.91ml. The figure is plotted
as a projection into the (bo, bl) plane. The b2 coordinate is implicit from the unit-energy
constraint. Note that the symmetries that existed in timBRF are broken in tcmBRF because
the input auto-correlation affects the MSE surface.
Whatever the filter though, the tcmBRF MSE lower than the timBRF MSE. We denote
the gain over timBRF as correlation gain. Mathematically, for a fixed filter the correlation
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gain is defined as the ratio between the optimal timBRF and tcmBRF MSE,
gtcm(b) Stm (b) (6.80)
As with the MSE, the correlation gain is a function of the desired continuous-valued
filter b. Figure 6-7 illustrates the correlation gain for all positive-value three-tap tcmBRFs
with unit-energy. For certain filters, there is little correlation gain because both the timBRF
and tcmBRF implementations have similar MSE, e.g. b = 11 which has zero
MSE for both types of BRF. For other filters, there is a significant correlation gain, e.g.
= 1 1- which has the maximal timBRF MSE.
In addition to the desired filter, the input auto-correlation, Rx, affects the correlation
gain. For example, with a white input, R,,[m] = Rx,,[0]6[m], there is no correlation gain,
i.e. tcm, = 0 dB for all filters b. Mathematically, in Eqn.(6.35) the contributions from the
cross terms are all zero because R,, [i-j] = 0 for i : j. Intuitively, with no correlation in the
input, we cannot design the tap processes to have partial cancellation at the accumulator.
On the other hand, with a constant input, R,, [m] = C, there is infinite correlation gain,
i.e. gtcm = oc for all filters b. In this case, there are an infinite number of solutions that
have zero MSE. One possible solution is to choose K = 0 bi = A(ejo) and set the
zeroth tap to ho[n] = sgn{A(ejo)} and the rest to zero. Intuitively, with a constant input
the output is a constant with scaling E-i=1 bi = A(ejo). This can be always matched using
the single scaling element in the BRF.
In between these two extremal cases, correlation gain increases the more narrowband
the input is, i.e the closer R,,[m] is to a constant. Intuitively, the more narrowband the
input is, the more predictable the process x[n] is from samples of its past. This, in turn,
leads to a better ability to cancel errors at the accumulator because, in its essence, the
cancellation from tcmBRF is like a binary vector prediction system. We explore the effect
R, on correlation gain in more detail using numerical experiments in Section 6.4.
Lastly, for parametric tcmBRF, the Qaqish order, ri, affects the correlation gain. For
a fixed b and Rx, increasing K improves correlation gain because the feasible region is
larger. Most of the benefit of correlation comes from the largest elements in the auto-
correlation, Rzz[m] though. Once these have been taken into account, the contribution
from the remaining terms is much smaller. Consequently, depending on the decay of the
auto-correlation, Rxx[m], there is diminishing correlation gain with /. Figure 7-6 in Section
6.4 illustrates the effect of K on correlation gain for an example filter.
As with timBRF, for a fixed ideal filter specification, the tcmBRF MSE increases as
the number of taps N increases. Because of correlation gain though, the tcmBRF MSE
increases at slower rate. As such, tcmBRF gives a better error tradeoff than timBRF. This
allows us to make a longer, better filter for same MSE constraint. Figure 6-14 in Section 6.4
illustrates the tcmBRF MSE as a function of N for and example specification. It illustrates
that the correlation gain is about constant for all N.
The error scaling is different for different filters b, but like in timBRF, we can do a
worst-case error analysis for unit-power filters with fixed Rx. This gives an upper-bound
on how the tcmBRF MSE scales with N for any filter specification. Doing the worst-case
analysis with the binary compatibility constraint is difficult, especially since the optimal
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solution is intractable. Instead, we develop the worst-case analysis using the relaxation
bound. Mathematically, for a fixed N and Rx, the relaxation bound on the worst-case
MSE can be expressed as the maximization of the form,
maximize S*(b)
b
subject to - 1 b2 - 1 (6.81)
bi 2 0
Where r*(b) is the solution to the relaxation program for a fixed b. An analytic solution
is desirable, but unfortunately, we have been unable to find a closed form expression for
this optimization. We can compute the worst-case relaxation bound numerically instead.
We conjecture that the worst-case scaling depends upon the minimum singular value of Rx
in some way. Future work should consider a more robust error analysis of tcmBRF.
6.4 Numerical Experiments
In this section, numerical simulations are used to illustrate the effect of BRF for an example.
The properties of both timBRF and tcmBRF are shown in the time and frequency domains.
In addition, simulations are used to illustrate the error scaling and the effect of peakiness
on the error.
6.4.1 Example
In this section, we illustrate the effect of timBRF and tcmBRF for a low-pass filtering
example. The input x[n] is a WSS DT ARMA process generated by shaping white Gaussian
noise through a filter:
(z - )(z - ) (.82))
G (z) ( - po)(z - pi)
Zo = ej r/2, PO = 0.9, pi = -0.6
The input power spectrum is Sxx(edw) = G(z)G(z - 1). It is illustrated in Figure 6-10(a).
The desired continuous-valued filter is a N = 33 tap, linear-phase, Parks-McClellan low-pass
filter designed using the specifications:
1 for p = [0, 37r/16]H(e3l) = P (6.83)H(el)- 0 for w, = [57r/16, 7r]
The impulse response and frequency response of this filter is illustrated in Figure 6-
9. Figure 6-10(b) illustrates the power spectrum of the desired output, Sy (ejW). In this
example, the low-pass filter removes the unwanted high-frequency components in Sxx(eJw)
while preserving the low-pass components.
We design a timBRF implementation using the optimization Eqn.(6.5). We design a
tcmBRF implementation with Qaqish order r, = 4 using the optimization Eqn.(6.75). For
each, we simulate the filter in MALTAB and generate two million samples of the error
e[n]. Periodogram averaging with a Hamming window of size 2048 with 50% overlap is
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used to approximate 2048 samples of the power spectrum See(w). The MSE is estimated
numerically by averaging the squared difference between y [n], the desired output of the
continuous-valued filter, and y[n] output of the BRF.
Figure 6-11 illustrates the results of timBRF. Figure 6-11(a) illustrates See(eJ"). As
expected, it is white with height given by Eqn.(6.17). Figure 6-11(b) illustrates a section
of the output, y[n], in the time domain along with the desired output, y[n]. The output of
the timBRF is a degraded version of the desired output y[n]. As noted, for this example
the timBRF SNR is 7.18 dB.
Figure 6-12 illustrates the results of tcmBRF for the same signal. The error spectrum
is still white, but the noise floor has been reduced due to correlation gain. Accordingly, in
the time-domain, the tcmBRF output, y[n], more closely follows the desired output, y[n].
The SNR is 10.58 dB, with a correlation gain of 3.40 dB over timBRF. Bound is at 13.81
dB. The gap to bound is 3.24 dB.
Figure 6-13(a) illustrates the optimal covariance matrix Eh* found using parametric
tcmBRF optimization with K =. Compare this to Figure 6-13(b) which illustrates the opti-
mal covariance matrix Er* from the relaxation bound. Because of the sequential correlation
with order n = 4, the Qaqish covariance matrix cannot have high covariances away from
the main diagonal. Consequently, the Qaqish matrix matches the relaxation bound matrix
close to the diagonal, but has significant differences away from it.
Figure 7-6 illustrates the correlation gain for this example as a function of n, the Qaqish
order. We observe that for larger r there is more correlation gain, but there are diminishing
returns. Above n = 8 the gain plateaus. This is because beyond m = 8 the auto-correlation
R,, [m] has decayed away considerably - enough so that the remaining terms have a small
contribution to correlation gain.
Figure 6-14(a) illustrates MSE scaling for this particular example as a function of N.
Figure 6-14(b) illustrates the same results in terms of correlation gain. Figure 6-16(b)
illustrates the same results in terms of SNR. There are a number of observations to make.
First, as noted in the error analysis sections, the MSE grows with N on the order O(vN).
Comparing Figure 6-14(a) with Figure 6-8, the error scaling is slower than the worst-case by
a large multiplicative factor. Secondly, the correlation gain is approximately a constant as a
function of N. It is about 2.6 dB for n = 2 and about 3.5 dB for n = 4. From the relaxation
bound, it seems that there is room for more improvement with a potential correlation gain
of up to 6.6 dB. Of course, the relaxation bound may not be tight, so the full gain of 6.6
dB may not be achievable.
As noted in the error analysis, even though the MSE increases, with more taps we can
implement a better filter. For this Parks-McClellan example, we can measure the the filter
performance using the max ripple error. Figure 6-17 illustrates the max ripple error as a
function of N for the example specifications. It decays quickly with N. On the other hand,
the MSE due to BRF implementation grows with N. The system designer must make a
tradeoff between the max ripple error in Fig.6-17 and the randomization error MSE in 6-14
to choose an operating point.
6.4.2 Peakiness
A discussed in Section 6.3.6, the peakiness of the input power spectrum affects the tcmBRF
performance. The more narrowband the input is, the more correlation gain we can achieve.
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We illustrate this dependence using a numerical experiment. We assume the desired contin-
uous valued filter is the same as in the previous section, the N = 33 tap Parks-McClellan
low pass filter illustrated in Fig. 6-9.
In the experiment, we generate the input x[n] as first-order auto-regressive AR(1) process
with power spectrum,
1SXXz(z)= (6.84)S(z) (1 - pz- 1 )(1 - pz) (6.84)
Figure 6-19 plots the correlation gain, gtcm, as p is varied from zero to one. Each point
on the curve is found by numerical simulation of one-million samples. As expected, when
p = 0, the spectrum is white and there is no correlation gain, i.e. gtcm = 0 dB. As p increases
the pole moves closer to the unit circle, making Sxx(e j ' ) more peaky. The correlation gain
increases exponentially for all r,. As p approaches 1, the AR(1) process becomes more like
a constant and the correlation gain approaches infinity. Also, as expected, the correlation
gain for n = 4 is always above that of r = 2 because with more degrees of freedom we can
find a better solution. Another observation is that as p increases, the gap to the relaxation
bound increases. This is because with a peakier input there is more potential correlation
gain that the Qaqish model with a restricted . cannot take advantage of.
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Figure 6-8. Worst-case MSE as a function of N. timBRF curve is analytic expression from Eqn.(6.33).
tcmBRF relaxation bound curves are a result of numerical optimization using fmincon using random restarts.
Input is normalized so R,, [0] = 1.
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(a) Impulse Response, h[n]
(b) Magnitude Response, IH(eiw)l
Figure 6-9. Desired continuous-valued filter. N = 33 length Parks-McClellan filter designed using the
specifications of Eqn.(6.83).
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(a) Input spectrum, S,,(e jw)
(b) Desired output spectrum, Sy,(ejw)
Figure 6-10. Power spectra of input and desired output.
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(a) Error spectrum, See(ejC), SNR = 7.18 dB
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(b) Time-Domain output 9[n] and y[n]
Figure 6-11. Error power spectrum and time-domain output for tap-independent memoryless BRF imple-
mentation of the example in Section 6.4.1.
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(a) Error spectrum, See(ej•), SNR = 10.58 dB
6140 6160 6180 6200 6220 6240 6260 6280 6300 6320
n
(b) Time-Domain output ý[n] and y[n]
Figure 6-12. Error power spectrum and time-domain output for tap-correlated memoryless BRF imple-
mentation of the example in Section 6.4.1 with Qaqish order . = 4.
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(a) Er*, optimal covariance matrix from relaxation bound.
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(b) Eh*, optimal covariance matrix from Qaqish optimization with K = 4.
Figure 6-13. Optimal covariance matrices from relaxation bound and Qaqish parametric optimization of
the N = 33 tap example in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6-14. MSE scaling as a function of N for the Parks-McClellan filter with specifications given in
Eqn.(6.83) and input spectrum given in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6-15. Correlation gain, gtcm, as a function of N for the Parks-McClellan filter with specifications
given in Eqn.(6.83) and input spectrum given in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6-16. SNR scaling as a function of N for the Parks-McClellan filter with specifications given in
Eqn.(6.83) and input spectrum given in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6-17. Max ripple error as
Eqn.(6.83).
a function of N for Parks-McClellan filters designed with specification
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Figure 6-18. Correlation gain, gtam, as a function of Qaqish order, n, for example of Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6-19. Correlation gain, gtcm, of a AR(1) input process as a function
Parks-McClellan example of Section 6.4.1
p. Desired filter is 33 tap
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Chapter 7
Oversampled Direct Form I FIR
Binary Randomized Filtering
This chapter develops oversampled Direct Form I FIR BRF, an extension of standard BRF
that incorporates rate conversion. Due to an averaging effect, oversampled BRF has a higher
SNR that standard BRF. In addition, because of oversampling, the randomization error can
be moved out of band to further improve the SNR. Section 7.1 presents the oversampled
BRF structure and discusses certain implementation issues. Section 7.2 presents an error
analysis of oversampled BRF. Section 7.3 concludes this chapter with a set of numerical
experiments to validate the theory.
7.1 Oversampled BRF Model
Section 7.1.1 presents the continuous-valued oversampled Direct Form I FIR filter structure
as an alternative implementation of FIR filters. Section 7.1.1 replaces the continuous-valued
coefficients in this structure with binary processes to implement oversampled BRF. Section
7.1.3 raises certain implementation issues regarding multiplier-less rate conversion.
7.1.1 Oversampled Direct Form I FIR Structure
Figure 7-1(a) illustrates what we denote the continuous-valued oversampled Direct Form
I FIR filter structure. There are three major differences from the standard Direct Form
I tapped-delay line structure. First, the tapped-delay line is preceded by an upsampling
stage. As illustrated, The input, x[n], is expanded by a factor of L and interpolated with,
G,(ei"), a LPF with gain L and cutoff ir/L.
Secondly, the tapped-delay line is expanded, i.e. the unit celays are replaced with
L-element delays. Note that the continuous-valued coefficients bi' are the same as in the
standard structure. The expansion compresses the frequency response by a factor of L and
introduces periodic copies of the frequency response at integer multiples of 7r/L. Specifically,
defining B(ej ' ) as the frequency response of the standard structure, the frequency response
of expanded structure is B(eJwL).
Thirdly, in the oversampled structure, the tapped delay-line is followed by a down-
sampling stage. As illustrated in Figure 7-1, the output of the tapped delay line is anti-
aliased with a unity-gain LPF filter, Gd(ejw), with cutoff r/L, and then compressed by L.
This returns the output, y[n], to the same sampling rate as the input, x[n].
The continuous-valued oversampled structure has the same frequency response as the
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standard structure, i.e. B(eJW). This can be shown in a straightforward manner. We
present an informal argument here. For analysis purposes, we assume the interpolation and
anti-aliasing filters in the rate-conversion stages are ideal, i.e. G,(eJi), the interpolation
filter, has a frequency response:
C (eiw)_ fL for w < (7.1)
0 otherwise
and Gd(ej"),the anti-aliasing filter, has a frequency response:
I 1 for w < (7.2)
Gd(eiJ)= 0 otherwise
Figure 7-1(b) illustrates a block diagram of the oversampled structure. Because the
filters are all LTI, we can interchange the order of B(ej wL) and Gd(eJi). Using the down-
sampling noble identity, the order of the compressor and B(ejWL) can also be interchanged
to achieve the block diagram of Figure 7-1(c). The first four stages in Figure 7-2(b),
upsampling by L followed by down-sampling by L, constitute an identity system. This
shows that the oversampled structure has the same frequency response, B(eJw), as the
standard one. This, in turn, implies that for a static filter, implementation using the
oversampled structure has no effect. In particular, for static multiplier-less filters, the
oversampled structure does not remove frequency response distortion. The MSE is constant
as a function of L. This is in contrast to randomization where, as shown in this chapter,
the MSE decreases as a function of L.
7.1.2 Oversampled Direct Form I FIR BRF
Figure 7-2 illustrates the oversampled Direct Form I FIR BRF structure. The continuous-
valued taps in Figure 7-1(a) have been replaced with binary random processes that run at
L times the input sample rate. As in standard BRF, the mean of each tap is constrained
such that Kpisi = bi. With this constraint, oversampled BRF (oBRF) on average has the
desired continuous-valued response, i.e. the expected frequency response is B(eJ").
There is an important implementation issue with oBRF: the rate-conversion filters,
gu[n] and gd[n], in general require multiplies for implementation. Section 7.1.3 discusses
this issue in more detail, but in short, this issue is not problematic. Either these filters can
be implemented without multiplies or they can be implemented as a fixed filter using an
ASIC. Basically, since they are not reconfigurable, like the BRF, they can be viewed as a
fixed cost of oBRF implementation.
The oBRF structure still has randomization error, but it is lower than that of standard
BRF. In fact, as shown in Section 7.2, oBRF exhibits an L-fold gain in SNR over standard
BRF. The precise analysis is presented in Section 7.2. Intuitively, the error is lower due to
an averaging effect. Basically, the oBRF can be viewed as the average of L standard BRFs
running independently. The averaging reduces the noise variance while keeping the mean
unchanged - leading to an increase in SNR.
One important point to note is that the tapped delay-line has N non-zero tap processes,
not LN. This is important because, as shown in Chapter 6, the randomization error scales
with the number of non-zero tap processes. By fixing the number of taps to N, the total
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x[n]
(a) Continuous-valued oversampled Direct Form I FIR structure
x[n]-- L + - G,(z) - B(zM ) o Gd(z) --- L -- g[n]
(a) Block Diagram of oversampled structure.
x[n]--+0 L + G,(z) Gd(z) - L + - B(z) - 9[n]
I
I(z) =1
(b) Modified Block Diagram of oversampled structure.
Figure 7-1. Diagrams for continuous-valued oversampled Direct Form I FIR filtering. The rate-conversion
filters are assumed to be ideal and the coefficients bi are assumed to be continuous-valued. B(ej ' ) is the
frequency response of the standard structure without oversampling.
power of the randomization error is fixed independent of the rate L. As discussed in Section
7.2, this is a critical element to achieving any oversampling SNR gain.
As with standard BRF, there are four types of oBRF depending on the correlation of the
tap processes. Memoryless oBRF, both tap-independent and tap-correlated, are discussed
in detail in Section 7.2.2. Frequency-shaping, using time-correlation of the tap processes, is
useful in oBRF. This is because the anti-aliasing filter, Gd(ejw), can be used to remove the
error shaped into its stop-band. Section 7.2.3 discusses the potential of frequency-shaped
oBRF.
7.1.3 Multiplier-less Rate Conversion
As mentioned in the previous section, there is an implementation issue with oversampled
BRF: the rate-conversion filters, gu[n] and gd[n], require multiplies for implementation.
These filters are fixed though, so they can be implemented and optimized for speed in an
ASIC. The resulting implementation can be viewed as a fixed cost of the oBRF structure.
In other cases, we may want to implement the rate-conversion without multiplies too.
There is a class of specialized multiplier-less filters, called cascaded-integrator-combs (CICs),
designed for this purpose, [16, 20]. As mentioned in Chapter 5, CICs are static multiplier-
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Figure 7-2. Block Diagram of Oversampled Direct Form I FIR BRF
less filters composed of a cascade of single pole integrator IIR stages, Hi(z) = 1/(1 - z-l),
with single zero FIR comb stages, Hc(z) = 1 - ENo z-iL. These CIC filters have been
studied in detail in the literature, [16, 20]. They can handle arbitrary and large rate changes
and are well suited for hardware implementation.
Though suitable, CIC filters, like all static multiplier-less filters have frequency distor-
tion. The most problematic distortion caused by CIC filters is a type of passband atten-
uation called passband "droop", [16, 20]. The randomized tapped delay-line can equalize
the passband "droop", i.e. changing the desired response of the oBRF can compensate for
the droop from the CIC interpolation and anti-aliasing filters. In short, implementing gu [n]
and gd[n] using multiplier-less CIC filters does not pose a significant design obstacle. It is
a mature technique which can be adapted for use in oversampled BRF.
In this chapter, for simplicity, we assume that the rate-conversion filters are implemented
with multiplies. This simplifies the analysis but the computed gains are then overestimates
relative to what is possible using CIC filters. The ideal analysis can be interpreted as an
upper-bound on performance using CICs. With a properly designed CIC filters, the error
will be close to this bound.
7.2 Error Analysis
This section presents an error analysis for oversampled BRF. As with standard BRF, the
oBRF error is shown to be uncorrelated with the input and shapeable. Section 7.2.2 presents
the analysis of memoryless oBRF. Oversampled BRF is shown to have a L-fold SNR gain
over standard BRF. Section 7.2.3 discuses potential benefits of frequency-shaping in oBRF
and presents preliminary design techniques for it.
7.2.1 General Analysis
Define bM as the NL continuous-valued tap coefficients in the oversampled Direct Form I
structure. These coefficients have the values:
b/ bi k=iLfor i = 0,..., N-1 (7.3)
k 0 otherwise
where the bi are the non-zero taps in Figure 7-1(a) which have the same values as the N
taps of a standard Direct Form I structure. As mentioned earlier, the frequency response
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xin] I L g. 9[n] Z - ~ L Z
ho [n]-- hi[n] -Pp-3 h2 N]
so :E s 1 T ý1 2J--10
x[n]
(a) Decomposition
x[in]
(b) Modified decomposition
Figure 7-3. Error analysis block diagrams for oversampled Direct Form I BRF
of the expanded tapped delay-line in oversampled structure is B'(ejw) = B(ejwL), where
B(e3W) is the frequency response of the standard structure.
Define h' [n] as the tap-processes in the expanded tapped delay-line for oversampled
BRF. These processes can be expressed as:
h[n] hi[n] k = iL for i = 0,..., N - 1 (74)
k · 0 , otherwise
where the hi[n] are the non-zero binary processes in Figure 7-2. Define the sign changes
similarly using s'. As noted in Section 7.1.2, the non-zero tap processes have the same
mean constraint, E{hi[n]} = Ipi = sibil/K. In the expanded tapped delay-line the means,
I', can be expressed as,
,r = pi, k = iL for i = 0,..., N - 1 (7.5)
0 , otherwise
The output of the expanded tapped delay-line before downsampling, fu[n], can be de-
fined as:
L(N-1)
u [n] h'j[n]s'xu[n - k] (7.6)
k=O
where xu[n] is the upsampled input. Similar to our randomized sampling analysis, we can
use the decomposition h~ [n] = i + h' [n], to express the output as the sum of a static
portion, from the constant mean, and an error term from the zero-mean time-varying filter
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^[n]
hk[n:
L(N-1) L(N-1)
ri[n] = > Kp's k 'x[n - k] +K h'k [n]six [n - k]
k=0 k=Ob'
L(N-1) L(N-1)
= > bxkb[n-k]K 3 k[n]sx[n[-k] (7.7)
k=O k=0
As denoted in Eqn.(7.7), the first term is the LTI convolution of the expanded filter,
b', with upsampled input, xu[n]. The second term is the convolution of x,[n] with the
time-varying kernel, h'[k, n] = h' [n]. The decomposition of Eqn.(7.7) can be represented
in block diagram form as Figure 7-3(a). In this figure the rate conversion stages have been
distributed into each of the branches. The upper branch can be simplified into a single
filter B(ejw) using the identity from Section 7.1.1. This implies that the output of the
upper branch is, y[n], the desired output from the desired continuous-valued filter. Figure
7-3(b) illustrates the block diagram with this simplification.
We denote the output of the lower branch as eL[n], the error after L-fold oBRF. To
characterize this error, we must first characterize the error e,[n], the output of the zero-
mean time-varying filter h[k, n]. Using an analogous argument to that in Section 5.2.2, we
can show that eu[n] is a WSS random process that is uncorrelated with the input xu[n]. It
follows that the output after downsampling, eL[n], is uncorrelated with the input x[n].
The auto-correlation of e [n] can be expressed as,
Reu e[m] = E{eu[n]e,[n + m]}
L(N-1) L(N-1)
= K2 > > E{h'L[]h' [n+m]ls'sE{/x[n - k]x,[n+ -l1]}
k=O 1=0
L(N-1) L(N-1)
= K2  2 E{h ]h'k [ +m]}4sRxxu[m•+ k-l] (7.8)
k=O l=0
where we have used the independence of h'k[n] and xu[n] to separate the expectation. Since
h' [n] only has N non-zero processes, the cross terms can be simplified such that,
Efh'rh[n]h[n]}I E{hi[n]hj[n+m]} , k = iL, = jL for i,j = O,...,N-1 (7.9)
k ~1 0 , otherwise
Substituting Eqn.(7.9) into Eqn.(7.8) and reindexing the summations, the error auto-
correlation can be simplified as,
N-1 N-1
Reeu,[m] = K 2  3 E{hi[n]hj[n + m]}sisjRx,,x,[m + L(i - j)] (7.10)
i=0 j=0
For further error analysis we must assume some structure on the tap processes. As
mentioned earlier, there are four forms of oBRF depending on the correlation of the tap
processes. The next section analyzes memoryless oBRF. Section 7.2.3 analyzes the potential
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benefits of frequency-shaped oBRF.
7.2.2 Memoryless Oversampled BRF
In memoryless oBRF, the tap processes are restricted to be white in time. This implies the
constraint E{hi[n]hj [n + m]} = uijs[m]. Incorporating this constraint into Eqn.(7.10), the
upsampled error auto-correlation can be expressed as,
N-1 N-1
Ree, e[m] = K 2 E OEijSijjRux, [ L(i - j)]J[m] (7.11)
i=0 j=0
We can show that Rxx,[Lm] = R. [m]. We present an informal argument here for
completeness. The signal x,[n] is the bandlimited interpolation of x[n] after expansion by
L. It is thus a WSS random process. Compressing xu[n] by L returns the original signal
x[n]. This follows from zero-ISI property of bandlimited interpolation. Compressing a WSS
process without aliasing results in another WSS signal which has an auto-correlation that
is the downsampled auto-correlation of the input signal, [25]. It follows that:
RxUXU [Lm] = Rxx[m] (7.12)
Substituting Eqn.(7.12) into Eqn.(7.11), the upsampled error auto-correlation can be
expressed as,
N-1 N-1
Reue, [m] = K 2 E E OijsisjRx [i- j]e[m] = Ree[m] (7.13)
i=O j=0
The error is white and equivalent to Ree [m] from Eqn.(5.9), the auto-correlation of standard
memoryless BRF error, without oversampling. This is intuitively sensible because in oBRF
the error is from the same number of noise sources, with the same means, and same input
correlation values. Note that the error is the same only because the tapped delay-line in
oBRF has N non-zero taps, rather than LN.
Since the error auto-correlation is the identical, the optimal design of memoryless oBRF
is the same as that for standard BRF. The standard BRF solutions can be used directly.
Oversampling does not add any new degrees of freedom that can be exploited using memo-
ryless oBRF. In what follows, we assume that memoryless BRF has been optimally designed
according to the techniques presented in Chapter 6. We denote the optimum noise floor as
9* (b). In the frequency domain, the power spectrum of the upsampled error is flat and can
be expressed as,
Seueu(e"w) = See(e" ' ) = &*(b) (7.14)
The upsampled error is filtered by the anti-aliasing filter Gd(eJw). The output of this
filter, ed[n], has a power spectrum,
See(ejw) See(e)|Gd(ie)w 2 _ f£*(b) , wI< 5r/L (7.15)
eded ee• eJ 0 , otherwise
As noted, the anti-aliasing filter removes the energy of See(eja) in the stop-band. It
is this noise reduction that results in oversampling gain. For memoryless BRF the filter
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removes all but 1/L-th the noise power. With frequency-shaping BRF we could potentially
make this ratio lower by frequency shaping See(ejw) so that there is less energy in passband
of Gd(e"w). This is discussed in the next section.
For memoryless BRF, after anti-aliasing the signal ed[n] is compressed by a factor of L.
This stretches the power spectrum Seded (eiW) and scales it down by factor of L. The output
error power spectrum can be expressed as:
SeLeL (ej ) L = I Seded(ej"/L) =forlwl < (7.16)
The noise floor is scaled down by a factor of L. Consequently, the oBRF output MSE,
denoted F (b), is 1/L-th the power of the standard BRF MSE, S*(b):
L(b) = L (7.17)L
On the other hand, the power of the desired output signal, y[n], from the upper branch
of Figure 7-3(b) is unchanged. Accordingly, the oBRF SNR in is L times higher than that
of standard BRF:
_E{y
2 [n]} E{y2 [n]}SNRL = = L L SNR (7.18)
$L(b) $*(b)
Intuitively, with oversampling the number of non-zero taps remains N so the same
total noise power is spread over L replications of S,,(e jw) with the filtering then reducing
the noise power total. Both forms of memoryless BRF, timBRF and tcmBRF, exhibit
this L-fold oversampling SNR gain. Note that, unlike correlation gain, there is no limit
on oversampling gain. It can be used to arbitrarily improve the output SNR. In practice
though, the hardware constraints will impose a limit because increasing L increases the
memory requirements of the implementation, i.e. the tapped delay-line must be longer.
In addition, with a multiplier-less CIC implementation of the rate-conversion filters the
full L-fold gain is probably not achievable. The gain will still be on the order L though. We
conjecture that the performance loss from CIC implementation will be small. Section 7.3
illustrates the results of memoryless oBRF for two examples. The empirical results match
well with the theory developed in this section.
7.2.3 Frequency-Shaping BRF
As mentioned in the previous section, frequency-shaping BRF could have benefits in the
oversampled BRF structure. In particular, the error spectrum can be shaped so that the
error in the passband of Gd(ej ") is reduced. Frequency-shaped BRF requires time corre-
lation in the binary tap processes hi [n]. There are two types of frequency-shaping BRF:
tap-independent frequency-shaping (tifsBRF), with each tap process is correlated in time
but independent of one another, and tap-correlated frequency-shaping (tcfsBRF), where the
tap processes can be correlated in time and across the taps. We briefly discuss the potential
benefits and possible design issues of both of these techniques in this section. The ideas
presented are preliminary and not developed in detail.
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Tap-Independent Frequency Shaped BRF
In tap-independent frequency-shaping BRF (tifsBRF) each tap is uncorrelated with one
another but they can be correlated in time. This implies:
[n][n+m = Eh[n]hi[n m]} = Khh[m] for i = j
0 for i j
Substituting this into Eqn.(7.10), the auto-correlation of the upsampled
expressed as:
N-1
Ree, [m] = K 2 E Khihi [m]Rz,z, [m]
i=O
In the frequency domain the power-spectrum can be expressed as:
N-1
Seue(e j w ) = K 2 E Dhihi (eJO) Sxu., (ej(W-O)) dl
i=0
After anti-aliasing with the filter Gd(e"w),
be expressed as:
(7.19)
error can be
(7.20)
(7.21)
the power spectrum of the error, ed[n], can
Seded(ei> ) = IGd(ejw)12See,, (ejw)
= K2  IGd(ej)|l 'hih(ejO)Sxuxu(e( 2))
Si=0-
The output MSE can be expressed as,
L = Seded(e3w) 24
N-1
= K2 N-
i=0
4hihh (eJO) (S., SXUU(ei(w-) IGd (ejw) 2 d)
F(eh))
ohihi (ej o)F(e )(L-
Because of tap-independence, the design of each tap process can be considered indepen-
dently. For each, the goal is to design hi[n], a binary process with fixed mean pi, such that
the MSE, Ei, through the filter Gd(ej ' ) is minimized. The design problem is exactly the
same as that of frequency-shaped SRS. In fact, tifsBRF design can be decomposed into N
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(7.22)
(7.23)
(7.24)
(7.25)
N-1
= K2 E
i=0
N-1
= K2
i=O
N-1
= K 2 Z si
i=O
(7.26)
(7.27)
(7.28)
heihj8j0)S) dl )(I Gd (e G(e)12
-0=-e 2 7r 2 r
independent frequency-shaped SRS design problems for each tap.
The optimization for each tap process in tifsBRF is even simpler than frequency-shaped
SRS because it does not require precise knowledge of the power spectrum S,~' (eiw). In
particular, since S,, (e3w) is bandlimited to 7/L and Gd(ejw) is a bandlimiting filter to
ir/L, the function F(ejw) has support only on [-2r/L, 27/L]. Consequently, the optimal
design of hhihi(ejO) is to place most of the energy near 7, independent of the exact shape of
S 1x,, (e3J). Tap-independent frequency-shaping BRF is not implemented in this thesis. We
conjecture that tifsBRF will have a large oversampling SNR gain for small L and diminishing
returns as L increases. Asymptotically, for large L, the tifsBRF SNR should approach the
timBRF oversampling gain.
Tap-Correlated Frequency Shaped BRF
Tap-correlated frequency-shaping BRF (tcfsBRF) has the most degrees of freedom so it can
achieve the best oversampling gain. However, the many degrees of freedom make tcfsBRF
difficult to design. As with the other correlated techniques discussed in this thesis, the
fundamental issue is characterization of the set of binary vectors that can be correlated
both in time and across taps. Similar to frequency-shaped SRS and tcmBRF, we propose
the use of a parametric model.
Our parametric model is inspired by a vector extension of scalar Boufounos processes [5].
Preliminary analysis shows that this extension can be used to generate vector AR binary
processes. We present the basic model here, but omit the proofs. Future work will prove
and resolve certain issues about this model.
In the proposed model, the vector AR binary process, h[n], is generated iteratively from
p previous values, h[n - 1], . . . h[n - p], as follows:
1. The bias vector hb[n] for the generation of h[n] is computed according to the rela-
tionship:
p
hb[n] = + > Ak(h[n - k]- t) (7.29)
i=1
where p is a vector of desired means and the Ak are matrices that are parameters of
the algorithm.
2. The i-th element, hz[n], of the vector h[n] is randomly generated, independently of
the other indices, from a binary distribution biased by h [n], the i-th element of hb [n],
as follows:
I 1 with probability h'[n]
he [n] = b[n] (7.30)0 with probability 1 - h [n]
In steady-state it can be shown that this vector process is wide-sense stationary with
mean I. The matrix power spectrum can be shown to be,
Shh(W) = H(w)TDH(w) (7.31)
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where D is a diagonal matrix which scales the diagonal elements of Shh(w) such that the
fixed mean constraint is satisfied. H(w) is a matrix transfer function,
H(w) = I - Ake - j wk (7.32)
As in the scalar case, there are constraints on the matrices Ak to ensure that the bias
generated by Eqn.(7.29) does not overflow. Only if these constraints are satisfied will the
resulting matrix power spectrum be given by Eqn.(7.32). These constraints still remain to
be determined. Once all these constraints have been derived, the tcfsBRF design problem
can be posed over the parameters Ai of this model. The ensuing constrained optimization
is likely non-trivial and difficult to solve.
7.3 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we illustrate the performance of oversampled BRF using the same example as
in Section 6.4.1 of Chapter 6. The input power spectrum S,,(e j ' ) is as given in Eqn.(6.82)
and illustrated in Figure 6-10(a). The desired continuous-valued filter is the 33-tap Parks-
McClellan low-pass filter with specifications given in Eqn.(6.83) and illustrated in Figure
6-9. We present two examples, one using timBRF the other tcmBRF. The rate-conversion
filters are implemented using multiplies for simplicity.
The first example, illustrated in Figure 7-4 is the result of tap-independent memoryless
BRF coupled with L = 4 times oversampling. As expected the error spectrum is still white,
but the noise floor has been reduced due to oversampling gain. There is a small amount
of distortion in the error spectrum near w = 7r due to the use of non-ideal rate-conversion
filters. In the time-domain the output of the oversampled BRF, ý[n], more closely follows
the desired output, y[n]. The SNR is 13.52 dB. Compare these results to Figure 6-11 in
Chapter 6 with L = 1. There is an oversampling gain of 6.34 dB.
The second example, illustrated in Figure 7-5 is the result of tap-correlated BRF with
-= 4 coupled with L = 4 times oversampling. The error spectrum is still white, but the
noise floor has been reduced due to correlation gain and oversampling gain. Again, there is a
small amount of distortion in the error spectrum due to the use of non-ideal rate-conversion
filters. In the time-domain, ~[n], follows the desired output, y[n], very closely. The SNR is
16.90 dB, with a correlation gain of 3.40 dB plus oversampling gain of 6.32 dB. Compare
this to the results of Figure 6-12 in Chapter 6 with M = 1.
Figure 7-6 illustrates the SNR as function of oversampling rate, L, for this example
filter and input. As expected, the SNR grows linearly in L and as 10 log1 L on the dB
plot. Figure 7-6 also illustrates the MSE of a static multiplier-less filter. As expected, the
static multiplier-less MSE is a constant function of L. This contrast illustrates the benefits
of randomization over a static multiplier-less structure. With oversampling we can achieve
arbitrarily high SNR with enough oversampling. By contrast, with a static implementation
we are limited to a fixed SNR.
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Figure 7-4. Error power spectrum and time-domain output for oversampled tap-independent memoryless
BRF implementation of the example in Section 6.4.1. Oversampling rate L = 4.
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Figure 7-5. Error power spectrum and time-domain output for oversampled tap-correlated memoryless
BRF implementation of the example in Section 6.4.1. Oversampling rate L = 4 and Qaqish order n = 4.
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Figure 7-6. SNR of memoryless BRF as a function of oversampling rate L for example of Section 6.4.1.
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